# PITCON 2014 EXHIBITOR SEMINAR LISTING

## PITCON 2014 EXPOSITION HOURS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday, March 3, 2014</td>
<td>9:00 am – 5:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, March 4, 2014</td>
<td>9:00 am – 5:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, March 5, 2014</td>
<td>9:00 am – 5:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, March 6, 2014</td>
<td>9:00 am – 3:00 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXHIBITOR SEMINAR LISTING

This listing has been compiled from information provided by the exhibitors well in advance of the Conference. Last minute changes are possible. Some of the presentations and consultations require a prior invitation or appointment.

Please contact the exhibiting company at their regular booth for the date, time and topic of any exhibitor seminar you wish to attend.

## EXHIBITOR NAME | ROOM # | DESCRIPTION

**AB SCIEX SR31**

**Monday, March 3 – Wednesday, March 5, 2014**

Attend our free daily Luncheon Workshops on Mass Spectrometry and Liquid Chromatography Monday-Wednesday. Learn about brand new innovations that push the limits of your research and boost your productivity in Food Testing, Omics, Biologics, and the fundamentals of LC/MS/MS. Explore what these new systems can do for your lab! For details on times and topics, visit AB SCIEX at Booth #4451

---

**Elementar America, Inc. SR30**

Stop by Elementar America’s booth #4548 to sign in for all seminars.

### Monday, March 3, 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. | Dominik Margraf, PhD, Product Manager Elemental Analysis **Analyzing for TOC in tough samples**  
Seawater, leachates and brines—oh my! No need to fear that salty and mucky samples are going to gum up your TOC analyzer. Come get your hands on the Vario TOC Cube Analyzer and see how we handle these and other difficult samples. |
| 11:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Dominik Margraf, PhD, Product Manager Elemental Analysis **Fast trace sulfur analysis without coking**  
Four minute analysis time for gasoline, diesel, LPG, biomass and kerosene and really, no coking after thousands of injections. Check out the Trace S Cube analyzer, talk to our Applications Specialist, pull out the oven and take a good look inside. |
| 1:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m. | Dominik Margraf, PhD, Product Manager Elemental Analysis **You don’t have to be stuck with helium**  
Got helium sticker shock? Think helium is the only gas you can use for CHNS analysis? Find out your options for alternate carrier gases with elementar cube analyzers. |
| 2:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. | Art Kasson, PhD, IRMS Product Manager **New isotope mass spectrometers for natural resource exploration**  
Exploration for minerals just got a bit easier with the new GeoVisiON stable isotope mass spectrometer. If you’re interested in oxygen/hydrogen isotopes to understand the evolution of hydrological cycles, sulfur isotopes to infer redox state of formations or carbon isotopes to determine fluid-mineral equilibrium, you can spend less time with the sample analysis and more time with the results. Never before has isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS) been so simple than with VisiON. For the first time this exceptional instrument provides a level of usability which exposes the power of IRMS to new and inexperienced users, while experienced scientists will consider VisiON a revolution in IRMS technology. Come see what’s new! |
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Tuesday, March 4, 2014

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Tyson Rowland, Applications Center Manager
Hands On Training rapid N Cube Analyzer
Troubleshooting, leak checks, oxygen optimization—here’s how to get more out of your rapid N Cube. Do you remember how to maintain the ball valve? Check for blockages? Run statistics on your data? Let us help you refresh and relearn. Seminar limited to 6 people.

1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Art Kasson, PhD, IRMS Product Manager
Hands-On Training IonVantage and Vario Cube Software
Get the most out of your Isoprime IRMS and EA analyzer with this practical session on software capabilities. Learn tricks and shortcuts and explore the full range of what the software can do. Seminar limited to 10 people.

Wednesday, March 5, 2014

10:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Dominik Margraf, PhD Product Manager Elemental Analysis
Analyzing for TOC in tough samples
Seawater, leachates and brines—oh my! No need to fear that salty and mucky samples are going to gum up your TOC analyzer. Come get your hands on the Vario TOC Cube Analyzer and see how we handle these and other difficult samples.

11:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Dominik Margraf, PhD Product Manager Elemental Analysis
Fast trace sulfur analysis without coking
Four minute analysis time for gasoline, diesel, LPG, biomass and kerosene and really, no coking after thousands of injections. Check out the Trace S Cube analyzer, talk to our Applications Specialist, pull out the oven and take a good look inside.

1:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.
Dominik Margraf, PhD Product Manager Elemental Analysis
You don’t have to be stuck with helium
Got helium sticker shock? Think helium is the only gas you can use for CHNS analysis? Find out your options for alternate carrier gases with elementar cube analyzers.

2:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Art Kasson, PhD, IRMS Product Manager
New isotope mass spectrometers for natural resource exploration
Exploration for minerals just got a bit easier with the new GeoVisiION stable isotope mass spectrometer. If you’re interested in oxygen/hydrogen isotopes to understand the evolution of hydrological cycles, sulfur isotopes to infer redox state of formations or carbon isotopes to determine fluid-mineral equilibrium, you can spend less time with the sample analysis and more time with the results. Never before has isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS) been so simple than with VisiION. For the first time this exceptional instrument provides a level of usability which exposes the power of IRMS to new and inexperienced users, while experienced scientists will consider VisiION a revolution in IRMS technology. Come see what’s new!
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**Thermo Scientific**  
**SR10**  
**STOP BY BOOTH 2441 TO SIGN IN FOR ALL SEMINARS**

**Monday, March 3, 2014**

10:00 a.m.  
**Rise Above the Risk. Don’t let the Helium Crisis Shut Your Lab Down or Drive Your Costs**  
The global helium shortage, with frequent helium price increase, rationing and delayed deliveries causes difficulties in GC GC/MS labs production and uncertainties in productive uptime. For this reason, many laboratories started re-assessing their consumption patterns of this non-renewable gas. A new, innovative approach to the conservation of helium, called Helium Saver injector, is now available. It allows maintaining helium as a carrier on the GC column while using nitrogen for all the other required pathways. The helium tank lifetime is increased from a few weeks to several years, without any method developments or capital investments for new gas lines or hydrogen generators.

11:00 a.m.  
**Advantages of the picoSpin 80 NMR Spectrometer in Pharmaceutical Research & Development**  
High-resolution high-quality NMR Spectroscopy on the bench is now an affordable reality. For the Pharmaceutical researcher this offers the convenience of 1H or 19F structure verification and reaction monitoring in the fume-hood, or next to the pilot plant. This seminar will outline various familiar scenarios and common workflows that show how time- and cost-effective a Thermo Scientific™ picoSpin™ bench-top NMR spectrometer can be when inserted into a laboratory that values productivity without compromising on quality of results.

12:00 p.m.  
**New VersaCool Recirculating Refrigerated/Heated Bath Circulator**  
Utilizing the Communication & Control features of the VersaCool (SmartLab) ensures all of your samples/applications are being properly maintained. This is achieved by monitoring the temperature feeding into the Bio-Reactor (BioTech/BioPharm) or the Condensers (Chem/PetroChem). Temperature Ramping Programs can be loaded into the VersaCool and the user can monitor/receive notifications through their Bluetooth enabled Mobile Device or connect to an existing SmartVue enabled lab, and have operational control of VersaCool from a remote location over our NesCom software.

1:00 p.m.  
**Analysis of Flowback Water from Marcellus Unconventional Gas Extraction using IC and ICP-OES**  
Samples of Marcellus Shale flowback have been analyzed using IC, ICP-OES and ICP-MS and have generated comparable data sets. Although not as sensitive as ICP-MS and requiring a larger volume of sample, OES has several advantages; most samples did not require dilution, it is not as sensitive to chloride interference, and requires less sample preparation and run time. Thus OES appears to offer an alternative to ICP-MS for elemental analysis of flowback and produced water, and monitoring well water quality.

2:00 p.m.  
**Co-Sourcing Lab Services – Maximizing Service Partners in a Lab Environment**  
Does the thought of outsourcing lab services make you feel uncomfortable? Find out how companies like yours have overcome the fear of outsourcing through leveraging a co-sourcing service model. These hybrid programs allow laboratories to maximize internal resources, deliver streamlined results, enhance efficiency, and lower total operating costs.

**Tuesday, March 4, 2014**

10:00 a.m.  
**Analysis of Sulfites and Sugars in Wine with Discrete Analyzer Technology**  
Measurement of components such as sugars, organic acids, and sulfites can be critical to food quality control and safety since they can indicate spoilage or undesirable flavors, or adulteration in the authenticity of ingredients. For labs performing a high volume of tests, automation improves productivity and increases consistency, thereby reducing costs. Discrete analyzers permit simultaneous measurement of several different tests from the same sample, without the need for time consuming method changeover. Thermo Scientific™ discrete photometric analyzers are automated, user-friendly platforms with ready-to-use reagents that provide fully automated analysis for a wide range of food and beverage quality control tests.

11:00 a.m.  
**X-ray Analysis in Petrochemical Industry: Challenges and Solutions**  
XRF is a well established technique, among other elemental analysis tools, in petrochemical industry (refineries and central laboratories) for automotive fuels, lubricants, residual oils, catalysts, polymers and related materials. With increasingly tighter regulations on specific elements such as S and Pb, the demand for more sensitive yet cost effective X-ray instruments has increased in the recent years. Combining technological advances with dedicated analytical techniques, the true multi-element, multi-matrix analytical capability of XRF can be exploited to cover a variety of oil matrices and elements. This seminar will introduce the XRF technique and the full suite of analytical calibrations which address the needs of petrochemical industry.
Recent Advances in Mass Spectrometry - Introducing the Unique Orbitrap Fusion and Quantiva Triple Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers

State-of-the-art performance in leading MS labs is being driven rapidly forward by new technology. Impressive advances in Qualitative and Quantitative performance will be shown for two entirely new and revolutionary platforms: the Orbitrap Fusion tribrid mass spectrometer for the ultimate in speed, sensitivity, mass accuracy and resolution for comprehensive sample characterization and the TSQ Quantiva triple quadrupole mass spectrometer for extreme speed, sensitivity and robustness for ultra-trace level quantitative analyses. A hardware/software overview and many application examples will be shared.

Novel QCell Technology for Inference Removal in ICP-MS - Combining Low Mass Filtration with Kinetic Energy Discrimination

Polyatomic interferences are one of the fundamental challenges in ICP-MS. They can be suppressed using a collision/reaction cell with a neutral gas like Helium combined with Kinetic Energy Discrimination or with a reactive gas like Hydrogen or Ammonia. The iCAP Q ICP-MS features the new QCell which combines KED with mass filtration of interference precursors. The QCell uses an innovative flatpole design that not only utilizes KED with low mass cutoff but also achieves best in class sensitivity and lowest background in a simple, automated process. The QCell will be described along with data from environmental, industrial & food safety applications.

Innovations in Automated Sample Preparation

This talk will discuss the use of the AutoTrace 280 for the development of offline solid phase extraction and the use of novel analytical methods for trace analysis of organic microcontaminants in wastewaters. We will discuss how optimized sample preparation coupled with high performance analytical techniques are used to detect, identify, and quantify emerging contaminants (including endocrine disruptors, pharmaceuticals, and surfactants) in wastewater and drinking water. A detailed investigation of trace level targeted and non-targeted contaminants and how they are transported and transformed within aquatic ecosystems will also be presented.

Expanding Your HPLC and UHPLC Capabilities with Universal Detection - Shedding Light on Non-Chromophore Compounds

UV/Visible absorbance detection is used for the majority of routine HPLC analyses, but only a minority of potential analytes can be detected by this technique. Analytes not well detected by UV/Vis include surfactants, lipids, amines, alcohols, carbohydrates and inorganic ions. In contrast, the charged aerosol detector provides simple, sensitive, direct detection of all nonvolatile analytes, even those without a chromophore. Attend this seminar if you want to develop HPLC methods that allow you to see what UV/Vis detection is missing. This seminar will also compare and contrast the analytical performance of charged aerosol and light scattering detection.

Rethinking Raman Imaging: Simplifying Your Analysis Workflow

Raman spectroscopy is a workhorse analytical tool, providing rich chemical and structural detail for applications from pharmaceuticals to geology to advanced materials. Widescale adoption of Raman requires intuitive operation accessible to all users, regardless of expertise. We present a completely new approach that focuses on getting answers from your images, not the technique with the new Thermo Scientific™ DXR™ Raman imaging microscope. Learn how our image-centric platform and intelligent workflow solves your most demanding research and development challenges. Examples will include polymorph identification in whole solid dosage forms and monolayer graphene defect analysis.

Filtration, Automated Dilution and Matrix Elimination in High Brine Samples using Ion Chromatography

High brine samples present an analytical challenge due to high particulate levels and elevated salt concentrations, which can prevent accurate quantification by overloading the ion-exchange column, decreasing the separation of peaks, and hiding low concentration peaks of interest. This seminar will discuss several strategies that overcome this challenge, including in-line filtration to remove particulates, automated sample dilution to prevent column overload, and matrix elimination using two-dimensional ion chromatography to facilitate analysis of ions present at disparate concentrations.
1:00 p.m.
**So, How Fast is Your LC/MS Analysis?**
Increased sample throughput is an important goal for almost all labs. Ultra-fast methods can save time & solvents and reduce the need for new instruments. Unfortunately, these savings often come at the expense of data quality or reliability, e.g. fast run times, but no chromatography. Is it possible to achieve ultra-fast run times with ultra high pressure chromatographic separations? Can these methods be robust enough for high throughput environments? We present examples of ultra-fast UHPLC/MS analyses, in under 20 seconds per sample, including on-line extraction followed by fast chromatography or just fast chromatography. Both clinical and pharmaceutical applications will be shared.

2:00 p.m.
**Pharmaceutical Analysis of API and Counter Ions in Complex Formulations in a Single Injection**
According to the FDA, more than 50% of all pharmaceutical active substances (API's) are administered as salts. Roughly one quarter of these salts are formed from acidic molecules and approximately 3 quarters are formed from basic molecules. These counterions represent very diverse chemical entities ranging from inorganic to organic acids and bases. In addition, it is often desirable that the API be simultaneously measured. By employing HPLC with dedicated trimodal columns in combination with charged aerosol detection and intelligent software permits the analysis of pharmaceutical formulations consisting of acidic, basic and neutral molecules in a single chromatographic run.

---

**Thursday, March 6, 2014**

10:00 a.m.
**Trace Element Speciation using IC-ICP-MS—Complete Inorganic Elemental Analysis Solutions**
Speciation analysis provides information on the chemical form of elements of interest. Determining total element concentrations and their species is critical in food, environmental and pharmaceutical investigations. It allows us to understand the potentially toxic nature of elements such as inorganic arsenic, methyl-mercury and chromium VI. This presentation will cover the fundamentals of speciation analysis and shall elucidate the advantages of combining Ion Chromatography and ICP-MS technologies. We shall offer practical advice for instrument set up, discuss regulatory legislations that include species analysis and present real world application data where IC-ICP-MS is adding value.

11:00 a.m.
**Inorganic Anion Analysis in Wastewater using Discrete Analyzers**
Knowing the composition of industrial wastewater is critical to compliance with strict disposal regulations. The analytes typically measured include chloride, nitrite, sulfate, and phosphate, all of which have well-established EPA methods. In high-throughput settings, automation can reduce costs and improve consistency of many routine analyses. Discrete analyzers allow simultaneous measurement of several different tests from the same sample, without the need for method changeover or concern about sample carryover. Thermo Scientific™ discrete photometric analyzers are automated, user-friendly platforms with ready-to-use reagents that provide fully automated analysis for a wide range of compounds monitored in industrial wastewater.

12:00 p.m.
**Choosing the Optimum Pesticide GC Workflow**
Pesticide analyses in food and environmental matrices is one of the most common yet more complex analyses run by gas chromatography. Different approaches can be taken, using selective conventional detectors like ECD and NPD, the "golden standard" single quadrupole GC/MS or the fast growing triple quadrupole GC/MS/MS. During this seminar we will review the benefits and limitations of each of these techniques for pesticide screening and confirmation and guide users through the selection of the most appropriate tools, from sample preparation to data reporting, to make this analysis easier and more efficient.
### PITTCON 2014 EXHIBITOR SEMINAR LISTING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXHIBITOR NAME</th>
<th>ROOM #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tosoh Biosciences</td>
<td>SR05</td>
<td>Attend our workshops Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday afternoon to learn about the newest innovations from Tosoh Bioscience in preparative and analytical HPLC and GPC. For more details on any of these talks, visit the Tosoh booth #2608. All times below reflect the schedule for Monday, March 3, Tuesday March 4, and Wednesday, March 5, 2014. 1:00 p.m. Monoclonal Antibody Purification with High Capacity Protein A Resins: What is the Benefit? Chris Manzari, Process Marketing Manager, Tosoh Bioscience 1:30 p.m. Scaling-Up from Bench to Process Scale With Pre-Packed Chromatography Columns Steve Tingley, Vice President, BioProcessing Sales &amp; Marketing, Repligen 2:00 p.m. Aggregates in Monoclonal Antibody Manufacturing Processes – a brief review of separation by analytical and large scale chromatography Atis Chakrabarti, Ph.D., Manager, Technical Service, Tosoh Bioscience 2:30 p.m. Troubleshooting, Column Lifetime Tips and Tricks Justin Steve, Technical Service Specialist, Tosoh Bioscience 3:00 p.m. The Multiple Utilities of Gel Permeation Chromatography for Polymer Analysis Amandaa Brewer, Ph.D., GPC Sales Support Lead, Tosoh Bioscience 3:30 p.m. High Temperature Gel Permeation Chromatography using Refractive Index Detection Ilir Koliqi, Laboratory Products Manage, Tosoh Bioscience 4:00 p.m. High Resolution Heterogeneity Analysis of Therapeutic Antibodies by HPLC Atis Chakrabarti, Ph.D., Manager, Technical Service, Tosoh Bioscience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Our educational seminars are designed for chemists and lab managers who are eager to learn about the latest technologies and data management tools. These seminars will provide application-specific techniques and industry-related information to help you be successful.

Monday, March 3, 2014

10:00 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.
Theory and Practice of Ultra Performance LC Technology
What is Ultra Performance LC? Is it based on real science or is it marketing hype? In this seminar, you will learn about the chromatographic theory and principles behind UPLC technology and discover how the predicted speed, sensitivity and resolution benefits are actually achieved.

11:00 a.m. – 11:45 a.m.
Manipulation of Chromatographic Formats to Improve Sensitivity for MS Applications
One of the most challenging goals facing modern bioanalytical (DMPK) laboratories is developing LC/MS/MS assays with the required level of sensitivity. In this seminar we will demonstrate how LC system improvements can provide higher sensitivity and lower limits of detection in challenging bioanalytical assays.

12:00 p.m. – 12:45 p.m.
A Novel Software Approach to Improving Sample Management Laboratory Efficiency
The management of samples and results is an ongoing challenge for laboratories faced with continuously increasing analysis requests, a need for more rapid turnaround times, and legacy paper based processes. This seminar will describe a unique approach to sample management that combines SDMS, ELN, stability testing and sample submission capabilities to improve laboratory efficiency and accelerate decision making.

1:00 p.m. – 1:45 p.m.
Improving UPLC Performance for the Routine Analysis of Drug Final Formulations
In this very practical seminar we will describe how UPLC technology can best be utilized in laboratories that follow chromatographic methods found in compendial monographs. We provide examples of drug final formulations assays taken from the USP-NF that were successfully transferred to UPLC along with routine analysis studies where the long-term robustness of the UPLC methods was evaluated.

2:00 p.m. – 2:45 p.m.
Benefits and Applications of Advanced Polymer Chromatography - The Next Generation of SEC/GPC Analysis
As polymeric materials become more complex, GPC/SEC struggles to provide the resolution required to uncover the details of their molecular weight distribution. In this seminar you will learn how advanced polymer chromatography (APC) dramatically improves the resolution of these separations across a wide range of polymers.

3:00 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
Advances in Chiral Compound Separations using UltraPerformance Convergence Chromatography (ACQUITY UPC²)
This informative seminar will discuss the benefits of using of UPC2, which is built on the principles of supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC), for the separation of chiral compounds in a variety of application areas including bioanalysis, synthetic chemistry, agrochemicals, and natural products.

4:00 p.m. – 4:45 p.m.
Ultimate Efficiency Unleashed: An UltraPerformance LC Column Technology for Maximizing Resolution and Throughput
Separation scientists continue to search for new ways to improve efficiency in the quest for higher resolution and increased sensitivity. In this presentation we separate fact from fiction and accurately describe the science behind higher efficiencies and the impact of combining optimized particle substrate design with state-of-the-art column packing technology.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXHIBITOR NAME</th>
<th>ROOM #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tuesday, March 4, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9:30 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.  
**Never Re-Develop a Method Again! Practical Tips for Robust LC Methods**  
LC method development can be a time-consuming, costly, and complicated process. Very often, there is little time to comprehensively develop methods and fully evaluate method robustness. Presented here is an efficient yet thoughtful approach to LC method development that yields a reliable method that will never need to be re-developed!

10:30 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.  
**Bringing the Power and Selectivity of Intuitive Mass Detection into Food Analysis**  
To improve the selectivity and reduce limits of quantification, mass detection is desirable in the analysis of food. In order to offer laboratories the opportunity to capture the benefits of mass detection without the challenges, we present several analytical food methods using mass detection with the ACQUITY QDa Detector.

11:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.  
**Manipulation of Chromatographic Formats to Improve Sensitivity for MS Applications**  
One of the most challenging goals facing many laboratories developing LC/MS/MS assays is reaching the required level of sensitivity. In this seminar we will demonstrate how integration of the LC separation into the mass spectrometer through novel micro fluidic technology can provide higher sensitivity, lower limits of detection in challenging assays, reduce solvent consumption and can enable anyone in the lab to perform high sensitivity LCMS.

12:30 p.m. – 1:15 p.m.  
**Theory and Practice of Ultra Performance LC Technology**  
What is Ultra Performance LC? Is it based on real science or is it marketing hype? In this seminar, you will learn about the chromatographic theory and principles behind UPLC technology and discover how the predicted speed, sensitivity and resolution benefits are actually achieved.

1:30 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.  
**Techniques for Maximizing ACQUITY UPLC System Performance**  
This very practical seminar will cover tips and techniques to use with Ultra Performance LC (UPLC). General good practices will be discussed. In addition, you will learn how to quickly identify and correct commonly encountered problems in order to maximize UPLC system throughput and performance.

2:30 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.  
**Principles of SPE: Introduction to Solid Phase Extraction — How to Solve Sample Preparation Problems**  
In this seminar we will provide you with a strong background on the fundamentals of SPE. These principles will serve as guides for implementing powerful SPE processing strategies that can be used to tackle difficult sample preparation problems in your laboratory.

3:30 p.m. – 4:15 p.m.  
**Principles of SPE: Troubleshooting Techniques to Maximize Productivity in the Chromatographic Laboratory**  
This seminar is designed for separation scientists with some experience with SPE and SPE method development. The discussion will especially benefit those who need to improve existing methods or create new, more robust methods in order to maximize laboratory productivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXHIBITOR NAME</th>
<th>ROOM #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday, March 5, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9:30 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.  
**Advances in Chiral Compound Separations using UltraPerformance Convergence Chromatography (ACQUITY UPC²)**  
This informative seminar will discuss the benefits of using of UPC², which is built on the principles of supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC), for the separation of chiral compounds in a variety of application areas including bioanalysis, synthetic chemistry, agrochemicals, and natural products.

10:30 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.  
**Improving UPLC Performance for the Routine Analysis of Drug Final Formulations**  
In this very practical seminar we will describe how UPLC technology can best be utilized in laboratories that follow chromatographic methods found in compendial monographs. We provide examples of drug final formulations assays taken from the USP-NF that were successfully transferred to UPLC along with routine analysis studies where the long-term robustness of the UPLC methods was evaluated.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXHIBITOR NAME</th>
<th>ROOM #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|                |        | **11:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.**  
**Benchmarking and Troubleshooting LC System Performance**  
Regardless of industry, chromatographic system performance and data reliability are of the utmost importance. This seminar will showcase the benefits of using reference standards on a regular basis which include reducing system downtime, preventing erroneous data collection, and improving laboratory productivity. |
|                |        | **12:30 p.m. – 1:15 p.m.**  
**Benefits and Applications of Advanced Polymer Chromatography - The Next Generation of SEC/GPC Analysis**  
As polymeric materials become more complex, GPC/SEC struggles to provide the resolution required to uncover the details of their molecular weight distribution. In this seminar you will learn how advanced polymer chromatography (APC) dramatically improves the resolution of these separations across a wide range of polymers. |
|                |        | **1:30 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.**  
**Techniques and Strategies for Transferring Methods Between HPLC and UPLC**  
This seminar will discuss strategies and tools for the successful transfer of chromatographic methods between HPLC and UPLC. We will demonstrate how fully-scalable columns and an easy-to-use method-transfer calculator help you take full advantage of the speed and resolution benefits of UPLC. |
|                |        | **2:30 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.**  
**Techniques for Maximizing ACQUITY UPLC System Performance**  
This very practical seminar will cover tips and techniques to use with Ultra Performance LC (UPLC). General good practices will be discussed. In addition, you will learn how to quickly identify and correct commonly encountered problems in order to maximize UPLC system throughput and performance. |
|                |        | **3:30 p.m. – 4:15 p.m.**  
**Never Re-Develop a Method Again! Practical Tips for Robust LC Methods**  
LC method development can be a time-consuming, costly, and complicated process. Very often, there is little time to comprehensively develop methods and fully evaluate method robustness. Presented here is an efficient yet thoughtful approach to LC method development that yields a reliable method that will never need to be re-developed! |
|                |        | **Thursday, March 6, 2014** |
|                |        | **9:30 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.**  
**Techniques and Strategies for Transferring Methods Between HPLC and UPLC**  
This seminar will discuss strategies and tools for the successful transfer of chromatographic methods between HPLC and UPLC. We will demonstrate how fully-scalable columns and an easy-to-use method-transfer calculator help you take full advantage of the speed and resolution benefits of UPLC. |
|                |        | **10:30 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.**  
**Principles of SPE: Introduction to Solid Phase Extraction – How to Solve Sample Preparation Problems**  
In this seminar we will provide you with a strong background on the fundamentals of SPE. These principles will serve as guides for implementing powerful SPE processing strategies that can be used to tackle difficult sample preparation problems in your laboratory. |
|                |        | **11:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m**  
**Principles of SPE: Troubleshooting Techniques to Maximize Productivity in the Chromatographic Laboratory**  
This seminar is designed for separation scientists with some experience with SPE and SPE method development. The discussion will especially benefit those who need to improve existing methods or create new, more robust methods in order to maximize laboratory productivity. |
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2mag AG

2mag AG

Schragenhofstraße 35 K

Munich, Germany DE-80992 / +49 89 1634252

Home Page www.2mag.de

We are specialized for development, production and world-wide sales of 100% maintenance- and wear-free magnetic stirrers and reaction blocks. 2mag Magnetic Stirrers are submersible up to +95°C, made for using in ovens up to +300°C, up to 96 stirring positions. 2mag offers stirrers for volumes from 1ml to 100 liters and slow moving cell culture stirrers for using in CO2 incubators without any self-heating effect. 2mag Stirring Drybaths and Reaction Blocks are developed for a temperature range -40°C up to +200°C and available with reflux cooler and inert gas protection. Customizing is our business too. 3 years warranty and 100% “Made in Germany”.

8

9 North, Inc.

1 Mill St Unit 285

Burlington, VT 05401 / 802-881-0382

Home Page www.9north.com

A subsidiary of Chroma Technology Corp., 9 North develops innovative products to improve fluorescence imaging for the life sciences. All of our products are designed with the user in mind. Our newest product, the PhotoMax UM-75 is the world’s first, direct-mounted metal halide light source for fluorescence imaging. We also distribute a range of emission-splitting systems including the OptiSplit II LS, OptiSplit III LS and the new Multi-Cam from Caron Research Ltd. These systems are the perfect match to our line of stable, quantitative light sources.

A

A&D Weighing

1756 Automation Parkway

San Jose, CA 95131 / 800-726-3364

Home Page www.andweighing.com

An ISO 9002 certified company, A&D designs and manufactures a complete line of electronic balances, scales, viscometers, weighing indicators and controllers for pharmacy, laboratory, food service and industrial applications, as well as advanced electronic blood pressure monitoring equipment for both home health care and professional markets. Founded in 1977, A&D is a multinational company with operations in Asia, Australia, Europe, Russia, and the United States.

A. KRÜSS Optronic GmbH

Alsterdorfer Strasse 276-278

Hamburg, Germany 22297 / 0049-40-5143170

Home Page www.krueuss.com

Innovation since 1796 – for more than 200 years, A.KRÜSS Optronic has been a producer of high-end optical laboratory instruments. If you look for polarimeters, refractometers, density meters, high-precision flame photometers, melting point measurement or a polarizing microscope, A.KRÜSS Optronic has a solution for you. As world leaders in the optroic field, we are available with a wide variety of applications answering our customer analytical needs of the Academic, Chemical, Life Sciences, Semiconductor, and Petroleum industries. As part of its portfolio of products ABB provide custom calibration modeling services and application support. Our versatile spectrometers perform real-time analysis of the chemical composition and/or physical properties of a process sample stream. Measurement made easy.

A2LA - American Association for Laboratory Accreditation

5031 Buckeystown Pike, Suite 350

Frederick, MD 21704 / 301-644-3248

Home Page www.a2la.org

We are the largest U.S. multi-discipline accreditation body with over 30 years experience providing internationally-recognized accreditations and training. A2LA's accreditations encompass testing and calibration labs, inspection bodies, proficiency testing providers, reference material producers and product certifiers. Organizations are accredited to international standards ISO/IEC 17025, ISO 17020, ISO/IEC 17020, ISO/IEC 17043, ISO/IEC Guide 34, ISO/IEC 17065 and specific requirements developed with government and industry. A2LA offers public and private training to complement our accreditation programs. For more information visit our website.

A&O Instruments

145 S. Miami Ave

Cleves, OH 45022 / 513-467-1477

Home Page www.aoinst.com

We help companies improve quality using mobile software tools. Our flagship product, Protocol Labacus, guides people through procedures in any work location, improving accuracy and completeness and providing many benefits: Ensure completion of all steps and entry of required data, Time, date and operator logged every step, Tablet compatible for mobile operation, One-button reporting, Simple SOP version control. Protocol Labacus also features easy rollout and integration. Abacalab has been providing mobile-compatible software for industrial and scientific applications for over 10 years. We help your people do the right procedures right.

AABB Analytical Measurement

585 Blvd, Charest E., Suite 300

Quebec, QC, Canada G1K 9H4 / 800-858-3497

Home Page www.aabb.com/analytical

For more than 40 years, AABB enables scientists around the world to perform through excellence in infrared spectroscopy. Our portfolios of high performance laboratory, on-line and process FT-IR-NIR analyzers have addressed a wide variety of applications answering our customer analytical needs of the Academic, Chemical, Life Sciences, Semiconductor, and Petroleum industries. As part of its portfolio of products AABB provide custom calibration modeling services and application support. Our versatile spectrometers perform real-time analysis of the chemical composition and/or physical properties of a process sample stream. Measurement made easy.

Abcam, Inc.

1 Kendall Square Suite B2304

Cambridge, MA 02139 / 888-222-2226

Home Page www.abcam.com

We are a provider of protein research tools and services, with an unrivalled range of products and expert technical support, enabling scientists to analyse living cells at the molecular level and improving the understanding of health and disease. To find out more, please visit our website.

Abel Industries Canada Ltd.

PO Box 31602, Meadowvale

Pitt Meadows, BC Canada V3Y 2H1 / 778-588-1177

Home Page www.abel-industries.com

We help companies improve quality using mobile software tools. Our flagship product, Protocol Labacus, guides people through procedures in any work location, improving accuracy and completeness and providing many benefits: Ensure completion of all steps and entry of required data, Time, date and operator logged every step, Tablet compatible for mobile operation, One-button reporting, Simple SOP version control. Protocol Labacus also features easy rollout and integration. Abacalab has been providing mobile-compatible software for industrial and scientific applications for over 10 years. We help your people do the right procedures right.

Absolute Standards Inc.

496 Holly Grove School Road

West End, NC 27376 / 800-565-5467

Home Page www.absolutestandards.com

At our core, the Absolute Standard is the gold standard. It is the highest accuracy standard available and is applicable for the evaluation of measurement systems. Absolute Standards offers a complete suite of reference materials for a variety of applications, including but not limited to, calibrations, validation, verification, proficiency testing, and method validation. Our products are designed to meet the stringent requirements of our customers and are manufactured under ISO 17025 accreditation. Our team of experts is dedicated to providing high-quality reference materials that meet and exceed the needs of our clients.
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Acceyls
5005 Wateridge Vista
San Diego, CA 92121 / 858-799-5000
Home Page www.acceyls.com
A leading provider of scientific innovation lifecycle management software, we offer industry-leading solutions in computational science, research informatics, laboratory informatics, product data and documentation and process management. Based on a science aware platform the Acceyls Process Management and Compliance Suite accelerates the entire Lab-to-Commercialization process orchestrating people, partners, projects, processes and data across sites and organizations. Acceyls solutions lower total cost of ownership and time to value providing 25% productivity increase, 50% shorter cycle times, and significant reduced compliance risk. Visit our website for more information.

Accudynamics, LLC
240 Kenneth Welch Drive
Lakeville, MA 02347 / 508-946-4545
Home Page www.accudynamics.com
Our company manufactures quality Micropipettes & Pipette Controllers that provides highest level of performance. Our products are accepted in over 105 countries. After successful launch of premium Micropipette, Accudynamics SMART, we are glad to introduce - Accudynamics Tips that are manufactured in a fully automatic facility. Each batch of product is tested and certified to be free from BPA, Dioxane & Endotoxins. We do offer barrier tips as well as unique low retention tips. We have recently introduced range of ophthalmics, magnetic stirrers, plate-shakers & vortex mixers.

AccuStandard, Inc.
125 Market Street
New Haven, CT 06513 / 800-442-5290
Home Page www.accurstandard.com
Our company offers a comprehensive selection of organic and inorganic reference standards for chemical analysis. Standards include large custom pesticide screening mixes, all 209 PBE congeners, fluorescent-BDEs (for a cost-effective internal/external alternative to labeled compounds), plastic additives, explosives and updated EN/ISO and ASTM methods. Industry exclusives include all 209 PBEs, and, of these hydroxys and mercury metabolites and over 1,000 pesticides (read and solution). Visit our website for more information. AccuStandard has ISO9001 certification and ISO/IEC 17025 and ISO Guide 34 accreditation.

ACE - Advanced Chromatography Technologies Ltd
1 Berry Street
Aberdeen, Scotland, United Kingdom AB25 1HF / +44 (0)1224-704554
Home Page www.ace-hplc.com
Our company offers a comprehensive selection of organic and inorganic reference standards for chemical analysis. Standards include large custom pesticide screening mixes, all 209 PBE congeners, fluorescent-BDEs (for a cost-effective internal/external alternative to labeled compounds), plastic additives, explosives and updated EN/ISO and ASTM methods. Industry exclusives include all 209 PBEs, and, of these hydroxys and mercury metabolites and over 1,000 pesticides (read and solution). Visit our website for more information. AccuStandard has ISO9001 certification and ISO/IEC 17025 and ISO Guide 34 accreditation.

ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry
2019 Galileo Street Blvd 1-1
Santa Fe, NM 87505 / 505-820-0443
Home Page www.chemicals.org
With 8,000 members, the Analytical Division is the third largest division of the American Chemical Society. It organizes programming at the spring and fall ACS meetings, Pittcon and the SQU Conference. The division website provides a variety of information and member services, including the Analytical Sciences Digital Library. The division has a wide range of outreach programs including student travel grants and regional meeting support. Its award program includes undergraduate, graduate and professional awards. This member oriented and directed group works for you! Please join or volunteer to help.

ACS Publications / C & EN
1156 Sixteenth Street NW
Washington, DC 20036 / 800-227-5558
Home Page www.pubs.acs.org
C&EN news magazine serves as the primary informational source for chemists worldwide. bringing cutting-edge news to the instrumentation & life sciences industries while reaching 163,000 members of the American Chemical Society. C&EN offers breaking news and information through weekly print and digital editions. Advertising opportunities include: eNewsletters, eAlerts, webinar sponsorships, Web symposia, custom content, a mobile C&EN app and show dailies. In addition, ACS Publications offers 13 instrumentation specific online journals as resources in the global coverage of the chemical sciences. Visit CENMediaKit.org to learn more about C&EN's integrated advertising solutions.

Acceyls Scientific Inc.
325 W. Washington Street, Suite #2168
San Diego, CA 92103 / 844-608-7707
Home Page www.acceylsinc.com
Our company specializes in the development, manufacturing, and marketing of analytical instruments. The company designs, manufactures and sells advanced Raman instruments and parts including the full line of bench top Accu1200, AccuScan500, and Raman SDBS, 96 well and 384 well Raman plate reader. With over 45 years of experience in analytical instrument design, manufacturing, marketing, and applications, Acceyls Scientific Inc. is recognized for innovation and technological advances for its robust and reliable instrumentation for sample identification and quantification for the biomedical, chemical, pharmaceuticals, food, etc.

Adam Equipment, Inc.
7531 NW 151 St
Miami Lakes, FL 33014 / 703-520-0035
Home Page www.adamequipment.com
We are a leading developer and manufacturer of analytical and precision balances and scales for the lab, education, industrial, food, health/fitness, animal/veterinary and jewelry markets. Founded in 1972, Adam is committed to providing professional worldwide with balances, scales and moisture analyzers for weighing, density determination, counting, price calculating and inventory control. Headquartered in the United Kingdom, Adam has offices in the United States, South Africa, Australia and China, establishing a global network to deliver products expeditiously and affordably.

ADANI Systems, Inc.
5731 NW 151 St
Miami Lakes, FL 33014 / 703-520-0035
Home Page www.adanisystems.com
We are an international R&D company which designs and manufactures a range of compact tools for quality control and molecular research. ADANI’s bench-top CMS4000 ESR/EPR Spectrometer is specifically designed for scientific research and application-oriented tasks in material science, analytical chemistry, medical and pharmaceutical R&D and R&D research. The tool’s high sensitivity and resolution can only be bettered by systems many times its price and size. Redesigned and improved compact high-sensitive RUG-91 Gamma-Ray Spectrometer provides smart solution for food, water and environmental monitoring to identify radioactive isotope contamination.

Advanced Chemistry Development Inc. (ACD/Labs)
8 King Street East, Suite 107
Toronto, ON Canada M3C 1B5 / 800-304-3988
Home Page www.acdlabs.com
We are a cheminformatics company that provides solutions in support of R&D. We provide software to unify analytical and chemical information in a collaborative environment, and tools that enable scientists to extract, capture, and apply knowledge from analytical experiments and predicted molecular property data.

Advanced Image Concepts
340 Main Street
Amherst, MA 01002 / 413-262-5940
Home Page www.advanced-image-concepts.com
We are a professional company that manages all sales and marketing efforts of Huvitz (western US) and FEIN OPTIC Microscopes throughout North and South America in Bio, Life and Materials science. We identify high quality microscope products and make certain that end users receive great technical support. We work to forge a strong alliance as a business partner with knowledgeable and professional dealers. We strive to form trusted alliances, connecting HUVITZ and FEIN OPTIC with Dealers, equipping dealers with the right skills to successfully sell and provide support for end users.

Advantage Business Media
100 Enterprise Drive, Suite 600
Rockaway, NJ 07866 / 973-920-7000
Home Page www.advantagebusinessmedia.com
An integrated media company with a science grouping containing the Bioscience Technology, Drug Discovery & Development, Laboratory Equipment, R&D Magazine, and Scientific Computing brands. These brands comprise a diversified portfolio of print publications, e-newsletters, specialized directories, vertical-search databases, conferences, ancillary media vehicles, and associated web- and electronic-based services. Our products are created to educate and inform chemists, life scientists, and researchers on the application of technology-based products and processes in the medium best suited to their needs.

Advantage MEMS Inc
6723 Sierra Ct Ste A
Dublin, CA 94568 / 800-334-7732
Home Page www.advantagecmm.com
Our company has manufactured high quality filtration media and laboratory instrumentation since 1917. Our filtration line products are accepted in over 105 countries. After successful launch of premium Micropipette: Accumax SMART, we are glad to introduce - Accumax Tips that are manufactured in a fully automatic facility. Each batch of product is tested and certified to be free from BPA, Dioxane & Endotoxins. We do offer barrier tips as well as unique low retention tips. We have recently introduced range of ophthalmics, magnetic stirrers, plate-shakers & vortex mixers.

Acceyls Scientific Inc.
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Advantech
13 Whatney St.
Irvine, CA 92618 / 949-420-2590
Home Page www.advantech.com
We are a leader in providing trusted, innovative products, services, and solutions. Advantech offers comprehensive system integration, hardware, software, customer-centric design services, embedded systems, automation products, and global logistics support.

Advantest
506 Carnegie Center #102
Princeton, NJ 08540 / 609-897-7320
Home Page www.advantest.com
A world-class technology company, Advantest is the leading producer of automatic test equipment for the semiconductor industry and a premier manufacturer of measuring instruments. The company’s leading-edge systems and products are integrated into the most advanced semiconductor production lines in the world. The company also focuses on R&D for emerging markets that benefit from advancements in nanotechnology and terahertz technologies and has recently introduced critical multi-mission metrology scanning electron microscopes, and 3D imaging analysis tools to the pharmaceutical industry. Founded in Tokyo in 1954, Advantest has subsidiaries worldwide.

Advinon, Inc.
10 Brown Road, Suite 101
Mount Holly Springs, PA 17065 / 717-486-6428
Home Page www.advinon.com
Our company released the latest in its line of compact mass spectrometers, the expression S. This latest release includes benefits that further address the needs of Advion’s key target market of academic, industry and research chemistry groups. The new enhancements include polarity switching during a single analysis to ensure detection of the greatest range of compounds, fast mass scanning (10,000 u/s) for compatibility with UPLC, SFC and where multiple compounds need to be monitored simultaneously with SIM, as well as higher flow rates of 1-2 ml/min for simpler interfacing with standard chromatographic conditions.

Aerotech Inc.
7301 Parkway Drive
Hanover, MD 21076 / 888-237-6835
Home Page www.aerotech.com
We are the largest provider of scientific and engineering staffing in the U.S. Aerotech provides technical and engineering professionals that specialize in the medical device, biotech, pharmaceutical, chemical, healthcare and consumer product industries. Aerotech operates an international network of more than 200 non-franchised offices and 2,000 recruiters to identify, screen and select top talent.

Ablstrom Filtration LLC
122 W. Butler Street
Mount Holly Springs, PA 17065 / 717-486-6428
Home Page www.ablstrom.com
Our ductless fume hood range includes the Purair Basic, Purair Advanced and Purair ECO green performance hoods—all available in metal or polypropylene construction. In addition we offer customized solutions to a virtually limitless number of unique applications. Tested to SEFA 9, AFNOR and BSI/EN our filters outperform all others and are also available in dimensions to fit our competitors units. The Purair range of laminar flow and PCR units utilizes ULPA/HEPA filtration to provide a sterile environment. All products are UL and CE approved.

Air Liquide America Specialty Gases
6141 Easton Road, PO Box 310
Plumsteadville, PA 10169 / 800-217-2668
Home Page www.alspecialtygases.com
World leader in gases for industry, health and the environment. ALASG supplies gases needed by a variety of industries for environmental monitoring, research, lab analysis and many other applications. Scott™ brand gases are widely regarded as being the most accurate calibration gases in the industry. ALPHAGAZ™ pure gases are a global benchmark for quality and purity. Scott™ brand equipment delivers gases safely while protecting gas purity and integrity.

Air Master Systems Corp.
6480 Norton Center Dr.
Muskogee, OK 74401 / 918-798-1111
Home Page www.airmastersystems.com
Our microbulk solutions provide the advantages of bulk supply to smaller-volume users of nitrogen, oxygen, argon and carbon dioxide. By filling on-site with our microbulk solutions, you can eliminate swapping full for empty cylinders and reduce number of deliveries.

Air Products
7201 Hamilton Blvd
Allentown, PA 18195 / 800-654-4567
Home Page www.airproducts.com
We are a leading manufacturer and supplier of specialty and high purity chemicals available in quantities for research or production. The Alfa Aesar Catalog includes more than 40,000 products and over 6,000 new items. In addition, Alfa Aesar also offers a full line of Platinum Labware, Spectrofile™ alkali borate analytical fluxes and the Spectrum® brand of analytical standards.

Air Science USA LLC
120 66th Street
Fort Myers, FL 33907 / 800-306-0656
Home Page www.airscience.com
Our ductless fume hood range includes the Purair Basic, Purair Advanced and Purair ECO green performance hoods—all available in metal or polypropylene construction. In addition we offer customized solutions to a virtually limitless number of unique applications. Tested to SEFA 9, AFNOR and BSI/EN our filters outperform all others and are also available in dimensions to fit our competitors units. The Purair range of laminar flow and PCR units utilizes ULPA/HEPA filtration to provide a sterile environment. All products are UL and CE approved.

Airgas
220 North Radnor-Chester Rd. Suite 100
Radnor, PA 19087 / 866-924-7427
Home Page www.airgas.com
Gases are not the biggest cost in the laboratory, but they are often the biggest headache. Airgas helps our customers eliminate these headaches and hassles. There’s also no better source for the highest-quality specialty gas equipment than Airgas. A network of 10 national laboratories, 66 regional labs, two equipment centers and one R&D center support products including high-purity, rare, calibration and specialty gas blends. Our national footprint and value-added solutions help specialty gas and equipment buyers make better-informed decisions in today’s complex marketplace. The right specialty gases and equipment...you’ll find it with us.

AIRENSE Analytics GmbH
Hahnenhoefer Straße 74
Schwein, MV, Germany 19061 / +49 (0) 385 3993 280
Home Page www.airense.com
Our company offers Kromasil™ high performance chromatographic media based on state-of-the-art spherical silica for analytical and industrial HPLC applications. Products are available in slurry-packed columns for lab analysis and purification; the new range of UHPLC columns completes Kromasil’s line for unmatched ratios of resolution per analysis time. Bulk materials, including the new hybrid Kromasil EternityXT™ C18 preparative phase for pH stability, are offered for pharmaceuticals’ manufacturing. Kromasil is available for a wide range of NP, RP, SCF and chiral applications.

AkzoNobel / Kromasil
281 Fields Lane
Brewster, NY 10509 / 845-276-8223
Home Page www.kromasil.com
Our company offers Kromasil™ high performance chromatographic media based on state-of-the-art spherical silica for analytical and industrial HPLC applications. Products are available in slurry-packed columns for lab analysis and purification; the new range of UHPLC columns completes Kromasil’s line for unmatched ratios of resolution per analysis time. Bulk materials, including the new hybrid Kromasil EternityXT™ C18 preparative phase for pH stability, are offered for pharmaceuticals’ manufacturing. Kromasil is available for a wide range of NP, RP, SCF and chiral applications.

Alconex, Inc.
30 Glen Street, Suite 309
White Plains, NY 10603 / 914-948-6040
Home Page www.alconex.com
Alfa Aesar, a Johnson Matthey Co.
26 Parkridge Road
Ward Hill, MA 01835 / 800-343-0660
Home Page www.alfa.com
Our company released the latest in its line of compact mass spectrometers, the expression S. This latest release includes benefits that further address the needs of Advion’s key target market of academic, industry and research chemistry groups. The new enhancements include polarity switching during a single analysis to ensure detection of the greatest range of compounds, fast mass scanning (10,000 u/s) for compatibility with UPLC, SFC and where multiple compounds need to be monitored simultaneously with SIM, as well as higher flow rates of 1-2 ml/min for simpler interfacing with standard chromatographic conditions.
Alpha MOS America Inc.  
7502 Connelly Drive, Suite T10  
Brielle, NJ 08730 / 800-842-5742  
Home Page www.alphas.net

We are an analytical instrumentation company which was set up in 1993 to develop, manufacture and market Electronic News and sensors worldwide. It was the first company to introduce Electronic News to the market. Various of AlphaMOS developments are patented. AlphaMOS conceives and markets instruments and solutions for chemical profiling. The company more specifically develops sensing technologies that digitize the human senses and can provide an odor, taste or chemical profile of a product.

Alpha Omega Technologies, Inc.  
1025 Highway 70, Suite 3  
Brielle, NJ 08730 / 800-842-5742  
Home Page www.alphomega.net

Our company has provided low cost high quality ODM alternative products to the combustion analysis industry for over 10 years. Our line of ELTRA combustion analysers for CHNOS in organics & metals is a leader in cost per sample value. We offer online and portable versions of automated wet-chemical analysers. These state-of-the-art analysers are available in Continuous Flow and Discrete technologies in a various application fields: Environmental monitoring (waters, soils), Agri-food industries (food and feed), Beverages, Agriculture (fertilizers, plants, cereals), Milk and dairy products. The company develops also some analysers to control acidification process in dairy products. The Alpha Omega instruments are available all around the world by a specialised distributor network.

American Lab Design - Modular Millwork  
1890 South Highway 14  
Greer, SC 29650 / 864-848-0062  
Home Page www.americallabdesign.com

Mike Lee, president of American Lab Design is one of the nation’s premier designers of high-performance, ergonomic lab for leading private schools. He recently expanded his services to bring world-class lab designs to the commercial and institutional sectors. Recognizing that today’s market is critically dependent upon cutting-edge research and development in the laboratory, Mike is now offering innovative layouts and workflow solutions to companies and institutions seeking to compete and win in the ever-increasing competitive global economy. Discover American Lab Design at Pittcon or go to our website to learn more!

AMETEK Process Instruments  
150 Freeport Rd.  
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 / 412-828-9040  
Home Page www.ametekpi.com

We are a global manufacturer of analytical and on-line process analysers. Our many products include: The ASOMA Phoenix II Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (EDXRF) bench-top analysers for quantitative analysis of elements Al through U in solids, liquids and powders; the ASOMA 682T-HP On-line Sulfur analyzer which utilizes X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) the Trace Analytical Gas Chromatograph for the analysis of H2, CO, CO2, and hydrocarbons in ultra high purity gases, ambient air, industrial gases, and the Dycor Mass Spectrometer for residual and off-gas analysis.

AMETEK, Inc.  
1100 Cassart Rd  
Berwyn, PA 19312 / 610-889-5278  
Home Page www.ametek.com

We are a leading supplier of laboratory instruments including Proline Mass Spectrometers, Oxygen analysers, SPECTRO brand KF and ED-XRF spectrometers, EDXRA brand EDS, EDS and Nano-XRF systems, as well as Grabner brand vapor pressure, flammability, and related accessories. We also offer TMC brand anti-vibration tables, optical tables and acoustic enclosures.

American Lab Design - Modular Millwork  
1890 South Highway 14  
Greer, SC 29650 / 864-848-0062  
Home Page www.americallabdesign.com

Mike Lee, president of American Lab Design is one of the nation’s premier designers of high-performance, ergonomic lab for leading private schools. He recently expanded his services to bring world-class lab designs to the commercial and institutional sectors. Recognizing that today’s market is critically dependent upon cutting-edge research and development in the laboratory, Mike is now offering innovative layouts and workflow solutions to companies and institutions seeking to compete and win in the ever-increasing competitive global economy. Discover American Lab Design at Pittcon or go to our website to learn more!

AMETEK Process Instruments  
150 Freeport Rd.  
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 / 412-828-9040  
Home Page www.ametekpi.com

We are a global manufacturer of analytical and on-line process analysers. Our many products include: The ASOMA Phoenix II Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (EDXRF) bench-top analysers for quantitative analysis of elements Al through U in solids, liquids and powders; the ASOMA 682T-HP On-line Sulfur analyzer which utilizes X-ray Fluorescence (XRF), the Trace Analytical Gas Chromatograph for the analysis of H2, CO, CO2, and hydrocarbons in ultra high purity gases, ambient air, industrial gases, and the Dycor Mass Spectrometer for residual and off-gas analysis.

AMETEK, Inc.  
1100 Cassart Rd  
Berwyn, PA 19312 / 610-889-5278  
Home Page www.ametek.com

We are a leading supplier of laboratory instruments including Proline Mass Spectrometers, Oxygen analysers, SPECTRO brand KF and ED-XRF spectrometers, EDXRA brand EDS, EDS and Nano-XRF systems, as well as Grabner brand vapor pressure, flammability, and related accessories. We also offer TMC brand anti-vibration tables, optical tables and acoustic enclosures.

We are a global manufacturer of analytical and on-line process analysers. Our many products include: The ASOMA Phoenix II Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (EDXRF) bench-top analysers for quantitative analysis of elements Al through U in solids, liquids and powders; the ASOMA 682T-HP On-line Sulfur analyzer which utilizes X-ray Fluorescence (XRF), the Trace Analytical Gas Chromatograph for the analysis of H2, CO, CO2, and hydrocarbons in ultra high purity gases, ambient air, industrial gases, and the Dycor Mass Spectrometer for residual and off-gas analysis.
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Analytical Scientific Instruments, Inc.
3023 Research Drive
Richmond, CA 94806 / 800-344-4340
Home Page www.asi-sensors.com
Our company develops and sells the most sophisticated chemometric software on the market for analysis of spectroscopy data. Analyze® XLab is designed for analyzing mixtures and answering complex questions quickly, using proven data mining methods and standard chemometrics. Spectra Manager allows sophisticated data management and has an optional library of Raman spectra.

Anasys Instruments
325 Chapala Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 / 805-730-3310
Home Page www.anasysinstruments.com
Our company is dedicated to delivering innovative products and solutions that measure nanoscale material properties. Understanding structure-property correlation, especially for samples with spatially varying physical and chemical properties, is critical in a diverse range of fields, including polymers, materials science, life science, semiconductor, and data storage. Our major technology platform is the nanoIR™. The nanoIR is an AFM-based nanoscale IR Spectroscopy platform that offers researchers a multifunctional nanoscale platform with a suite of chemical, mechanical, and thermal property measurement capabilities.

Andor Technology
425 Sullivan Ave, Suite #3
South Windsor, CT 06074 / 860-290-9211
Home Page www.andor.com
We are a global leader in the pioneering and manufacturing of high performance scientific imaging cameras, spectroscopy solutions, and microscopy systems for research and OEM markets. Andor has been innovating the photonics industry for over 20 years and aims to continue to set the standard for high performance light measuring solutions that allow consumers to perform high measurements previously considered impossible. Through continuous dialogue with customers and strong teamwork, Andor continues to innovate ground-breaking products that improve the world in which we live.

ANEST IWATA Air Engineering
5335 Mulhauzer Road
Hamilton, ON L8E 5R6 / 519-755-3100
Home Page www.anestiwata.com
We are a leading manufacturer specializing in dry scroll vacuum pumps, oil-less scroll & reciprocating compressors, painting equipment, and tankless coating systems. Paint, booth 933 (10x10)

ANKOM Technology
2052 O’Reall Rd.
Macdonald, NY 14052 / 315-986-8090
Home Page www.ankom.com
Our company produces analytical instrumentation for food and feed testing. We are best known for introducing Filter Bag Technology (FBT), which allows high volume, accurate analytical testing. Our systems are used in more than 130 countries worldwide. Ask about our products: ANKOM Automated TDF Analyzer, ANKOM RF Gas Production Analyzer, ANKOM X15 Fat Extractor, and ANKOM A200 Fiber Analyzer.

APLEX Scientific Instrument (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Floor 5, No.50, Lane 2897 Sieta Road
Shanghai, China 200030 / 86-21-54890999
Home Page www.anplex.com/Eng
We are a global scientific society open to all who are interested in fats, oils, surfactants, and related materials. We provide emerging information and research results through meetings, publications, and web presence; develop and uphold methods of analysis used in global trade and research; conduct proficiency testing; provide reference materials; and coordinate with other standards developers. APCS also collaborates with other societies to promote the advancement of science.

Applied Image, Inc.
1653 East Main Street
Rochester, NY 14609 / 585-482-0300
Home Page www.appliedimage.com
“Your Single Source Photonics Solution Provider” dedicated to innovative OPTO-WAIVED Products & Services. Providing “off the shelf” Calibration Tools as well as custom manufacturing services on a variety of substrate materials for today’s complex photonics needs. APLIED also offers assembly services, from simple mounting to complex multi-faceted components. In addition, Applied is introducing our NEW Imaging Gage Quality Analysis System that includes software & targets for image/camera evaluation plus our customized manufactured Spherical / Ball Lens and Mask Making Systems. APPLIED IMAGE, where image concepts become reality.

Applied Rigaku Technologies
9825 Spectrum Dr., Bldg. 4, Suite 475
Austin, TX 78717 / 512-225-1796
Home Page www.rigakudiffraction.com
Located in Austin, Texas, Applied Rigaku Technologies, Inc. offers Benchtop and On-Line EXISIR spectrometers for multi-element analysis of solids, liquids and powders. The low-cost, compact Rigaku NEX Q2 Series bench top analyzers are designed to meet the ever-changing demands of the QA/QC market. With its multi-element capabilities, elements Ba – U can be measured in a variety of matrices. For higher performance, the Rigaku NEX QG is offered with secondary target and polished excitation for lower detection limits. For your real-time process control needs, we offer the NEX XT Process Sulfur in Oil analyzer and the NEX OLI Process Multi-Element analyzer.
Arizona Instrument LLC
3375 N. Delaware Street
Chandler, AZ 85225 / 480-528-7413
Home Page www.arizonainstrument.com
An ISO 9001:2008 company, we are the manufacturers of the Compactstar® Moisture, Solid, Ash and Jerome® Toxic Gas analyzers. The Jerome® 205 Mercury Vapor Analyzer, a highly accurate, robust Atomic Fluorescence Spectrophotometer, is used for determining mercury in ambient air and water. This hand-held instrument offers a sample button on the handle as well as a touch pad interface and an easy-to-use menu structure, allowing users to input unique testing locations and sampling cycles. The Jerome® line also includes instruments using gold film sensor technology to accurately detect H2S as low as 0.0001 ppm. Our company applies cutting edge semiconductor technology and big data analysis to chemical detection in order to create truly innovative products; Trace level detectors to identify low concentration gases/metals that were previously impossible to detect. Natural gas energy analysis based on Real-time mass Spectrometry for the natural gas to measure 13 or more gas compounds with 0.1% accuracy to calculate the energy content. Noninvasive blood glucose monitor by using advanced Raman spectorscopy. Noninvasive disease detector using breath monitoring. Lung cancer and melanoma are first targets.

atago.net
3910-A, 2-1-146 Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi 463-8637 / 81-52-511-0570
Home Page www.atago.net
ATAGO U.S.A., Inc.
11811 NE 1st Street, Suite A101
Bellevue, WA 98005 / 877-282-4687
Home Page www.atago.net
ATAGO U.S.A., Inc.
11100 S.W. 1st St., Ste. 101
Coral Springs, FL 33065 / 954-355-1300
Home Page www.atago.net
ATAGO U.S.A., Inc.
2311crosswicks Rd
Bordentown, NJ 08505 / 609-290-2552
Home Page www.atsgenera.com
Our mission is to meet the specialized needs and individual requirements of the serious rheologist as a comprehensive technical support, service, analytical instrumentation, and training company specializing in rheology and materials characterization instrumentation. ATSG's systems focus exclusively on rheology and materials characterization instrumentation. Our mission is to provide research quality rheological instrumentation for product control in the operations of food, paint and coating, asphalt, pharmaceutical, and polymer industries. We are committed to excellence and the customer's increased competitiveness when it comes to product quality, process control and optimization of product costs.

Aurora Instruments Ltd.
1001 East Pender Street
Vancouver, BC Canada V6A 1W2 / 800-883-2918
Home Page www.aurora-inst.com
Based in Vancouver, Canada, Aurora Instruments Ltd. is a worldwide leader in the design and development of lab automation solutions for life science, environmental science, drug discovery/safety and chemical analysis research. Since 1970 we have provided technologies and services which facilitate a higher sample throughput while improving quality, accuracy and precision. Aurora's product line includes: automated liquid handling systems, Atomic Absorption Spectrometers, Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometer and Microwave digestion systems. Other Products that offered by Aurora are OEM robotics for integrated laboratory automation products such as autosamplers, syringe pumps and peristaltic pumps. Aurora is looking for active distributors in worldwide.

Autoscribe Informatics, Inc
29 Simpson Lane
Fallmouth, MA 02540 / 508-457-7911
Home Page www.autoscribeinformatics.com
We will be showing the Matrix Gemini Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) at Pittcon 2014. Matrix Gemini is much more than an easily configurable LIMS for applications in a wide variety of laboratories including, food, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, healthcare, and environmental information management systems. It also provides a systematic quality management resource for tracking, storage, auditing and reporting of data across all segments of a business or company. Our unique ‘OneTime’ configuration tool allows Matrix Gemini to be configured without the use of custom programming or excessive basic scripting tools.

Avantes, Inc.
9769 NE 11th Drive, Suite 4
Broomfield, CO 80021 / 303-424-2428
Home Page www.avantes.com
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Artel
25 Bradley Drive
Westbrook, ME 04092 / 888-406-3463
Home Page www.artel-usa.com
Our products and services enable laboratories to quickly and easily optimize liquid handling processes and document testing protocol to ensure data integrity, compliance, and efficiency. The PCS enables fast and easy frequent interim verifications for all of your handheld pipettes, and optimize the performance of your automated liquid handlers and multichannel pipettes. Pipetting Proficiency Training and Certification is a comprehensive, scientifically based, rigorous pipette technique training and certification program.
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Based in Vancouver, Canada, Aurora Instruments Ltd. is a worldwide leader in the design and development of lab automation solutions for life science, environmental science, drug discovery/safety and chemical analysis research. Since 1970 we have provided technologies and services which facilitate a higher sample throughput while improving quality, accuracy and precision. Aurora’s product line includes: automated liquid handling systems, Atomic Absorption Spectrometers, Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometer and Microwave digestion systems. Other Products that offered by Aurora are OEM robotics for integrated laboratory automation products such as autosamplers, syringe pumps and peristaltic pumps. Aurora is looking for active distributors in worldwide.
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We will be showing the Matrix Gemini Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) at Pittcon 2014. Matrix Gemini is much more than an easily configurable LIMS for applications in a wide variety of laboratories including, food, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, healthcare, and environmental information management systems. It also provides a systematic quality management resource for tracking, storage, auditing and reporting of data across all segments of a business or company. Our unique ‘OneTime’ configuration tool allows Matrix Gemini to be configured without the use of custom programming or excessive basic scripting tools.
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Avantor Performance Materials
3477 Corporate Parkway, Suite 200
Center Valley, PA 18034 / 610-573-2600
Home Page www.avantormaterials.com

We are a global leader in performance materials and chemistries that help laboratories around the world perform better—in every application, every test and every process. That’s Uncompromising Performance, coming from the power of Avantor’s two proven brands: J.T.Baker® chemicals and Macron Fine Chemicals® products. Our main markets include pharmaceutical & biotech, academic, environmental testing, food & beverage, industrial, clinical & healthcare. To learn more, please visit our website.

Aven Inc.
4595 Platt Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48108 / 734-973-0099
Home Page www.aveninc.com

Aves Labs, Inc.
12571 SW Main Street
Tigard, OR 97223 / 503-598-8766
Home Page www.aveslab.com

Avo Photonics
700 Business Center Drive, Suite 125
Horsham, PA 19044 / 215-461-0707
Home Page www.avophotonics.com

We are a pure service corporation that designs, develops, and manufactures private-label opto-electronic components and systems for the medical, industrial, military, aerospace, and communications markets. Avo offers one of the photonics industry’s leading engineering teams, with core competencies in rugged device design through system assembly. Avo is the industry’s trusted source for custom US-based, ITAR registered, ISO 9001/2000 and ISO 13485:2003 certified manufacturing.

Axetris AG
1275 Hamilton Parkway
Itasca, IL 60143 / 630-931-4000
Home Page www.axetris.com

We are your partner for compact high-speed sensitive mass flow controllers; efficient modular-blockbody mid-IR sources and stable, specific laser diode gas analysis; and high quality optical micro-lens arrays. Along with our experienced engineering team, advanced MEMS foundry capabilities and total quality management approach, Axetris works to ensure our customers remain ahead of their field, now and in the future. We continue to actively develop and produce sensors and optical components in our showroom today. Axetris AG has been serving OEMs in instrumentation, since 1999 as an ISO 9001:2000 certified and ISO TS 16949 compliant supplier.

Axon Analytical, Inc.
1451 Edinger Ave., Suite A
Tustin, CA 92780 / 949-757-9300
Home Page www.axionanalytical.com

Our company offers a broad line of software and hardware products for industrial and laboratory spectroscopy – Near-IR, Mid-IR, UV-Visible, and Raman. Products include transmission, ATR, and diffuse reflectance probes, flow cells, multiplexers, software, and integrated systems for laboratory and on-line analysis. The Symbion software products provide a standardized interface for analytical instruments, controlling all aspects of data acquisition, analysis, trending, display, and communications for while archiving all data in a standard data base format accessible to enterprise wide data systems.

Axion Training Institute
14 N Persia Ste 100
Chicago, IL 60607 / 773-859-1854
Home Page www.axiontraining.com

Since 1999, Axion has been providing HANDS-ON HPGC & GC training courses to professionals from every major pharmaceutical, chemical, pharmaceutical company in the US, and to most government labs. After taking a 4-day HPGC or GC course, participants will know more than 80% of the people in the field! Axion courses are perfect for anyone from beginner to expert. You don’t need to have an advanced degree in chemistry to become an expert. You bring the interest in learning, and we’ll do the rest! Because the best, Axion has been chosen as the only external provider of hands-on HPGC & GC training courses for the ACS and Agilent Technologies.

Analytical Instruments
2701 W Fulton St #55
Chicago, IL 60612 / 312-476-8929
Home Page www.analytical.com

B

B&W Tek
700 Business Center Drive, Suite 125
Horsham, PA 19044 / 215-461-0707
Home Page www.bwtek.com

We are an advanced instrumentation company producing optical spectrophotometer, laser instrumented and laboratory, portable and handheld Raman systems. B&W Tek provides solutions for the pharmaceutical, biotechnical, material science, chemical, and research communities. Our commitment to innovating solutions has made B&W Tek a leader in Raman spectrophotometry solutions worldwide. With a strong vertical integration capability, B&W Tek also provides custom product development, design and manufacturing.

B&R Instrument Corp.
9119 Centreville Rd
Easton, MD 21601 / 800-922-9026
Home Page www.brinstrument.com

Manufacturing distillation equipment and accessories for various applications including ASTM D1160, D2892, D5236, fractional distillation systems for petroleum products, flavor and fragrance industry, solvent recycling and chemical purification. Specializing in spinning band distillation for mfg and micro samples.

Bahnson Environmental Specialties, LLC.
19650 Paulding
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610 / 800-366-1006
Home Page www.bahnson.com

We offer custom-engineered seals made from PTFE, PEEK, UHMWPE and other specially formulated polymers that help improve the reliability and service life of equipment used in HPGC, UPLC, UFLC, SFC and LC/MS and other critical analytical processes. Our newest seals combine innovative materials, proven Bal Seal Canted Cyl Spring technology and profiles that can help break operating pressure performance barriers of 20 kpsi and above.

Bal Seal Engineering, Inc.
4412 Tryon Road
Raleigh, NC 27606 / 919-829-9300
Home Page www.balsex.com

We provide the most comprehensive range of particle solutions for a variety of immunomassy, molecular, and cell biology applications. Microsphere offerings include polymer, silica and superparamagnetic microparticles with a variety of dyes, surface functional groups and generic binding proteins. We additionally offer an extensive catalog of flow cytometry, cell viability, count and size standards. Superior Customer and Technical Service complement our extensive product offerings.

Bangs Laboratories, Inc.
9025 Technology Drive
Fisher, IN 46038 / 800-387-0672
Home Page www.bangslabs.com

We provide the most comprehensive range of particle solutions for a variety of immunomassy, molecular, and cell biology applications. Microsphere offerings include polymer, silica and superparamagnetic microparticles with a variety of dyes, surface functional groups and generic binding proteins. We additionally offer an extensive catalog of flow cytometry, cell viability, count and size standards. Superior Customer and Technical Service complement our extensive product offerings.

Barnett Technical Services
5050 Laguna Blvd., Suite 112-620
Elk Grove, CA 95758 / 916-987-2441
Home Page www.barnett-technical.com

Our company is a distributor of analytical instrumentation for chemical and material analysis. Featured product lines at Pittcon include: Micro Emission RH-5000 Elemental Analyzer – Rapid elemental analysis from 80 micro liters of conducting solutions. There is no need for Ar gas or high electrical power, and the system may be lab-based or portable with battery power operation. Infrascan Infrared Chemical Imaging Systems – Developer of portable mid-infrared chemical imaging systems based on quantum cascade laser technology.

Baseline Inc
PO Box 649
Lyons, CO 80540 / 800-321-4665
Home Page www.baseline-mccon.com

With over four decades of experience Baseline® sets the standard in gas analysis. Products include gas chromatographs, total hydrocarbon and VOC analyzers and photoionization (PID) sensors. Key gas applications consist of monitoring indoor and outdoor air quality, toxic workplace gases, impurities in specialty and industrial gas as well as fuel C to C. The GreenLight® Series provides measurement of total live bacteria loads in water. Ideal for applications such as wastewater treatment, industrial wastewater, environmental water quality, beach monitoring and any other water based application where rapid results are necessary.
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**Beswick Engineering Co., Inc.**
284 Ocean Road
Greenland, NH 03840 / 603-433-1198
Home Page www.beswick.com

We design and manufacture a wide range of miniature fluid power products, including compression fittings, quick disconnects, pressure regulators, and valves. For 50 years design engineers have specified Beswick’s components for use in industries such as analytical instrumentation, medical, semiconductor and industrial applications. Chromatography units, spectrometers and spectrometers with our 303 and 316 grade of stainless steel components outperformed their competition. The high performing material used in the design provides corrosion resistance, long life, cleanliness and reliability. Custom products are available upon request.

**BigC: Dino-Lite Scopes**
20655 5. Western Ave., Ste 116
Torrance, CA 90501 / 888-668-2442
Home Page www.bigc.com

Dino-Lite portable digital microscopes and eyepiece cameras provide high-quality microscopy video interface to PC and MAC with clear and steady imaging. Most models provide 10x-200x along with a multitude of software features. The included DinoCapture software makes it easy to take snapshots, record videos, manipulate images, and save and email discoveries.

**Bibiase Bioindustry (Shandong) Co., Ltd.**
No.51 South Gongye Road
Jinan, China 250101 / 0086 531 8219800
Home Page www.bibiase.cc

Our company is a professional manufacturer of laboratory products from 1999. We have more than 800 employees and 20,000 square meters production base. Our main products include BioSafety Cabinet (Class II UVII), Laminar Flow Cabinet, Fume Hood, PCR Cabinet, Refrigerator, Autoclave, Incubator and Biochemistry Analyzers. Our certificate: NSF 49, EN 12469, ISO-9001, ISO-13485, ISO-14001, CE. For more products information, please visit our website.

**Bio-Chem Fluidics Inc**
85 Fulton Street
Boonton, NJ 07005 / 973-263-3001
Home Page www.biochemfluidics.com

We design and manufacture high-quality Bio-Chem Valves™ brand solenoid operated Isolation Valves, Pinch Valves, Micro-Pumps, and Electro-Rotary Valves. Our valves are designed to handle highly pure or aggressive fluids with precision and the highest chemical inertness. We specialize in: milli-liter and micro-liter Low Flow Applications; Chemically inert Flow Paths; OEM Customization and Service! It’s easy to do business with Bio-Chem Fluidics whether you are a major multinational OEM, a contract designer or a start-up. Our sales, manufacturing and distribution centers on three continents can service all your fluidic components needs.

**Bio-COMPONENTS**
35 Medford St, Suite 213
Somerville, MA 02143 / 617-966-1212
Home Page www.bioengineering-inc.com

**Biologix Group Limited**
Room 4082, Yingiu Bldg 27/06
Jinan, Shandong, China 250101 / 86-531-6702668
Home Page www.biologixgroup.com

For over 13 years, Biologix has been committing to the design and manufacture of high quality scientific supplies. As an ISO and CE-certified manufacturer, Biologix will fit all of your lab consumable needs. Products include Centrifuge Tubes, PCR tubes, Petri Disks, Pipet Tips, Cell Scrapers, and much, much more. Biologix also operates as an OEM and Private Label Provider for plastic laboratory consumables and all other new innovative designs. We are determined to deliver superior products, unbeatable prices, and excellent service to the scientific research community.

**BioPointe Scientific**
920 Kline St, Suite 303
La Jolla, CA 92037 / 619-677-7901
Home Page www.biopointescientific.com

Based in San Diego, California, BioPointe Scientific is a supplier of premium labware to the international life sciences community. A commitment to innovation, superior quality, and benchmark service levels has made BioPointe Scientific the new standard of excellence in laboratory consumables. We offer a wide range of products including our Flagship pipette tips - Precision, Filtered, and Total Defense. We also offer PCR products such as tubes, 8-strip tubes, 8-strip caps, and plates - all suitable for qPCR. We offer other products such as 96-well plates, deep-well plates, and Microcentrifuge tubes. We are seeking distributors.

**BiondIC Inc.**
7F, No. 3, Alley 6, Lane 235 Bausiao Rd.
Hsin-Tien District
New Taipei City, Taiwan R.O.C. 23145 / +886-2-2910-5150
Home Page www.biondic.com.tw

**Bio-Rad Laboratories, Informatics Division**
Two Penn Center Plaza, Suite 800
1500 John F. Kennedy Blvd.
Philadelphia, PA 19102-1737 / 267-322-6931
Home Page www.knowitall.com

Offering spectroscopy software & spectral database solutions for spectral identification, data management, mixture analysis, polymer analysis, chemometrics, etc. Supports multiple instrument vendors and techniques: IR, Raman, NIR, MS, UV-Vis, chromatography. Spectral libraries include over 1.4 million spectra including Safder spectra.

**BioTage**
10430 Harris Oaks Blvd Suite C
Charlotte, NC 28269 / 704-654-4900
Home Page www.biotage.com

**BioTechs, Inc.**
17546 Bee Line Highway
Jupiter, FL 33458 / 954-366-6571
Home Page www.bioitools.com

An industry leader in characterization of chiral molecules & biologics, pioneering advanced vibrational spectroscopy (VCD & Raman), BioTools is proud to introduce 3 new innovations: MANTE: DualMETH VCD accessory for an FTIR spectrometer. Upgrade your FTIR & characterize chiral molecules, proteins, nucleic acids & carbohydrates. m-BioRAMAN: world’s first portable Raman microscope that is fast, sensitive, & easy to use with paper-size & mapping capabilities, the best for bio-SEBS applications! PROXIS-15: a new solution for structure analysis of proteins that delivers SPEED. SENSITIVITY. SIMPLICITY. Offering unique accessories and contract lab services.

**BJS Biotechnologies Ltd**
65 Biford Avenue, Perivale
Greenford, Middlesex, United Kingdom UB6 7PP / +44-0203 0213 754
Home Page www.bjsbiotech.com

**Block Engineering**
377 Simanaro Dr.
Marlborough, MA 01752 / 508-251-3100
Home Page www.blockeng.com

**BLUE Industry and Science**
208 bis rue La Fayette
Paris, France 75010 / +33-1-7876-7548
Home Page www.blueindustryandscience.com

High performance gas analysis made simple. Based on the principles of Infrared Spectrometry, our instruments capitalize on 15 years of research at Ceta – the French Aerospace Lab - on the development of a compact Very High Resolution Tunable Laser source (VHR-TL). This technological breakthrough combines the accuracy of the best field gas analyzers up to ppb level with true multi-gas possibilities offered by the wide tunable range of the VHR-TL. It offers unprecedented possibilities to tailor the analyzer to your own unique application requirements. Our analyzers come in a rackable or portable format.

**BMT USA**
14532 169th Dr. SE, Ste. 142
Monroe, WA 98272 / 360-463-2552
Home Page www.bmthus.com

Premier supplier of BMT & MMM laboratory ovens, incubators, steam sterilizers, clean steam generators & water purification units. Dry heat oven models include: Essco®-natural circulation, Durco®-agarbustance substances, Ventri®-forced air convection, Stein®-depyrogenation, and Vacsol®-vacuum drying. Incubator models: Incube®-natural/forced air convection, Force®-forced air convection & cooling, Cimachi®-climatic chamber, and Cell®-Cell® incubator. Sterilizers range from table top to large pit-mounted units for animal cages. Manufacturer’s rep distribute our products worldwide. Excellent response to sales, service and parts requests.

**Bonna-Agela Technologies, Inc.**
179 South Street Teda West Zone
Tianjin, China 300462 / 86-22-25321032
Home Page www.bonnaagela.com

Our company has transformed itself from a manufacturer of chromatography consumables into an innovative global supplier of chromatographic solutions. Our products and services include: HPLC columns, accessories and supplies; GC columns, accessories and supplies, solid phase extraction equipment, cartridges, 96-well plates and accessories; general lab supplies (syringe filters, vials, caps, septa); chromatographic purification solutions (equipment, columns and bulk media) and services from sub-gram to kilogram. With Bonna-Agela Technologies, you get better performance.
combines all the techniques under one umbrella to ensure maximum productivity. Brookhaven has the instrumentation, the experience, and the expertise to help you get the results you need to be successful.

Our company pioneered modern techniques in characterizing nanoparticles, proteins, and polymers using light scattering and diffraction. We have developed a wide variety of premium Pipette tips. BOROSIL’s products are widely accepted locally and globally and in all the market segments across Pharma Industries, Research Labs, School and Universities.

BrandTech Scientific
11 Bowman Road
Esson, CT 06426 / 888-522-3276
Home Page www.brandtech.com
We offer a complete line of laboratory tools and equipment with application in virtually every lab. Products on display will include BRAND Transfertip® mechanical and electronic pipettes, Dispersette® bottling dispensers, Titrette® burettes, disposable cuvettes, PCR products, and high-throughput-screening consumables. VACUUBRAND® oil-free chemistry diaphragm and rotary vane vacuum pumps; electronically controlled systems, mercury-free gauges and controllers. Additionally, VITLAB volumetric and general plastic labware, FTA products for trace analysis. Borch stainless steel laboratory support jacks.

Branson Ultrasounds
41 Eagle Road
Danbury, CT 06813-1961 / 800-732-9262
Home Page www.bransoninc.com
Our newly redesigned Branson ultrasonic bath is widely used in laboratories, light industrial, dental medical and specialty applications worldwide. Branson’s Digital Series features the most advanced industry technology & digital performance. The Mechanical Series offers simple use, quality and reliability. With tank sizes ranging up to 21 gallons, Branson’s ultrasonic baths can also be used for sample preparation such as degassing liquids, mixing, homogenization, dissolving solids, lysing and dispersion of particles. Additionally, Branson offers a line of Sonifier cell disruptors that are an industry standard.

Brechbuehler AG
Steinwiesenstrasse 3
Schlieren, ZH, Switzerland CH-8952 / +41 44 732 3131
Home Page www.brechbuehler.ch
BrightSpec Inc.
770 Harris St. 106B
Charleston, WV 22903 / 434-202-2391
Home Page www.brightspectrum.com
Simple measurements for complex mixtures: Make the match, and see what’s there with high resolution, NMR spectrometers by BrightSpec. BrightSpec offers instruments and analytical services based on a new, powerful technique for analytical chemistry and gas sensing in manufacturing process control, quality control, environmental monitoring, and formulation research. The high resolution nature of molecular rotational resonance (NMR) enables mixture analysis and unknown analysis without chemical separation or user intensive calibration. BrightSpec NMR spectrometers are multi-species gas sensors with absolute molecular specificity enabling composition analysis.

Brock Scientific
11 Commerce Blvd.
Middleboro, MA 02346 / 800-628-8139
Home Page www.brockscientific.com
We will be exhibiting our extensive range of thermal and Conduct mass flow meters and controllers for gases and liquids. Numerous styles of both standard and customized instruments are available for analytical, laboratory, OEM, and industrial applications. Additionally, Brock Scientific offers pressure meters and controllers as well as innovative vaporization systems.

Brookhaven Instruments Corporation
730 Blue Point Road
Holtsville, NY 11742 / 631-758-3200
Home Page www.brookhaveninstruments.com
Our company pioneered modern techniques in characterizing nanoparticles, proteins, and polymers using light scattering for particle sizing, zeta potential, and absolute molecular weight. Whether solving routine QC, PC, or R&D problems, Brookhaven has the in-house, the experience, and the expertise to help you get the results you need to be productive. New software, Particle Solutions, is a unique, database approach with out-standing search features that combines all the techniques under one umbrella to ensure maximum productivity.

Brooks Instrument
407 W Vine St.
Hatfield, PA 19440 / 888-554-3569
Home Page www.brooksinstrument.com
Brinks Instruments
1443 (30x10)
Georgian Bluffs, ON Canada N0H 2T0 / 800-567-3556
Home Page www.brinks.de
NIR Transmission Analyzer for Agriculture and Food analysis like whole grain, meat, dairy products, convenience products, cereals, sweets. NIR Reflectance Analyzer for flour, baked goods, food ingredients, feed and pet food, dry materials. UV/Vis/NIR high resolution spectrophotometers, on-line process-spectrophotometers.

Brucker Corporation
1327 (20x10)
Billerica, MA 01821 / 800-234-9729
Home Page www.brucker.com
Our name has become synonymous with the excellence, innovation, and quality that characterizes our comprehensive range of scientific instrumentation. Our solutions encompass a wide number of analytical techniques ranging from magnetic resonance to mass spectrometry, to optical and X-ray spectrosopy. These market and technology leading products are driving and facilitating many key applications across all science research, pharmaceutical analysis, applied analytical chemistry applications, materials research and nanotechnology, clinical research, molecular diagnostics, and homeland defense. Bruker — Innovation with Integrity!

BSSN Software
58 Fort Point Street
Norwalk, CT 06855 / 800-562-5566
Home Page www.bssn-software.com
Our company manufactures and sells A&A, IR, and UV/VIS spectrophotometers as well as GC, LC, IC systems. New this year is Buck’s Resist 40 Microwave digestion system and the Cecil Ion Chromatography system.

C

C & A Scientific Co., Inc.
7241 Gabe Ct
Manassas, VA 20109 / 703-330-1413
Home Page www.cascientific.com
BYK-Gardner USA
9104 Guilford Rd
Columbia, MD 1046 / 301-483-6500
Home Page www.byk.com/instruments
We manufacture and distribute quality control instruments. We provide instrument solutions to measure solid, metallic and liquid color; analyze gloss, haze, orange peel, and mottling; and test abrasion, adhesion, conductivity, density, dispersion, drying time, flexibility, film thickness, hardness, impact, temperature, and viscosity. To complete your lab, we also offer applications, balances, drawdown cards, and microscopes. BYK-Gardner is a proud member of the BYK Additives & Instruments division of ALTANA.

C.J. Analytics Corporation
2085 Industrial Boulevard
Chambley, PQ Canada J3L 4C5 / 450-658-4965
Home Page www.cianalytics.com
Analytical manufacturer with decades of experience providing total & elemental analysis in hydrocarbon streams using dry chemistry technology. ASTM & IUPAC methods apply to our most standard application (RUS, total Sulfur, and total Chlorides); ultra low PFP levels in gas for major impurities. Our analyzers can be used online or in a laboratory setting. Our environmental friendly analyzers provide maximum safety & sensitivity with virtually no known interference. Visit us at BOOTH #3705, visit our website or give us a call, we welcome difficult applications.

Cafraima Limited
501273 Grey Road 1
Georgian Bluffs, ON Canada N0H 2T0 / 800-567-3556
Home Page www.caframa.com
Canadian made line of overhead lab stirers that are rugged, quiet and maintenance free. Technicians refer them to them as the workhorse in the lab and would not be without one. Distributors choose Cafraima because we deliver in stock product worldwide. Our line of mixers and mixers offer unique features, a competitive advantage and a quality alternative for your customers. Our distribution network is growing — inquire how to be a part of it. Come to the booth and see what is new.
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Cal Sensors, Inc.
5460 Skyline Blvd
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 / 707-303-3840
Home Page www.calsensors.com
A member of the ITW Photonics group, Cal Sensors is a leading manufacturer of standard and customized photoconductive infrared detectors, arrays and broadband emitters since 1986. Renowned for high quality and reliability, these detectors deliver superior sensitivity over 1-5.5 microns. Cal Sensors emitters support steady-state or high-pulse rates, providing high emissivity, reliability and long life that optimize the performance of your detection system. A variety of options are available in multiple configurations to meet the needs of numerous applications, such as spectroscopy, imaging, gas detection, moisture, temperature and flame measurement.

Caliber Insolutions Inc.
1701 McFarland Rd. Suite 200
Pittsburgh, PA 15216 / 412-383-4842
Home Page www.caliberinsolutions.com

California Analytical Instruments
1312 West Grove Ave.
Orange, CA 92865 / 714-970-5560
Home Page www.gazanalyzers.com
CAI is a premier provider of quality gas analyzers and systems for use in industrial, environmental, process, and automotive emissions measurement applications. Our analyzers utilize technologies such as: Chemiluminescence, Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR), Flame Ionization Detection (FID), Paramagnetic), Ultraviolet (UV), Photoacoustic Infrared Spectroscopy (PAS), and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) for measurement of virtually any gas.

CAMAG Scientific Inc.
515 Cornells Harnett Drive
Wilmington, NC 28401 / 800-334-3909
Home Page www.camagusa.com
High Performance Thin Layer Chromatography (HPTLC) instrumentation which features the automatic TLC sampler for sample application, the Automatic Developing Chamber for plate development, the Visualizer for Documentation/Camera systems and our TLC scanning densitometer for the most versatile densitometer evaluation available, including variable spectra recording and multilength/width scanning. And our direct elution instruments: the fully-automated DES (Dried Blood Spots) extraction device connected to any MS. But also the TLC-MS Interface: TLC plate extraction device to any MS. Also the TLC-MS Interface: TLC plate extraction device to any MS.

Canadian Laboratory Suppliers Association
525 Highland Road West, Suite 131
Kitchener, ON Canada N2M 5P4 / 519-650-8028
Home Page www.clsassociation.com
The CLSA Member Companies are among Canada’s top distributors of laboratory equipment and supplies! The CLSA is a number of member benefits including tradeshow, market reports and surveys. For membership in the CLSA visit our website. The CLSA Members Care About Canadian Clients!

Cannon Instrument Company
2319 High Tech Road
State College, PA 16803-7733 / 800-676-6232
Home Page www.cannoninstrument.com
Viscosity & related Physical Property Testing Instrumentation; Partnering-Proudly with Zematra, Tanaka and KEM. From simplest to most advanced automatic viscometers, flash, cloud/drop point testers, densimeters, titrators and refractive index instruments. Display includes D45 compliant CAVI and miniAVI series auto-viscometers (-20 to +150°C), as well as SimplyVIS the truly one-touch automatic Kirwan instrument under $5000. Polymer-viscometers include miniPV-H, miniPV IR & PolyVISc for automatic dilute solution relative viscosity (RV). Other products: -30C to +200C temperature baths, viscosity and flash point standards.

CAPP ApS
9212 Nira Est Ct. Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92126 / 800-243-3232
Home Page www.pipeline.com

Carborite, Inc.
110 South Second St. PO Box 7
Watertown, WI 53094 / 800-543-6208
Home Page www.carborite.com
We are a world leading manufacturer and supplier of elite laboratory chamber/box and tube furnaces along with ovens and incubators. With an extensive portfolio that includes both elite laboratory chamber/box furnaces & laboratory tube furnaces to 1800°C as well as a vast selection of accessories and components, Carborite’s range sets the standard against which heat treatment equipment around the world is measured.

Carl Zeiss Microscopy, LLC
One Zeiss Drive
Thornwood, NY 10594 / 800-233-2343
Home Page www.zeiss.com/microscopy

Carlitec, Inc.
P.O. Box 770
Nuck, NY 10960 / 845-533-3406
Home Page www.carlitec.com

Car-May
308 Mountain View Rd, Unit D
Berthoud, CO 80513 / 970-532-3997
Home Page www.car-may.com
We provide liquid control systems for precision dispensing and metering. Unlike basic metering pumps, our systems provide pumping capability, fluid measurement, and flow control all in one compact module. These valverless, digitally-controlled systems integrate easily into manufacturing processes, lab environments, OEM applications, and custom projects.

Carvec, Inc.
1569 Menhit Street
Webbch, IN 46992 / 260-568-7577
Home Page www.carvec.com
For over 100 years, Carver, Inc. has supplied the world’s most popular lab presses with more choices, more features, and more performance. Select from two-column and four column bench top, floor standing, manual, automatic, electric, pneumatic and hydraulic presses with clamp capacities from 5 to 150 tons. Auto Series presses feature integral power units and user friendly controls. Common options include heated platens, hardened plates, low pressure packages among others. Carver also offers a wide array of accessories for dedicated applications in IR, UV, pharmaceutical, oil extraction, propellant crush color, dispersing, and many more.

Case Laboratories, Inc.
622 Route 10
Whippany, NJ 07981 / 973-428-9666
Home Page www.case-labs.com
Our company is a fully equipped, GLP/GMP compliant, analytical laboratory with extensive expertise in broad industry segments and scientific disciplines. We specialize in studies intended for submission to regulatory agencies such as EPA, FDA and OECD but welcome the one-of-a-kind project that other laboratories might not consider. Case provides a unique set of analytical testing, research and development services with an established successful record of creative problem solving for a wide variety of industries.

CDS Analytical, LLC
465 Limestone Rd
Oxford, PA 19363 / 610-932-3636
Home Page www.cdsanalytical.com
We are a leading manufacturer of GC and GC-MS injection systems including thermal desorption, purge & trap, pyrolysis and headpace. CDS expands the applicability of the GC by allowing solvent free analysis of organic solids, liquids and trace level VOC’s in any matrices including air, water and polymers. New this year is our waters and soil Purge & Trap auto sampler, a GC-TCD system for analyzing biomass gases from our pyrolysis micro reactor and a stand alone reactor for pyrolysis gasses.

CE Elantech, Inc.
170 Oberlin Ave North Suite 5
Lakewood, NJ 08701 / 888-232-4676
Home Page www.ceelantech.com
Featured instruments: Thermo Flash 4000 N/Protein Analyzer. This innovative instrument features true large sample capability (2-3 grams nominal). Thermo Flash 2000 Combustion Elemental Analyzer is also available in a wide range of configurations: N/Protein through CHNS/O for both solid and liquid samples. In Process Instruments Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers in the sector of online gas analysis. IP customer-specific online process gas analysis systems are used successfully around the world in industry and research. Thermo Massmetric including Pyroamas 401 Densimeter Next Instruments Near Infrared Transmission, NutriScan and SeedCount Image Analy

CELLTREAT Scientific Products
Two Shaker Road, C200
Shirley, MA 01464 / 877-345-4620
Home Page www.celltreat.com
Our company is a rapidly growing supplier of cell culture and liquid handling products for the life science industry. The company is known for manufacturing high quality products and bringing them to the life science marketplace at significant cost savings versus alternative brands. Driven by input from customers and distribution partners, CELLTREAT quickly translates requests for improvements into real product innovations. CELLTREAT is committed to delivering exceptional customer service and bringing measurable value to the scientific research community.
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Chem Service, Inc.
660 Tower Lane
West Chester, PA 19380 / 800-652-9994
Home Page www.chemservice.com

CHEMetrics, Inc.
4295 Catlett Road
Midland, VA 22728 / 800-356-3072
Home Page www.chemetrics.com
Manufacturer of visual and instrumental test kits for measuring more than 50 parameters for water analysis. Our kits feature self-filling reagent ampoules that simplify and speed water quality testing. Industries served include water treatment, chemical process, power generation, petroleum refining, food & beverage and aquaculture. Analysis include: ammonia, chlorine, COD, chloride, oxygen (dissolved), phenols, nitrate, phosphate, detergents, hardness (total), hydrogen peroxide, arsenic, nickel, sulfur, and more. For more information contact us at 800-356-3072 or visit our website.

Chemical Heritage Foundation
315 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106-2793 / 215-925-2222
Home Page www.chemheritage.org
The CF is a collections-based nonprofit organization that preserves the history and heritage of chemistry, chemical education and related sciences and technologies. The collections are used to create a body of original scholarship that illuminates chemistry’s role in shaping society. In bridging science with the humanities, arts, and social sciences, CF is committed to building a vibrant, international community of scholars; creating a rich source of traditional and emerging media; expanding the reach of our museum; and engaging the broader society through inventive public events.

Chemistry Today/TKS Publisher
Viale Brescia 22
Milano, Italy / +39 02 9172 / 09322689973
Home Page www.teknoscientific.com
TKS Tecno Science publisher with its journals Chimica Oggi – Chemistry Today, AgroFOOD Industry HI Tech, H and PC Today – Household and Personal Care Today has celebrated its 30th anniversary in year 2013. For this occasion TKS has renewed its website giving access to all its contents and applications for IRAM for free. TKS journals, thanks to solid scientific articles suitable for industrial applications, boast an ever increasing worldwide circulation. TKS motto is Science for industry. TKS journals are essential to those who are looking for an updated, accurate and highly reliable information.

Chemplex Industries, Inc.
2820 SW 42nd Avenue
Palm City, FL 34990 / 800-424-3675
Home Page www.chemplex.com
Great news for “in-field”, “hand-held” XRF instrument users. Now for the first time grind, pelletize and analyze samples “on-site” without loss of time for results. The Chemplex® SpectroShuttle is the only “in-field” “hand-held” combination sample grinder and pellet press powered by a rechargeable battery. All components are packaged in a rugged hard-case carrying kit. Explore the most comprehensive line of “in-lab” XRF sample preparation products including: integrated grinding and die and standard pellet presses; grinding machines; adjunct supplies; choose from over 40 sample cups and SpectroSulf® analyzer cups for all XRF instruments.

Chevron, Inc.
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 150
Raleigh, NC 27609 / 919-855-8716
Home Page www.chemware.com
LIMS are most often thought of for driving efficiency and productivity but no system in the lab plays a more important role in improving quality, enforcing compliance and mitigating risk. HORIZON LIMS provides an automated solution that helps enforce NELAC, ISO 17025, and other regulatory requirements for environmental, public health, water quality, IR, forensics, energy, and other labs drooping in regulations. CSV and paper. Visit our booth to pick up a copy of our white paper, describing Quality Standards through LIMS and see how HORIZON can help your lab enforce compliance with best practices, quality standards, and industry regulations.

Chinchilla Scientific
900 Jorje Blvd, Suite 35
Oak Brook, IL 60523 / 630-645-0600
Home Page www.chinchillasci.com
Everything you need to get the job done! The Simplicity wet chemistry analyzer utilizes the most advanced discrete analyzer technology available for environmental applications. Simplicity has been specifically designed with respect to USEPA methods, dynamic ranges, MELs, PDLs, and a wide variety of sample matrices. Simplicity offers flexibility to perform multiple parameters on selected samples without operator intervention. Lowest operating costs with minimal reagent usage and waste generation. USEPA approved Non-hazardous “Green Litterate” methodology for wastewater, drinking water, and soil. Sample preparation equipment, gas generators.

Ceramaret SA
Rue des Croix 37
Bole, Switzerland CH-2014 / 011 41 32 843 8383
Booth 1755 (10x10)
Home Page www.ceramaret.ch
We manufacture parts in hard material such as Advanced Ceramics (High purity Alumina, YTZI, ZTA, ATZ), Ruby and Sapphire. The company is the world leader manufacturer of Propis, Check Valves, Rotors & Stators and any other precision components used in HPLC and UHPLC pumps and fluid handling devices. Vertically integrated, Ceramaret produces all parts in-house, from the raw material to the finished product, insuring the quality at all stages of the manufacturing process as well as minimize the production cost. Ceramaret is ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004, OHSA 18001:2007 and ISO 13485:2003 certified.

Cerno Bioscience LLC
40 Richards Avenue, 3rd Floor
Norwalk, CT 06854 / 203-972-1570
Home Page www.cernobio.com
Our company brings the best approach for elemental composition determination to all mass spectrometry (MS) systems. Our company is a leading global provider of innovative systems for analytical sample preparation, compositional testing, chemical synthesis, and bioscience applications that are fast, accurate, and easy to use. The new Discover SP-1 automated sequential microextraction extraction system features average extraction times of 5 – 10 minutes and uses 95% less solvent than conventional methods. The MARS 6 Microwave Reaction System offers One Touch app-based methods and processes up to 40 samples simultaneously. A worldwide network of factory-trained technicians and applications chemists ensure that dependable service and support are always available.

Cerilliant
811 Paloma Drive, Suite A
Round Rock, TX 78665 / 512-238-9974 or visit our website.
Home Page www.cerilliant.com
Certified Spiking Solutions®. Cerilliant’s quality system incorporates cGMP, GLP, and ISO requirements. We are accredited to ISO Guide 34, ISO/IEC 17025 and certified to ISO 13485 ISO 9001. A comprehensive COA is provided with every product. Call 512-238-9974 or visit our website.

Certilliant
1171 Paloma Drive, Suite A
Norwalk, CT 06854 / 203-972-1570
Home Page www.certilliant.com
Certified Reference Materials/Custom Services-Certilliant offers a catalog of standards including Drugs (pharmaceutical, OPC, TDMA, Etc.), Physiochemicals, Nitrogen determination & by-products, and Environmental Contaminants including EPA Methods, Explosives and Chemical Warfare. Certilliant provides custom services including synthesis, analytical services, packaging & Certified Spiking Solutions®. Certilliant’s quality system incorporates cGMP, GLP, and ISO requirements. We are accredited to ISO Guide 34, ISO/IEC 17025 and certified to ISO 13485 ISO 9001. A comprehensive COA is provided with every product. Call 512-238-9974 or visit our website.

CEM Corporation
3100 Smiths Farm Road
Matthias, NC 28106 / 800-726-3331
Home Page www.cem.com
Our company is the leading global provider of innovative systems for analytical sample preparation, compositional testing, chemical synthesis, and bioscience applications that are fast, accurate, and easy to use. The new Discover SP-1 automated sequential microextraction extraction system features average extraction times of 5 – 10 minutes and uses 95% less solvent than conventional methods. The MARS 6 Microwave Reaction System offers One Touch app-based methods and processes up to 40 samples simultaneously. A worldwide network of factory-trained technicians and applications chemists ensure that dependable service and support are always available.

Chinchilla Scientific
No. 888 Jinhu Road, High-tech Zone Booth 518 (10x10)
Home Page www.chinchillasci.com
Everything you need to get the job done! The Simplicity wet chemistry analyzer utilizes the most advanced discrete analyzer technology available for environmental applications. Simplicity has been specifically designed with respect to USEPA methods, dynamic ranges, MELs, PDLs, and a wide variety of sample matrices. Simplicity offers flexibility to perform multi-parameter assays selected samples without operator intervention. Lowest operating costs with minimal reagent usage and waste generation. USEPA approved Non-hazardous “Green Litterate” methodology for wastewater, drinking water, and soil. Sample preparation equipment, gas generators.

CHEMetrics, Inc.
4295 Catlett Road
Midland, VA 22728 / 800-356-3072
Home Page www.chemetrics.com
Manufacturer of visual and instrumental test kits for measuring more than 50 parameters for water analysis. Our kits feature self-filling reagent ampoules that simplify and speed water quality testing. Industries served include water treatment, chemical process, power generation, petroleum refining, food & beverage and aquaculture. Analysis include: ammonia, chlorine, COD, chloride, oxygen (dissolved), phenols, nitrate, phosphate, detergents, hardness (total), hydrogen peroxide, arsenic, nickel, sulfur, and more. For more information contact us at 800-356-3072 or visit our website.
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Chongqing Optec Instrument Co., Ltd.
No.3 Building 13, No. 6, Fengu Road
Caifeng Town, Beibei District
Chongqing, China 400026 / +86 23 6795 1983
Home Page www.cnopotec.com
We are located in Chongqing, China. We are a professional microscopes manufacturer which has powerful ability to develop and manufacture microscope and accessories for many years. We develop and manufacture biological microscope, metallurgical microscope, inverted microscope, fluorescence microscope, polarizing microscope, stereo microscope and digital microscope, and keep exploring domestic and overseas market with high-quality products and good service. Optec now has ISO9001 certificate, ISO13485 certificate, and CE certificate, and establish good business relationship with many overseas customers.

Chrom Tech, Inc.
PO Box 240248
Apple Valley, MN 55124 / +1 952-431-6000
Home Page www.chromtech.com

Chrom Tech Corporation
10 Imtec Lane
Belleville Falls, VT 05101 / 800-824-7662
Home Page www.chromtech.com

Chromatography Research Supplies, Inc.
2601 Technology Drive
Louisville, KY 40299 / +1 502-377-3800
Home Page www.chrom.com

Chromperfect
95 East Main Street, Suite 103
Denville, NJ 07834 / 973-586-8552
Home Page www.chromperfect.com

Claisse, Corporation Scientifique
350 rue Franquet, Suite 45
Quebec, QC, Canada G1P 4P1 / +1 418-656-6453
Home Page www.claisse.com

Clippard Instrument Lab., Inc.
7390 Celerain Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45239 / 513-521-4261
Home Page www.clippard.com

Cobalt Light Systems
174 Brook Drive, Milton Park Abingdon
Oxfordshire, United Kingdom OX14 4SD / +44 1235 856 555
Home Page www.cobaltlight.com

Cobalt AB
Vretangen 13
Sollna, Sweden SE-171 54 / +46 8 545 912 30
Home Page www.cobalt.se

Coles-Parmer
625 E. Bunker Court
Vernon Hills, IL 60061 / 800-323-4340
Home Page www.coleparmer.com

Collegio De Quimicos de Puerto Rico
52 Calle Hatillo
San Juan, PR 00919 / 787-763-6070
Home Page www.cqpr1941.org
(Puerto Rico Chemists Association), Colegio De Quimicos de Puerto Rico will celebrate its 73rd Chemical Conference and Exhibition (PROCHEM) April 2014 at the Ritz Carlton Hotel in San Juan, PR. PROCHEM is the largest Chemistry Conference and Exhibition in the Caribbean; it attracts participants with different backgrounds to the interaction between different fields and to expose and discuss innovative theories, frameworks, methodologies, tools, and applications. For more information please contact Carlos C antaneda at carlos@lccmanagement.com or visit our website.

Citizen Scale Inc.
1637 Stetson Road, Unit B-5
Piscataway, NJ 08854 / 732-777-0900
Home Page www.citizenscales.com

Citrix XinSheng Optical Instrument Co., Ltd.
Tianyuan Industrial Zone
Chai, Zhejiang, China 315325 / 0086 574 83456740
Home Page www.cxopt.com

Claisse, Corporation Scientifique
350 rue Franquet, Suite 45
Quebec, QC, Canada G1P 4P1 / +1 418-656-6453
Home Page www.claisse.com

World leader in sample preparation by fusion for XRF, ICP and AA spectrometry, Claisse offers gas and electric multi-position automatic fusion instruments (DIA, Thermo, Thelber, PerkinElmer Flaux), and plasmafusion furnace and disk solution preparation. Industry leading food boron fluxes (Lithium metaborate...), feature the lowest moisture/highest purity with integrated non-wetting agents. See our weighing/ dosing machine “Thebrot” and our “fusix Modular System” for the latest in automated fusion capabilities. CRW, fusion monitors, analytical consulting and Pt-wave polishing/scrap services are available.

Clippard Instrument Lab., Inc.
7390 Celerain Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45239 / 513-521-4261
Home Page www.clippard.com

Claisse, Corporation Scientifique
350 rue Franquet, Suite 45
Quebec, QC, Canada G1P 4P1 / +1 418-656-6453
Home Page www.claisse.com

Clearview Scientific Ltd
Unit 4, Triton Park, Swift Valley Industrial
Rugby, United Kingdom CV21 1SG / +44 (0) 1788 565300
Home Page www.clearviewscientific.com

Coast Wire & Plastic Tech
1048 Burrpore Street
Carson, CA 90746 / 732-777-0900
Home Page www.coastwire.com

Coast Wire & Plastic Tech
1048 Burrpore Street
Carson, CA 90746 / 732-777-0900
Home Page www.coastwire.com

Company manufactures fine gauge wires down to 44 AWG using copper, nickel, tin, silver, gold and alloys. Coast Wire offers many different insulation types for these wires such as Fluoropolymers, Silicons, Polyurethanes, PVC’s and most other materials. Coast Wire has no minimum buy requirements for custom wires and cables. These cables are used in medical, military, aerospace, entertainment and industrial applications. No designs are too complex for Coast to make.

Class Particulate Size
293 S. Fish Hatchery Rd
Madison, WI 53711 / 608-274-7719
Home Page www.class-particle-size.com

Company offers a complete line of high-resolution laser particle size analyzers ranging from 0.3nm to 2,500 microns. Claisse analyzers are designed with only lasers for the highest precision and accuracy across the entire measurement range. A unique fully programmable integrated liquid and dry dispersion system allows users to switch between dispersion modes without having to switch hardware or rnalize the system. Optical components are permanently mounted on a cast-iron baseplate to ensure the system is always in alignment.

Citizen Scale Inc.
1637 Stetson Road, Unit B-5
Piscataway, NJ 08854 / 732-777-0900
Home Page www.citizenscales.com

Our brand products are now having more than 3 decades of usage in Mil. Electronic Weighing industries worldwide & with High Quality & Competitive Price. We are the leader in Supplying Lab Micro, Anaotical, Precision, Tapping & Moisture balances & Industrial scales with customized solution & GLM GMP CE NTEP ISO Compliance. We are supplying our products all over the USA & worldwide. To meet high demand products, currently we are looking for more Ekl Distributors in many countries worldwide. To become Distributor visit our booth or contact: sales@citizenscale.com / New Products Launch 2014 New Balance, Lab Equipments Density Meter, Viscometer, XRF Machine.

Citrix XinSheng Optical Instrument Co., Ltd.
Tianyuan Industrial Zone
Chai, Zhejiang, China 315325 / 0086 574 83456740
Home Page www.cxopt.com

Our company is specializing in producing biological microscope, stereo-microscope, metallurgical microscope, digital microscope, three beam balance, ultra-low freezer, freeze dryer, chiller and other instruments. These were used in teaching, medical, researching, and lab of university. We have engaged in the researching and producing optical/laboratory freeze dryer and instruments for over 20 years, we have taken shape strict manage system of modern productions, meticulous producing technology, complete and advanced quality control system. And we have successfully completed CE certification.

Cobalt Light Systems
174 Brook Drive, Milton Park Abingdon
Oxfordshire, United Kingdom OX14 4SD / +44 1235 856 555
Home Page www.cobaltlight.com

Cobalt AB
Vretangen 13
Sollna, Sweden SE-171 54 / +46 8 545 912 30
Home Page www.cobalt.se

Located in Stockholm, Sweden, Cobalt AB, has, since year 2000, been committed to supplying high performance and innovative laser products that meet or exceed the market’s expectations concerning performance, quality and robustness. Through continuous technology development, customer orientation and an ISO-certified quality management system, Cobalt has become a preferred supplier of lasers to major instrument manufacturers and leading research labs.

Cole-Parmer
625 E. Bunker Court
Vernon Hills, IL 60061 / 800-323-4340
Home Page www.coleparmer.com

Our company has been a leading global supplier of laboratory and industrial fluid handling products, instrumentation, equipment, and supplies since 1955. Cole-Parmer’s innovative product lines include Masterflex” tubing pump systems, sanitary fluid-handling equipment, process instrumentation, life science products, general-purpose laboratory equipment and consumables, and chemicals. Cole-Parmer offers these unique products as well as everyday basics from brands and manufacturers we know and trust.

Collegio De Quimicos de Puerto Rico
52 Calle Hatillo
San Juan, PR 00919 / 787-763-6070
Home Page www.cqpr1941.org
(Puerto Rico Chemists Association), Colegio De Quimicos de Puerto Rico will celebrate its 73rd Chemical Conference and Exhibition (PROCHEM) April 2014 at the Ritz Carlton Hotel in San Juan, PR. PROCHEM is the largest Chemistry Conference and Exhibition in the Caribbean; it attracts participants with different backgrounds to the interaction between different fields and to expose and discuss innovative theories, frameworks, methodologies, tools, and applications. For more information please contact Carlos C antaneda at carlos@lccmanagement.com or visit our website.
Compare Networks
395 Oyster Point Boulevard, Suite 321
South San Francisco, CA 94080 / 650-228-0191
Home Page www.americalaboratory.com

Concord Technology (Tianjin) Co., Ltd
Zhijingyuan 2-102, Wanke Garden New Town Pujihui East Road
Tianjin, China 300402 / +86-22-26733470
Home Page www.tjconcord.com
We are an ISO9001 Certified manufacturer of HPLC solvents and Karl Fischer Reagents. Our factory covering 25000 square meters is located in Tianjin with convenient transportation. The annual output of HPLC solvents is 1500 tons in 2011, we will built two production lines in 2014 to further improve the annual production capacity to 20000 tons. The main exporting products are HPLC Acetonitrile, Methanol and Karl Fischer Reagents. We have 18 years R&D and production experience. We can supply customers high quality products with competitive price.

Conquer Scientific
6259 Progressive Ave Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92154 / 619-690-7300
Home Page www.conquerscientific.com

Control Central
4465 Rex Road
Friendswood, TX 77546 / 281-482-1714
Home Page www.controlcentral.com
Our company delivers state of the art Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS), Electronic Lab Notebooks (ELN) and Scientific Data Management Systems (SDMS) to customers in a variety of industries. Our products, are highly configurable providing rapid deployment options to meet the needs of virtually any laboratory. The systems require no client software installation and are available as a hosted or installed solution. Our software is 100% Web-Based, Highly Configurable, Easy to Learn & Use and Cost Effective.

Core Informatics
500 East Main Street, Suite 326
Branford, CT 06405 / 866-823-0337
Home Page www.coreinformatics.com

Corenta Corporation
84F Horseblock Road
Yaphank, NY 11982 / 631-345-3434
Home Page www.corenta.com

CPI International
5508 Skyline Boulevard
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 / 800-878-7654
Home Page www.cpiinternational.com
We are recognized as a manufacturing leader for quality, service, and innovation in key categories, including specialized products for spectroscopy, chromatography, mass spectrometry, and microscopy. CPI operates in the Analytical Chemistry, Microbiology, and Semiconductor testing markets, and is a key manufacturer for many of the world’s largest OEMs. Our mission is to provide the highest quality, most reliable solutions to chemists, microbiologists, and scientists professionals throughout the world while providing unrivaled customer service.

CPS Instruments, Inc.
41452 Bess Road
Princetonville, IA 50709 / 325-622-3980
Home Page www.cpsinstruments.com
CPS Disc Centrifuge Particle Size Analyzers measure the size of particles by how long it takes the particle to pass through a liquid in a rotating disc. Measurements are quick and easy, and results include size and weight distributions of particles in the range of <0.1 to 40 microns. Ideal for use with both organic and inorganic samples and it is ideal in ability to characterize particles in the range of a few microns down to a few nanometers. Applications include CNP abrasives, diamond abrasives, latex, goldsols, liposomes, nanotubes, size calibration standards, viral vectors, metal oxides, TiO₂, and other pigments.

CRC Press / Taylor & Francis Group
6000 Broken Sound Parkway NW, Suite 300
Boca Raton, FL 33487 / 561-998-2547
Home Page www.crcpress.com

Crescent Chemical Co., Inc.
2 Oval Drive
Islandia, NY 11719 / 800-877-3225
Home Page www.crescentchemical.com

Crystal IS
70 Cohoes Avenue
Green Island, NY 12183 / 518-271-7375
Home Page www.crystalis.com

Cryofab, Inc.
540 N. Michigan Ave.
Kenilworth, IL 60043 / 908-686-3636
Home Page www.cryofab.com

CTA, LLC
3001 North Rocky Point Drive East, Suite 200
Tampa, FL 33607 / 813-228-6533
Home Page www.cassolutions.co
We are a nationwide service provider offering practical laboratory equipment support services and consulting to FDA-regulated companies. Our services, including qualification, calibration, maintenance and repair, cover a wide range of instruments and equipment. We also specialize in risk managed validation techniques for computer systems and processes that ensure reliability and compliance while helping manage the high cost of quality. CTA is an Agilent Technologies’ Strategic Support Partner providing certified parts and services for Agilent 5890 GCs, 5970 Mass Spectrometry and Vacuum pumps.

CTC Analytics
Industriestrasse 20
Klingsingen, Switzerland CH-4222 / +41-61765 8100
Home Page www.pksystem.com
A privately owned Swiss company, CTC Analytics is a leader in front-end automation for gas and liquid chromatography. Over the course of the last 25 years CTC Analytics has invested in the continuous development of a flexible, highly reliable, advanced laboratory sample handling platform, primarily designed for use by researchers and scientists in the pharmaceutical, life-science, chemical, environmental and food & flavor industries. CTC Analytics applies a quality management system according to ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485. Please visit our website for more information.
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Current Components Inc.
203A East Main St.
Middletown, MD 21769 / 800-342-9798
Home Page www.curcomp.com
An ISO 9001:2008 certified international thermal printer distributor, specializing in value-added kitting, assembly, and service of electronic printers and printer related components. Current Components is a thermal printer solution provider supporting products in the lab and test measurement markets. Solutions can range from mechanism/chip set, panel mount / module, kiosk, to fully packaged printers in both desktop and portable versions.

Cytek Inc
2 Barnes Industrial Rd South
Wallingford, CT 06492 / 203-679-0935
Home Page www.cytek.com
Our company has developed a novel multi-analyte immunoassay technology to expedite biomarker research. The CyFlex™ System consists of a disposable test cartridge and a compact bench-top analyzer. The mid-user simply loads test samples on a CyFlex™ cartridge, inserts the cartridge into the analyzer, hits the “go” button and walks away.

Daigger
200-5559 Kings Way
Burnaby, BC Canada V5H 4Z2 / 604-451-7588
Home Page www.daigger.com
Our company has been a leading global distributor of laboratory equipment and supplies since 1894. As a family-owned business, Daigger has thrived on providing personalized service and high quality products to the scientific community over three generations. Our goal is to continually improve service, advancing Service down to a Science. Daigger’s experience will help support your laboratory’s success. Daigger is designated a small business and GSA contract holder.

DNSO Co., Ltd.
1-12-18, Awaza, Nishi-Ku
Osaka, Japan 550-0011 / 310-540-5312
Home Page www.dainosol.com
DANSOL bulk silica media is known worldwide in Normal- and Reverse-Phase Chromatography silica for Analytical and Preparative HPLC, HPIC, SMB, and SEC provided to you by DNSO Fine Chem USA, INC. in the Americas from grams to hundreds of kilograms. With ISO9001 certified manufacturing of bare silica and GMP compliant bonding facilities, our reversed phase chemical modifications range from standard grades of C18 (ODS/octadecyl), C8/neutral-phases down to C1, continued with Ammonopyrrol (AP), Phenyl, Cyan, and Oligo available in 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 micron particle sizes for HPLC.

DDNEWS
7 Third Street
Albuquerque, NM 87109 / 505-999-5880
Home Page www.ddnews.com
The FROG-4000™ is the world’s smallest gas chromatograph for VOC analysis. The instrument weighs less than 5 pounds making it the most portable GC/PID on the market. A novice user can obtain results for BTEX, TCE, PCE and other volatile or inertic compounds from air, water or soil samples in about 6 minutes. This cutting edge micro GC will provide “Screening with Meaning” in the field, in a mobile lab, or in a fixed lab, and is easy to maintain. The FROG-4000™ will save you time and money with rapid site characterization, process monitoring and on site analysis. Instruments are available for sale or rent. Gas modules are available for ODA applications.

DDNews
19035 Old Detroit Road
Rocky River, OH 44116 / 440-331-6600
Home Page www.ddnews.com

Dawson Van Orden
1250 Blood Branch Park Drive
Houston, TX 77079 / 281-292-7511
Home Page www.elementex.com
The team at Dawson Van Orden, Architects/Engineers, founded 1974 in Houston, Texas, have master planned, programmed, designed and supervised construction of over a dozen successful laboratory facilities for the petrochemical industry. We offer technical expertise and experience to create laboratory facilities that are safe, functional, cost effective and meet the specific needs of the laboratory user group. Additional design services include building evaluation, safety audit, architectural programming, LEED design certification, Life Safety Code, ADA compliance, pre-construction services, estimating, project management and building inspections.

Daylight Solutions, Inc.
15378 Avenue of Science
San Diego, CA 92128-3409 / 858-432-7500
Home Page www.daylightolutions.com
Our Life Sciences Division is dedicated to advancing the cause of Life Sciences through the introduction of advanced analytical instruments in both research and clinical applications. By leveraging our core technology in mid-infrared and our expertise in molecular detection, analysis and imaging, we enable entirely new capabilities in areas such as cancer diagnostics, proteomics, cellular profiling, and precision medicine. Our mission is to support cutting-edge research and life-critical clinical procedures with a constant vision toward improving outcomes and saving lives.

DDNews
2365 NE Hopkins Ct.
Pullman, WA 99163 / 800-755-2751
Home Page www.aqualab.com

DEI
614 Academy Parkway West, NE, Suite A
Albuquerque, NM 87109 / 505-999-5880
Home Page www.deiantech.com

DEI Instruments S.p.A
viale Brianza, 87
Cologno Monzese, Italy 20093 / +39 02 2539941
Home Page www.dei.it
Our company is a European worldwide provider of gas chromatographic solutions, with strong experience in developing and manufacturing GC and Autosamplers for Volatiles and Semivolatiles compounds, offering outstanding products for environmental, pharmaceutical, chemical, petrochemical, food, fragrance and perfumery markets. The product line includes: HMGC for Fast GC, an innovative High Speed TGD-MS for GC, Autosamplers as Valve&Loop Static Headspace, Dynamic Headspace, Catalytic Combustion Ionization selectively detects Methylene groups in Petroleum, FAME, and Triacylglycerides samples. Inexpensive retrofit NPD/TID/FID hardware provides expanded multiple detection modes for Thermo, Agilent, Bruker/Vanari, and SRI Instruments GC models.

Dawson Van Orden
1250 Blood Branch Park Drive
Houston, TX 77079 / 281-292-7511
Home Page www.elementex.com

Denlin Uniforms, Inc.
391 Oak Street
Quincy, IL 62301 / 800-336-5463
Home Page www.denlinuniforms.com

DiVek Inc
7 Third Street
Palmer, MA 01069 / 413-284-9975
Home Page www.detechinc.com

Dataapex
Petruzilova 2563/13
Prague, Czech Republic 15800 / +420 25103400
Home Page www.dataapex.com
Independent chromatography SW vendor: Clarity Chromatography Software, multi-language version, scalable solution for HPLC/GC systems. 4+1 Control modules, optional Extensions (MS, GPC, FDX, DHA etc.)-free user support and SW updates. ODA versions. A free demo version available.
In this crazy data monitoring world, we are the experts you're looking for. To our newest invention, a wireless monitoring system called DicksonOne, we can get you the environmental data you need. We manufacture temperature and humidity monitoring devices used in laboratories across the world. From Chart Recorders to our newest invention, a wireless monitoring system called DicksonOne, we can get you the environmental data you need. We manufacture temperature and humidity monitoring devices used in laboratories across the world. From Chart Recorders to our newest invention, a wireless monitoring system called DicksonOne, we can get you the environmental data you need.

---

**Drop Technology**

Tallaght Business Park, Tallaght
Dublin, Ireland
Home Page www.droptechnology.com

We are a young Irish company specialising in measuring liquid drops. Our first products are Microvolume Spectrophotometers (Sample size 1-4ul) based upon our patented technology. Accuracy and reproducibility are the cornerstones of our products. There is minimal maintenance and they are much easier to use than other Microlitre instruments because there is only one surface in contact with the sample under test. UV/Vis measuring range is 200 to 750nm. Instrument comes complete with touch screen and software for DNA/RNA and protein applications. We have come to Pittcon seeking distributors in the USA and Canada.

---

**D-Diag**

Parque Tecnológico de Asturias Edificio CEI
Llanera, Spania 33248 / +34 985277685
Home Page www.ddiag.com

Our company designs instruments for Electrochemistry and Electroanalytical Research, with a clear point-of-care philosophy: We manufacture screen-printed electrodes, providing researchers with a powerful platform for the development of electrochemical (bio) sensors, chemical, enzyme, immune and genosensors, also incorporating the advantages of Nanotechnology to Electrochemistry through our nanostructured sensors. With graphene, nanotubes, nanoparticles, we are also focused on the design of Bluetooth battery-powered Portable Potentiostats, offering the main electrochemical techniques while retaining the accuracy of bigger instruments and with an easy-to-use computer interface. Plus DropSticks can manufacture tailored instruments and electrodes.

---

**D&G Analytical**

100 North Center Drive
North Brunswick, NJ 08902 / 888-234-7835
Home Page www.360d&g.com

We are a leader in the analytical field with a range of products covering both routine and advanced titration and pH systems. We offer all services necessary to support your laboratory and your work. D&G Analytical is committed to innovative solutions for market needs and the future. Our comprehensive line of products is based on our patented titration technology. We offer solutions for all pH and titration applications, from research and development to production, teaching laboratories, and quality control laboratories.

---

**Dispersion Technology, Inc.**

364 Adams Street
Bedford Hills, NY 10507 / 914-241-4777
Home Page www.dispersiontechnology.com

Scientific instrumentation for concentrated dispersions, emulsions, porous materials, D&G Analytical has developed and is currently marketing a family of instruments based on ultrasound for characterizing particle size distribution, zeta potential, rheology, solid content, porosity, in concentrated systems such as CIP slurries, nano-dispersions, ceramic slurries, battery slurries, cements, pharmaceutical emulsions, etc. and in porous bodies. These instruments are protected with 7 USA patents. These methods are regulated with 4 ISO Standards. We have published 2 editions of Elsevier scientific book on application of Ultrasound for characterizing complex liquids.

---

**D-K Analytical**

121 North Center Drive
North Brunswick, NJ 08902 / 888-234-7835
Home Page www.d-k-analytical.com

We are a leading manufacturer of pharmaceutical laboratory instruments, specializing in dissolution testing products, as well as an experienced provider of validation and qualification services. In addition, Distek provides solutions for dissolution media degassing, dispensing and disposal, in-situ fiber optic UV, tablet disintegration testing, physical tablet testing, and automated sampling. Founded in 1976, Distek has grown to offer our innovation and support to companies worldwide. Our company designs instruments for Electrochemistry and Electroanalytical Research, with a clear point-of-care philosophy: We manufacture screen-printed electrodes, providing researchers with a powerful platform for the development of electrochemical (bio) sensors, chemical, enzyme, immune and genosensors, also incorporating the advantages of Nanotechnology to Electrochemistry through our nanostructured sensors. With graphene, nanotubes, nanoparticles, we are also focused on the design of Bluetooth battery-powered Portable Potentiostats, offering the main electrochemical techniques while retaining the accuracy of bigger instruments and with an easy-to-use computer interface. Plus DropSticks can manufacture tailored instruments and electrodes.

---

**DigiPol Technologies**

400 Morris Ave Suite 103
Denville, NJ 07834 / 973-983-6700
Home Page www.digipoltechnologies.com


---

**D&A Analytical**

190 Detroit Street
Cary, IL 60013 / 847-439-5600
Home Page www.d-anda.com

We are a leading manufacturer of pharmaceutical laboratory instruments, specializing in dissolution testing products, as well as an experienced provider of validation and qualification services. In addition, Distek provides solutions for dissolution media degassing, dispensing and disposal, in-situ fiber optic UV, tablet disintegration testing, physical tablet testing, and automated sampling. Founded in 1976, Distek has grown to offer our innovation and support to companies worldwide. Our company designs instruments for Electrochemistry and Electroanalytical Research, with a clear point-of-care philosophy: We manufacture screen-printed electrodes, providing researchers with a powerful platform for the development of electrochemical (bio) sensors, chemical, enzyme, immune and genosensors, also incorporating the advantages of Nanotechnology to Electrochemistry through our nanostructured sensors. With graphene, nanotubes, nanoparticles, we are also focused on the design of Bluetooth battery-powered Portable Potentiostats, offering the main electrochemical techniques while retaining the accuracy of bigger instruments and with an easy-to-use computer interface. Plus DropSticks can manufacture tailored instruments and electrodes.

---

**Drexel Analytical**

1295 Walt Whitman Road
Bensalem, PA 19020 / 215-489-1800
Home Page www.drexelanalytical.com

We are a leading manufacturer of pharmaceutical laboratory instruments, specializing in dissolution testing products, as well as an experienced provider of validation and qualification services. In addition, Distek provides solutions for dissolution media degassing, dispensing and disposal, in-situ fiber optic UV, tablet disintegration testing, physical tablet testing, and automated sampling. Founded in 1976, Distek has grown to offer our innovation and support to companies worldwide. Our company designs instruments for Electrochemistry and Electroanalytical Research, with a clear point-of-care philosophy: We manufacture screen-printed electrodes, providing researchers with a powerful platform for the development of electrochemical (bio) sensors, chemical, enzyme, immune and genosensors, also incorporating the advantages of Nanotechnology to Electrochemistry through our nanostructured sensors. With graphene, nanotubes, nanoparticles, we are also focused on the design of Bluetooth battery-powered Portable Potentiostats, offering the main electrochemical techniques while retaining the accuracy of bigger instruments and with an easy-to-use computer interface. Plus DropSticks can manufacture tailored instruments and electrodes.

---

**Dura Teknik USA, Inc.**

1295 Walt Whitman Road
Bensalem, PA 19020 / 215-489-1800
Home Page www.duraanalytical.com

We are a leading manufacturer of pharmaceutical laboratory instruments, specializing in dissolution testing products, as well as an experienced provider of validation and qualification services. In addition, Distek provides solutions for dissolution media degassing, dispensing and disposal, in-situ fiber optic UV, tablet disintegration testing, physical tablet testing, and automated sampling. Founded in 1976, Distek has grown to offer our innovation and support to companies worldwide. Our company designs instruments for Electrochemistry and Electroanalytical Research, with a clear point-of-care philosophy: We manufacture screen-printed electrodes, providing researchers with a powerful platform for the development of electrochemical (bio) sensors, chemical, enzyme, immune and genosensors, also incorporating the advantages of Nanotechnology to Electrochemistry through our nanostructured sensors. With graphene, nanotubes, nanoparticles, we are also focused on the design of Bluetooth battery-powered Portable Potentiostats, offering the main electrochemical techniques while retaining the accuracy of bigger instruments and with an easy-to-use computer interface. Plus DropSticks can manufacture tailored instruments and electrodes.

---

**DuraTek Analytical**

1295 Walt Whitman Road
Bensalem, PA 19020 / 215-489-1800
Home Page www.duraanalytical.com

We are a leading manufacturer of pharmaceutical laboratory instruments, specializing in dissolution testing products, as well as an experienced provider of validation and qualification services. In addition, Distek provides solutions for dissolution media degassing, dispensing and disposal, in-situ fiber optic UV, tablet disintegration testing, physical tablet testing, and automated sampling. Founded in 1976, Distek has grown to offer our innovation and support to companies worldwide. Our company designs instruments for Electrochemistry and Electroanalytical Research, with a clear point-of-care philosophy: We manufacture screen-printed electrodes, providing researchers with a powerful platform for the development of electrochemical (bio) sensors, chemical, enzyme, immune and genosensors, also incorporating the advantages of Nanotechnology to Electrochemistry through our nanostructured sensors. With graphene, nanotubes, nanoparticles, we are also focused on the design of Bluetooth battery-powered Portable Potentiostats, offering the main electrochemical techniques while retaining the accuracy of bigger instruments and with an easy-to-use computer interface. Plus DropSticks can manufacture tailored instruments and electrodes.
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Eastern Applied Research, Inc.
6614 Lincoln Avenue
Lockport, NY 14094 / 716-201-1115
Home Page www.easternapplied.com
A regional distributor of X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) spectrometers, Eastern Applied Research offers analyzers from Oxford Instruments and Element X. We are pleased to offer the Lab-X3500 and X-supreme for elemental analysis interests. These proven analyzers provide precise, and reliable, results in a range of quality control related interests. The X-Met2000 series of handheld XRF analyzers will be featured at Pittcon and provide a portable solution for positive material identification, among other applications. Additionally, two brands of desktop XRF systems provide multiple options for coating and compositional analysis.

EBSCO
7154 Shady Oak Road
Eden Prairie, MN 55344 / 952-334-5466
Home Page www.ebsco.com
Our company provides advanced and critical analyses, measurements and tests of materials and devices at nano and micro scales. Our lab services support worldwide customers in R&D, new products and process optimization, failure analysis, part performance verifications, regulatory compliance tests, and legal investigations. By offering cutting-edge technologies, using state-of-the-art instruments, combined with years of experience and professional knowledge, EBSCO delivers reliable and high quality solutions for your analytical and characterization needs. Your complete satisfaction is our commitment and guarantee.

Eberbach Corporation
505 South Maple Rd
Ann Arbor, MI 48103 / 800-422-2558
Home Page www.eberbachlabtools.com
We are an Engineering and Manufacturing company located in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Eberbach Corporation designs, builds, and markets equipment for sample preparation products such as Shakers, Mixers, Stirrers, and more. Eberbach has over 150 years of experience in the scientific community and our products are used in a broad range of research and commercial applications, spanning biochemical, petrochemical, environmental, food, beverage and pharmaceuticals.

ebro Electronic GmbH
Peringsstraße 10
Ingholstät, Germany D-85505 / +49-0-8149-94780-0
A Xylem brand, ebro Electronic innovators in temperature measurement and data logging technology, offers superior systems for the measurement of temperature, pressure, humidity and other physical parameters primarily serving the food, medical, industrial and chemical industries.

ElectroLab India Pvt. Ltd.
401, Tingtudi Udyog, I. B. Patel road
Goregaon (East)
Mumbai, Maharashtra, India 400063 / 91-22-40413131
Home Page www.electrolabindia.com
We are the world market leader in the manufacture and development of synthetic diamond. Our advanced CVD diamond solutions enable dramatic step change in process and end product performance in technologies including electrochemistry, electrolysis systems, industrial wastewater treatment and spectroscopy. Products include solid CVD diamond electrodes, macro-electrodes, micro-oven generation cells, bipolar electrochemical processing cells, and optical ATR prisms. Our CVD diamond range is chemically inert, mechanically robust and has an extremely wide solvent window, allowing the highest possible sensitivity, selectivity and long lifetimes.

Element Six Technologies
2901 Burton Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054 / 408-966-2400
Home Page www.e6.com/sensors
We are dedicated to sample introduction for FAA, ICP and ICPMS to simplify analysis, expand capabilities and increase throughput with its many products that include: High Speed Inorganic Analysis (FAST Flame and FAST TMS), ICPMS–High TDS samples), Syringe-driven Sample Introduction (prepFAST Automated inline dilution–Environmental, IUP (pharmaceutical) and Semiconductor), prepFAST Micro-sample System, Syringe-driven Automated inline Chemistries (brineFAST–30% NaCl brine, seaFAST–ppt and sub-ppt metals in seawater, chromFAST–elemental speciation), Offline Autodilution and Standards Preparation. Visit our booth or our website.

Elementar Americas, Inc.
520 Fellowship Road Suite D 0-408
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054 / 616-587-5022
Home Page www.ElementarAmerica.com
Analyses for Nitrogen, Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen and Sulfur. Our analyzers include the trace SN cube for fuels with fast injection and no coking, the rapid N cube for nitrogen-protein analysis, and the vario TOC Cube for total organic carbon in wastewater and water. Easy to use, stable and accurate, our analyzers offer the smallest footprint, the best reliability, and the best warranty in the industry, and our service is second to none! Visit our seminars on trace sulfur, TOC and alternatives to helium as a carrier gas. We’ll also have special user seminars for getting the most out of your rapid N Cube and IRRS/EA software.

Edwards
6416 Indus Lane West
Sanborn, NY 14120 / 600-848-9900
Home Page www.edwards.com
We are the world’s premier supplier of EDS, EBSD, WDS and Micro-XRF systems providing innovative and performance leading solutions for materials characterization. EDAX’s Octane SDDs deliver industry best resolution and throughput for exceptional EDS results every time. When partnered with the world’s fastest and most sensitive EBSD camera, the Octane Series offers the ultimate in chemical and structural characterization to maximize materials insight. The analytical intelligence of the TEAM™ software platform integrates EDS, EBSD and WDS into a common interface and uses Smart Features to guarantee optimal setup, data collection and analysis for all users and samples. The Orbis Nitro–XRF system provides a powerful platform for reduced spot X-ray analysis and X-ray mapping on a large variety of materials.

Electron Microscopy Sciences
1520 N. 24th Street
Omaha, NE 68110 / 402-991-7800
Home Page www.imns.com
We are dedicated to sample introduction for FAA, ICP and ICPMS to simplify analysis, expand capabilities and increase throughput with its many products that include: High Speed Inorganic Analysis (FAST Flame and FAST TMS), ICPMS–High TDS samples), Syringe-driven Sample Introduction (prepFAST Automated inline dilution–Environmental, IUP (pharmaceutical) and Semiconductor), prepFAST Micro-sample System, Syringe-driven Automated inline Chemistries (brineFAST–30% NaCl brine, seaFAST–ppt and sub-ppt metals in seawater, chromFAST–elemental speciation), Offline Autodilution and Standards Preparation. Visit our booth or our website.

Eigenvector Research, Inc.
91 McKee Drive
Mahwah, NJ 07430 / 201-529-4880
Home Page www.eigenvector.com
Eigenvector Research, Inc.
Home Page www.eigenvector.com
We are dedicated to sample introduction for FAA, ICP and ICPMS to simplify analysis, expand capabilities and increase throughput with its many products that include: High Speed Inorganic Analysis (FAST Flame and FAST TMS), ICPMS–High TDS samples), Syringe-driven Sample Introduction (prepFAST Automated inline dilution–Environmental, IUP (pharmaceutical) and Semiconductor), prepFAST Micro-sample System, Syringe-driven Automated inline Chemistries (brineFAST–30% NaCl brine, seaFAST–ppt and sub-ppt metals in seawater, chromFAST–elemental speciation), Offline Autodilution and Standards Preparation. Visit our booth or our website.

Edwards
6416 Indus Lane West
Sanborn, NY 14120 / 600-848-9900
Home Page www.edwards.com
We are the world’s premier supplier of EDS, EBSD, WDS and Micro-XRF systems providing innovative and performance leading solutions for materials characterization. EDAX’s Octane SDDs deliver industry best resolution and throughput for exceptional EDS results every time. When partnered with the world’s fastest and most sensitive EBSD camera, the Octane Series offers the ultimate in chemical and structural characterization to maximize materials insight. The analytical intelligence of the TEAM™ software platform integrates EDS, EBSD and WDS into a common interface and uses Smart Features to guarantee optimal setup, data collection and analysis for all users and samples. The Orbis Nitro–XRF system provides a powerful platform for reduced spot X-ray analysis and X-ray mapping on a large variety of materials.

Edwards
6416 Indus Lane West
Sanborn, NY 14120 / 600-848-9900
Home Page www.edwards.com
We are the world’s premier supplier of EDS, EBSD, WDS and Micro-XRF systems providing innovative and performance leading solutions for materials characterization. EDAX’s Octane SDDs deliver industry best resolution and throughput for exceptional EDS results every time. When partnered with the world’s fastest and most sensitive EBSD camera, the Octane Series offers the ultimate in chemical and structural characterization to maximize materials insight. The analytical intelligence of the TEAM™ software platform integrates EDS, EBSD and WDS into a common interface and uses Smart Features to guarantee optimal setup, data collection and analysis for all users and samples. The Orbis Nitro–XRF system provides a powerful platform for reduced spot X-ray analysis and X-ray mapping on a large variety of materials.

Edwards
6416 Indus Lane West
Sanborn, NY 14120 / 600-848-9900
Home Page www.edwards.com
We are the world’s premier supplier of EDS, EBSD, WDS and Micro-XRF systems providing innovative and performance leading solutions for materials characterization. EDAX’s Octane SDDs deliver industry best resolution and throughput for exceptional EDS results every time. When partnered with the world’s fastest and most sensitive EBSD camera, the Octane Series offers the ultimate in chemical and structural characterization to maximize materials insight. The analytical intelligence of the TEAM™ software platform integrates EDS, EBSD and WDS into a common interface and uses Smart Features to guarantee optimal setup, data collection and analysis for all users and samples. The Orbis Nitro–XRF system provides a powerful platform for reduced spot X-ray analysis and X-ray mapping on a large variety of materials.
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### Elma GmbH & Co. KG
- **Booth**: 731 (10x10)
- **Address**: Kolpingstr. 1-7, Singen, Germany 78224 / +49 (0) 7731 / 882-272
- **Home Page**: www.elma-ultrasonic.com

### ELM North America
- **Booth**: 4253 (20x10)
- **Address**: 2363 Teller Road, Unit 113, Newbury Park, CA 91320 / 888-536-9654
- **Home Page**: www.biotechquest.com

### Elvatech LTD
- **Booth**: 1779 (20x10)
- **Address**: 50 Mashynobudvna Str., Kiev, Ukraine 03680 / (+380 44) 599-1143
- **Home Page**: www.elvatech.com/en/

### EMD Millipore
- **Booth**: 3002 (40x20)
- **Address**: 290 Concord Rd, Billerica, MA 01821 / 800-225-3384
- **Home Page**: www.emdmillipore.com

### Endecotts Inc.
- **Booth**: 4459 (10x10)
- **Address**: 9 Lobard Road, London, United Kingdom SW19 3TZ / +44 (0) 20 8542 8121
- **Home Page**: www.endecotts.com

### Energetiq Technology, Inc.
- **Booth**: 825 (10x10)
- **Address**: 7 Constitution Way, Woburn, MA 01801 / 781-939-0763
- **Home Page**: www.energetiq.com

### Enhanced Spectrometry, Inc.
- **Booth**: 1241 (10x10)
- **Address**: 800 West El Camino Real Suite 180, Mountain View, CA 94040 / +7-49652-240-44
- **Home Page**: www.enспект.com

### Entech Instruments, Inc.
- **Booth**: 1739 (20x10)
- **Address**: 2207 Agate Court, Simi Valley, CA 93065 / 800-555-8034
- **Home Page**: www.entechnist.com

### Environics Inc.
- **Booth**: 1937 (10x10)
- **Address**: 69 Industrial Park Rd East, Tolland, CT 06084 / 860-872-1111
- **Home Page**: www.environics.com

### Environmental Express Inc.
- **Booth**: 2435 (30x20)
- **Address**: 2345A Charleston Regional Parkway, Charleston, SC 29492 / 800-343-5319
- **Home Page**: www.envexp.com

### Epichem Pty Ltd
- **Booth**: 528 (10x10)
- **Address**: Murdoch University Campus 90 South St, Murdoch, Australia WA 6150 / +61 9 9360 7696
- **Home Page**: www.epichem.com.au

### Eppendorf
- **Booth**: 4619 (30x20)
- **Address**: 162 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788 / 800-645-3050
- **Home Page**: www.eppendorf.com

### Equilab S.A.
- **Booth**: 720 (10x10)
- **Address**: Arda, Camino de lo Cortes 21 - nave 6, San Sebastian de los Reyes, Spain / +34916610022
- **Home Page**: www.equilab.es

### ERA, A Waters Company
- **Booth**: 3648 (40x50)
- **Address**: 16341 Table Mountain Pkwy, Golden, CO 80403 / 800-372-0122
- **Home Page**: www.eraqc.com

### ErgoGenesis
- **Booth**: 1454 (20x20)
- **Address**: One Bodybilt Place, Navasota, TX 77868 / 936-825-1700
- **Home Page**: www.ergogenesis.com

### Erlab, Inc.
- **Booth**: 3735 (30x10), 3835 (30x10)
- **Address**: 388 Newburyport Turnpike, Rowley, MA 01969 / 800-964-4434
- **Home Page**: www.erlab.com
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ES Industries
701 South Route 73
West Berlin, NJ 08031 / 800-356-0140
Home Page www.esind.com
Our company supplies the widest variety of HPLC, SFC and Convergence Chromatography (CC) columns available including many unique stationary phases including chiral & super base deactivated/pH stable phases. We have sub-2µm columns for reverse phase, HILIC, LC-MS, SF and Convergence Chromatography applications. These columns have been specifically designed for use with ultra-high pressure chromatography systems. We offer a wide variety of SFC and Convergence Chromatography columns for analytical and preparative applications including ethyl pyridine, pyridyl amide, fluorinated, nithro, Basic DEAP and carbohydrate based chiral columns.

Exco Technologies, Inc.
2940 Turnpike Drive, Suite 15-16
Hatboro, PA 19040 / 800-479-3726
Home Page www.us.excoaglobal.com

ESS
640-143rd Ave
San Leandro, CA 94578 / 800-233-8425
Home Page www.essval.com
Exhibiting a full line of PreCleaned™ and PrepReserved™ sample containers. ESS will introduce its new line of CapsSure™ leak-proof, economical poly bottles. Designed uniquely for the environmental/analytical market, these HDFE wide-mouth oblongs will ensure sample integrity from field to lab. ESS will also feature Method SDS5 vials and tools, Tedlar® air bags, TOC Vials, 1631 Containers, Sterile Bacti-Bottles and UCMR 3 PrepReserved™ containers. Distributors are welcome.

EST Analytical
503 Commercial Drive
Fairfield, OH 45040 / 513-642-0100
Home Page www.estanalytical.com
We are a global leader in sample introduction systems for GC and GC/MS. Our new Flex Autosampler series offers a cost effective solution for liquid, Headspace and SPME sampling. Our Centrist 5 series is the leading autosampler on the market for Purge and Trap and when coupled to the Encor Evolution concentrator, offers the highest reliability and productivity.

Ethosoft, Inc.
6000 Peachtree Parkway, Suite 240, #249
Norcross, GA 30092 / 800-870-7014
Home Page www.ethosoft.com
Our company is a laboratory informatics provider specializing in scalable, web browser-based Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) solutions. Our premier application in X-LIMS, a complete web browser based Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) solution. With X-LIMS customers get an easy-to-deploy, feature-rich LIMS with a dynamic scalable architecture, capable of supporting labs of any size. X-LIMS offers multiple deployment options that range from traditional on-site installations to complete cloud solutions.

EuTech Scientific Services, Inc.
810 North 2nd Avenue
Highland Park, NJ 08904-1833 / 800-284-9245
Home Page www.eutechsci.com
Contract Research Company: Serving the industrial and academic scientific community since 1994 focusing on the development of new analytical methods and utilization of existing methods in their state of the art laboratory facilities for R&D (Quality Assurance/Deformation needs). Our team of experienced professionals is dedicated to help achieve your analytical goals fast & accurate. Our customer base includes Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals, Food, Legal, Medical Devices, Nutraceuticals, Cosmetic Industries, Laboratory Consumable Supplies and Scientific Instrument Manufacturers. Laboratory services conducted under GLP/GMP as required.

Evergreen Scientific
2254 East 49th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90058 / 800-427-6261
Home Page www.evergreensci.com

Excellims Corporation
20 Main Street
Acton, MA 01720 / 978-264-1980
Home Page www.excellims.com

Exelix
400 Initiative Dr.
Rochester, NY 14606 / 585-269-5600
Home Page www.exelix.com
We are a diversified, top-tier global aerospace, defense, information and technical services company that leverages a 50-year legacy of deep customer knowledge and technical expertise to deliver affordable, mission-critical solutions for global customers. We are a leader in communications, imaging and surveillance, critical networks, electronic warfare, navigation, air traffic solutions and information systems with growing positions in VISAR, composite aerostuctures, logistics and technical services.

Exeter Analytical, Inc.
7 Doris Drive, Unit A6
N. Chelmsford, MA 01863 / 978-257-1411
Home Page www.exeteranalytical.com
Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Sulfur, Oxygen (CHN/O/S) Elemental Analyzer. The CE440 Analyzes solids and liquids, organic and inorganic samples. The CE440 is available in Manual or fully Automated 64 sample mode. Complete selection of supplies and consumables for all elemental analyzers. We also offer a large selection of aluminum, tin and silver capsules and weigh boats.

ExtraGene Inc.
60 Renhuagou 16th Rd. Dai Dist.
Taihong City, Taiwan R.O.C. 411278 / 886-2-4939999
Home Page www.extragene-web.com
We are a professional manufacturer of high quality and strong in disposable plastic products for laboratories in Taiwan. Our products are including PCR tube, Pipette tips, Micro centrifuge tubes, etc. We specialize in providing more laboratory equipments, such as adjustable micropipettes, mini centrifuge, petri dishes and PCR thermocyclers. All the products manufactured in clean room and certified by ISO 9001:2008 / ISO 13485:2003 and CE at competitive prices for you.

Extrel CMS
575 Epillon Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 / 412-963-7530
Home Page www.extrel.com
For 50 years, Extrel has been recognized as the world’s leading manufacturer of quadruple mass spectrometers for research and industrial applications alike. Our research instruments are utilized at the forefront of cutting edge science and we are proud to count a number of Nobel Laureates in our list of valued clients. Our process gas analyzers by comparison are trusted by many of the world’s leading industrial manufacturers to control critical manufacturing processes. Our success is based not only on the quality of our design, development and manufacturing methods but on the quality of our highly trained staff who have considerable combined applications and process knowledge to share.

FACE® Analytical
5855 Kopeisky Drive, Suite E
Indianapolis, IN 46217 / 317-308-7670
Home Page www.faceflic.com
Manufacturer of Unit Dose Inactivation Standards, 1 mg – 25 mg water content, for coulometric, volumetric, and fully automated methods. Private label OEM manufacturing for dry and liquid products in ampoules, syringes, fluid delivery bags, parenteral vials, and infusion bottles. Products: NECi reagent grade enzymes for green analytical chemistry; nitrate detection in test kits and reagent packs. Simplify multi-step test procedures into single-use packaging with labeling and printed packaging materials.

Falcon Analytical
100 A2 Drive
Fairfax, VA 22049 / 304-647-5860
Home Page www.falconfast.net
We are emerging as the leader for proven ultralat analysis in both process and lab applications in the HPL. The Calidus Microl Gas Chromatograph is the most modular and easy to use Micro GC for measuring fixed gases and hydrocarbons up to C50. So, if you need a reliable, proven, ultralat analysis (3-50 times faster than conventional GCs) for product speciﬁcations testing, process control, catalyst protection, spot checks for fuges, and much more, check us out at our booth.

F-DGSi
8-10 rue du Bois Sausage
Evry, France 91000 / 0033 164 982100
Home Page www.f-dgs.com
Don’t buy your gas, make it! We proposes innovating solutions in gas and laboratories equipment–Our gas generators offer gas solutions. We believe customer satisfaction and work hard to ensure that from enquiry to order & deliver to installation, you will be satisfied with our experience. Discover our Alliance range for partnership that keeps the Gas Flowing!

Federation of Analytical Chemistry & Spectroscopy Societies (FACS)
2019 Galilei St., Bldg. J-1
Sante Fe, NM 87505 / 505-820-1648
Home Page www.usacorenference.org
Soc2014 presented by FACS will be held September 20-24, 2014 in Reno-Tahoe, Nevada at the Grand Sierra Resort. The conference attracts top scientists from academia and industry for a powerhouse collection of lectures, posters, exhibits, and more. Symposia includes groundbreaking research and prestigious internationally recognized awards. So2014 offers daily networking opportunities through its exhibits and social events.
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FEI
5350 NE Dowson Creek Drive
Hillsboro, OR 97124 / 503-726-7500
Home Page www.fei.com
Meet your materials analytical challenges with FEI’s SEM, TEM and DualBeam® FIB/SEM and ASPEX industrial microscopy solutions. Our combined instrument portfolio provides high resolution imaging and analysis, automated microanalysis, 2D and 3D material characterization and in-situ observation of your sample’s property changes during dynamic experiments such as humidity or thermal cycling. FEI delivers the analytical results you require on a broad range of samples including powders, polymers, nanoparticles, ceramics, metals, medical devices, pharmaceuticals, catalysts, and solar or fuel cell materials.

Fiberguide Industries
1 Bay Street
Stirling, NJ 07980 / 908-647-6601
Home Page www.fiberguide.com

Filmetrics, Inc.
3560 Dunhill St. #100
San Diego, CA 92121 / 858-573-9300
Home Page www.filmetrics.com

Finetech Research and Innovation Corp.
No. 72, Wenhsan 9th St. Natun Dist., 408 Taichung City, Taiwan R.O.C. / 886-4-2386-326
Home Page www.finetech-filter.com.tw

Firetrace International
8435 W. 90th Street, Suite 2
Scottsdale, AZ 85258 / 480-607-1218
Home Page www.firetrace.com
Our automatic fire detection and suppression systems quickly and reliably detect and extinguish fires in fume hoods and chemical storage cabinets. Unlike overhead sprinkler systems, which release large quantities of water and can cause significant property damage, Firetrace systems automatically detect and extinguish a fire INSIDE the fume hood or cabinet before it can threaten life and property. The early detection and suppression that Firetrace provides can significantly reduce laboratory damage and repair costs, protect research processes and materials, and decrease the risk of laboratory worker injury or death.

Fischer Technology / IFG Institute of Scientific Instruments
750 Marshall Phepls Rd
Windsor, CT 06095 / 860-683-8781
Home Page www.fischer-technology.com
We are world leaders in the field of high quality measurement technology and components for the analytical industry. Fischer Technology and IFG offer measurement instruments for coating thickness, material testing, nanodentation and material analysis. Products include XRF-spectrometers as well as high precision capillary optics for beam shaping of X-rays, the ANDS modular X-ray source and X-ray windows. Our products are used in process near and off-line metrology.

Fisher Scientific
300 Industry Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15237 / 800-766-7000
Home Page www.fishersci.com
Part of Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. - the world leader in serving science - Fisher Scientific provides a comprehensive portfolio of laboratory equipment, chemicals, supplies and services used in scientific research, healthcare, safety and education. Thermo Fisher Scientific serves over 150,000 customers within pharmaceutical and biotech companies, hospitals and clinical diagnostic labs, universities, research institutions and government agencies, as well as environmental and industrial process control settings.

Firetech Data Management, Inc.
211 Vista Road
Madison, WI 53726 / 608-236-9145
Home Page www.firetechdata.com

FLOM Corporation
5-32-10 Shinmachi
Ome City, Tokyo, Japan 190-0024 / +81-428-30-7454
Home Page www.flom.co.jp
We manufacture advanced LC components such as UPLC and nano scale valves, miniature degassing units, pulse-free high pressure pumps. We are specialized in customization of OEM products to meet your requirements.
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Formulation, Inc.
12555 Orange Drive, Suite 101
Davie, FL 33328 / 954-862-3646
Home Page www.formulation.com
Booth 1334 (10x10)

Foss
8091 Wallace Road
Eden Prairie, MN 55344 / 952-974-9992
Home Page www.foss.com
Booth 1814 (20x20)

Fox Life Sciences
8 Industrial Way Suite 1E
Salem, NH 03079 / 603-660-3741
Home Page www.foxlifesciences.com
Booth 661 (10x10)

Fraunhofer USA-CCL
1449 Engineering Research Ct
East Lansing, MI 48824 / 517-432-8709
Home Page www.ccl-diamond.com
Booth 1227 (10x10)

Freedom Scientific Industrial Inspection
11800 31st Court North
St. Petersburg, FL 33716 / 877-256-9847
Home Page www.fsispection.com
Booth 4753 (10x10)

Freeman Technology Inc.
1 Miller Court, Severn Drive
Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire, United Kingdom GL20 8DN / +44 1684851551
Home Page www.freemantech.co.uk
Booth 814 (10x10)

Freezerworks
P.O. Box 17A
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 / 425-673-1974
Home Page www.freezerworks.com
Booth 3761 (10x10)

FTRX LLC
40 West Jefryn Blvd.
Deer Park, NY 11729 / 631-586-4190
Home Page www.ftrx-lc.com
Booth 3736 (10x10)

Fungilab Inc
89 K Cabot Ct
Hauppauge, NY 11788 / 631-750-6361
Home Page www.fungilab.com
Booth 1654 (20x20)

Galbraith Laboratories, Inc.
2322 Sycamore Drive
Knoxville, TN 37921 / 865-546-1335
Home Page www.galbraith.com
Booth 1357 (10x10)

Gambica Association Ltd.
Broadwall House, 21 Broadwall
London, United Kingdom SE1 9PL / +44 20 7662 8080
Home Page www.gambica.org.uk
Booth 4761 (10x10)

Gamma High Voltage Research, Inc.
1096 N. US Highway 1 Suite 109
Ormond Beach, FL 32174 / 386-677-7070
Home Page www.gammahighvoltage.net
Booth 3633 (10x10)

Gases & Instrumentation
77 Elmwood Road
Wellesley Hills, MA 02481 / 781-431-7168
Home Page www.gasesmag.com
Booth 3834 (10x10)

GASTEC Corporation
8-6-6 Yokkayanaka
Apase-cho, Kanagawa, Japan 252-1195 / +81 467 79 3910
Home Page www.gastec.co.jp
Booth 2526 (10x10)

GCE Gas Control Equipment GmbH
Weyherser Weg B, Booth 750 (10x10)
Germany 36043 / +4966183930
Home Page www.gecgroup.com
Booth 3141 (10x10)

GE Analytical Instruments
6000 Spine Road
Boulder, CO 80301 / 800-255-6964
Home Page www.geinstruments.com
Booth 901 (10x10)

GE Power & Water
Weehawken, NJ 07086 / +1 847-417-2000
Home Page www.gepowerwater.com
Booth 1601 (10x10)

Sievers Analytical Instruments
11800 31st Court North
Boulder, CO 80301 / 303-441-2000
Home Page www.sievers.com
Booth 1626 (20x20)

North American Specialty Gas Association
8 Industrial Way Suite 1E
Salem, NH 03079 / 603-660-3741
Home Page www.nasga.org
Booth 661 (10x10)

O’Hara Instruments, Inc.
300 Research Blvd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15237 / 412-683-6700
Home Page www.ohara.com
Booth 4746 (10x10)

Omnitech, Inc.
89 K Cabot Ct
Hauppauge, NY 11788 / 631-750-6361
Home Page www.omnitechinc.com
Booth 1654 (20x20)

Oxford Analytic Technologies
2650 Ebasco Drive
Q3 Southwest, Plantation, FL 33324 / 954-431-2800
Home Page www.oxfordanlytech.com
Booth 3764 (10x10)

Panasonic Environmental Laboratory Appliances Corporation
11500 N. Florida Avenue Booth 3631 (20x10)
Tampa, FL 33614 / 813-879-5500
Home Page www.panasonic.com
Booth 3631 (20x10)

Park Avenue Analytical
77 Elmwood Road
Wellesley Hills, MA 02481 / 781-431-7168
Home Page www.parkavenueanalytical.com
Booth 3832 (10x10)

PerkinElmer
c/o Analytical Instruments Division
6000 Spine Road
Boulder, CO 80301 / 303-441-2000
Home Page www.perkinelmer.com
Booth 901 (10x10)
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GE Healthcare
800 Centennial Ave P.O. Box 1327
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1327 / 800-526-3993
Home Page www.gehealthcare.com
Whatman™ Mini- Uni-Prep™ GC is the next generation syringeless filter designed with the demands of HPLC and UHPLC systems in mind. It provides a fast and easy way to remove particulates from samples being prepared for HPLC/UHPLC analysis and it lets you prepare samples three times faster compared to the syringe filter method. Due to the glass design of the next generation product the filtered sample is stored within an integral borosilicate glass vial, minimizing the risk of leachables contaminating the sample.

Gemstar Manufacturing
1515 North 5th Street
Cannon Falls, MN 55009 / 507-263-4770
Home Page www.gemstarmfg.com
For over 50 years, Gemstar Manufacturing has been designing and manufacturing custom cases and custom plastic products for a wide variety of industrial and commercial applications. Gemstar offers hundreds of standard cases and unlimited custom options. Whether you’re looking for a case, a part, or a combination of items, Gemstar will work with you to create the perfect solution for your needs.

Genesee Technologies, Inc.
4525 Edison Ave
Chino, CA 91710 / 909-606-2726
Home Page www.genesiotech.com
(GENTEC) Genstar Technologies Co., Inc. is a global leader in providing gas flow control systems and solutions to industry. GENTEC products are manufactured in an ISO 9001 and AS9100 certified state-of-the-art facility by a skilled workforce, using precision computerized automation, stringent quality control, and advanced test equipment. GENTEC High Purity product line includes: gas regulators, valves, fittings, pressure gauges, switchover, manifolds, gas control panels, and gas cabinets.

Geo Analytical, Inc.
9263 Ravenswood Road, A-7
Twinsburg, OH 44087 / 330-963-6990
Home Page www.geoa.com
We are an independent testing laboratory, FDA registerd and inspected, and EPA certified. We offer a full range of GLP/GMP compliant analytical services to the pharmaceutical and environmental industries. We specialize in trace organic and inorganic analysis by various mass spectrometry techniques including GC-MS, LC-MS and ICP-MS. We provide analytical support for drug development and testing including method development and validation, equivalency studies, misuse and stability testing, extractable/leachable studies, identification of unknowns, residual solvents and elemental impurities testing.

GERSTEL, Inc.
701 Digital Drive, Suite J
Linthicum, MD 21090 / 800-413-8160
Home Page www.gerstel-usa.com
Sample preparation workstations and integrated analytical solutions for LC, GC, GC/MS, and LC/MS designed to optimize performance, enhance productivity, and extend laboratory capabilities. Since 1967, GERSTEL automation systems have enabled analysts to achieve ultra-low detection levels in complex matrices with unequaled preparative capability while dramatically increasing sample throughput; handle difficult sample preparation challenges; and analyze a wide range of sample types completely with software integration (Agilent Technologies, AB SCIX, LECO, Thermofisher). Premier Solution Partner for Agilent Technologies.

GFS Chemicals, Inc
3041 Home Rd
Powell, OH 43065 / 800-859-5682
Home Page www.gfsciences.com
Manufacturing analytical reagents, reference standards and fine chemicals since 1928. The Analytical Products Division has recently received ISO 17025 Accreditation for several test methods relating to its manufacture of reference materials and will add more test methods in 2014. The Analytical Products Division specializes in the manufacture and supply of Karl Fischer Reagents, High Purity Acids, Solvents and Salts (Including Primary Standards traceable to NIST), Turbidity and UV-Vis Standards and Analytical Solutions necessary to run your equipment.

Gilson, Inc.
P.O. Box 620027
Middleton, WI 53562 / 800-445-7661
Home Page www.gilson.com
From the original PIPETMAN®, Gilson enables scientists to reproducibly simplify and advance sample preparation for biomolecular, environmental and food samples. We specialize in continuously adjustable volume pipettes, as well as automated solutions built upon your applications for protein purification, GPC, and SPE – standard or OEM customized systems. The new PIPETMAN® brings reproducibility to qPCR, NGS and cell-based assays allowing you to accelerate the pace of your verifiable science.

Glan-Col, LLC
711 Humane Street
Teaneck, NJ 07666 / 800-462-7265
Home Page www.glan-col.com
See our newly developed touch screen technology designed to optimize the use of our Virtuette and mixers. The FlexiCap Evaporation Workstation, ideal for reducing nitrogen consumption, is from our extended line of concentrator/evaporators and offers quick, efficient removal of solvents. Also see the shakers approved for various EPR methods. Glan-Col offers one of the largest selections of heating mantles and custom heating jackets in the world plus a complete line of temperature controls and monitors. Now offering a wide range of safety accessories, Glovebags, safety shields, fire monitors and lead stability products. 75 years 1939-2014.

Glass Expansion, Inc.
4 Barlow Landings Land, Unit 2A
Pasco, WA 99139 / 509-563-1800
Home Page www.glass-expansion.com
We manufacture a wide range of sample introduction products for ICP-OES and ICP-MS instruments, including nebulizers, spray chambers, torches, RF coils, and ICP-MS cones. Whether you have aqueous or organic samples, samples with high dissolved solids or particulates, samples in HF or HL, or limited sample volume, we can supply the optimum components for your analysis. Innovations include: Isoflame Programmable Temperature Spray Chamber, Capricorn Argon Liner, Spray Sample Flow Monitor, D-Torch Demountable Torch, Niagara Rapid Rinse, Niagara Plus Flow Injection System and Assist Syringe-driven Sample Introduction System.

Global Laboratory Solutions LLC
348 Cynthia Lane
Bridgewater, NJ 08807 / 732-991-0342
Home Page www.glslab.com
Introducing a new US company for lab glassware and equipment. GLS-USA is a manufacturer of all categories of lab-glass with over thirty years of experience in worldwide production and supply of glass ad accessories as well as small lab equipment for many disciplines and markets.

Global Specialty Gases
183 Milton Road
Bethlehem, PA 18020 / 610-365-2302
Home Page www.globalgasesamerica.com
We are an independent manufacturer of specialty gases focused on producing custom blends, calibration blends, rare gases, Helium Grade 6.0, laser blends, semiconductor blends, lighting and window blends. We are located in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, USA, but our reach is global where accuracy and dependability are critical. Our specialty gases manufacturing facility features state-of-the-art filling, blending and analytical equipment. Our operations and technical staff are highly skilled and experienced and the sales staff possess a combined 50 years experience in the specialty gas industry.

Global Water Instrumentation
PO Box 9010
College Station, TX 77842-9010 / 800-876-1172
Home Page www.globalw.com
A leader, Global Water Instrumentation specializes in the manufacturing and distribution of water and wastewater monitoring equipment including water samplers and flow probes for environmental applications.

Globe Scientific Inc.
610 Winters Ave
Paramus, NJ 07652 / 800-394-4562
Home Page www.globescientific.com
Our company is a leading producer of high quality laboratory plastic and glassware items. Our extensive product line is sold through distributors worldwide and designed for use in the Research, Clinical, Industrial, and Specialty markets. Our featured product lines include: Microscope slides & accessories, plastic stereotipical pipettes, innovative cryogenic vials with 2D barcodes, and a complete line of disposable and reusable laboratory plasticware including test tubes, cylinders, breakers, funnels, drying racks and more. Globe Scientific also provides custom kit assembly, private label and custom molding services.
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Goodfellow Corporation
125 Hooecktown Grade Road
Coraopolis, PA 15108  / 724-695-7063
Home Page www.goodfellowusa.com
Our company supplies pure metals, alloys, ceramics, polymers and composites as discs, sheets, foils, films, lump, powder, rods, wires, tubes, etc. for the research (R&D) and industrial markets. We serve the research, development and prototyping markets by offering small quantities of material from a stock of over 47,000 catalog items which are available for shipping worldwide in under 48 hours. We also offer larger quantities of material to the industrial production market. In both cases, we can also supply materials to your individual specification, as required.

Gow-Mac Instrument Co.
277 Broadhead Road
Bethlehem, PA 18017  / 610-954-9000
Home Page www.gow-mac.com
We are a leading manufacturer of high performance gas analysis analytical instruments engineered for anyone involved with the detection, analysis, production, or supply of gases within the industrial, medical and specialty gases industries. Our GCs and gas analyzers are also used throughout the world by a wide variety of customers for user-specified applications in electronics manufacturing, oil and petrochemical, flavors and fragrances, food and beverage, power, steel, and chemical industries, among many others. Instruments include: GCs and detectors, gas analyzers (trace, binary, toxic), gas leak detectors, total & aromatic hydrocarbon analyzers.

Graber Instruments – Offered by Petrolab Company
2001 North Indianawood Ave.
Broken Arrow, OK 74012-1163  / 918-459-7770
Home Page www.petrolab.com
An AMETEK company, Graber Instruments manufactures a wide range of laboratory instrumentation for every industry. Known for their best-selling vapor pressure analyzer, Graber also produces distillation, gas/diesel/jet fuel composition, color, viscosity, distillation, and water-in-crude test instruments. Stop by to see an entirely new micro-viscometer for measuring dynamic and kinematic viscosity of fuels and oils. The MINVIS 445 from Graber provides excellent correlation to standard ASTM D445 capillary viscometers, utilizes automatic sample introduction and offers a temperature range of -20 to 110°C (no external cooling needed).

Grainger
100 Grainger Pkwy
Lake Forest, IL 60045  / 847-535-1000
Home Page www.grainger.com
Headquartered in the US, we supply a wide range of sample preparation products for the lab environment. Offering standard syringe filters for micro and particle applications to customized filtering solutions for air and gas. We are focused from design and development through to manufacturing within a clean room environment in taking your concept to completion. Grafer Controls has been a leading manufacturer of precision accessories for measurement technology for over 100 years, servicing over 50,000 customers in over 80 countries worldwide; we are an ISO 13485 Quality registered facility.

Graphic Controls
400 Exchange Street
Buffalo, NY 14204  / 800-669-1535
Home Page www.graphiccontrols.com
Headquartered in the US, we supply a wide range of sample preparation products for the lab environment. Offering standard syringe filters for micro and particle applications to customized filtering solutions for air and gas. We are focused from design and development through to manufacturing within a clean room environment in taking your concept to completion. Graphic Controls has been a leading manufacturer of precision accessories for measurement technology for over 100 years, servicing over 50,000 customers in over 80 countries worldwide; we are an ISO 13485 Quality registered facility.

Hach Company
5600 Lindbergh Drive
Loveland, CO 80538  / 970-669-3050
Home Page www.hach.com
For over 60 years, Hach Company has developed innovative solutions used to test the quality of water, liquids and air. Manufactured and distributed worldwide, Hach systems are designed to simplify analysis by offering sophisticated on-line instrumentation, accurate portable laboratory equipment, high-quality prepared reagents, complete easy-to-follow methods, and life-time technical support.

H2scan
27251 Strawberry Lane
Valencia, CA 91355  / 661-775-9575
Home Page www.h2scan.com
Our company has developed and patented the most advanced technology on the market today for hydrogen measurement and detection. The HY-OPTIMA™/HYGUARD® GC Hydrogen Analyzing System is specifically designed to detect, measure and quickly respond to hydrogen leaks in gas chromatography (GC) systems. The hydrogen specific solid-state sensing element is designed for long life, fast and reliable operation, and has been uniquely developed for retrofit on all GC makes and models.

GT Instruments
P.O. Box 946
Kemah, TX 77565  / 281-334-5815
Home Page www.gtitstruments.com
Automatic Petroleum testing equipment such as: Flash Point, Cloud & Pour Point, CFP, Oxidation Tests, Softening Point, Penetrometer, Distillation DIN 51575, D1160, D2270, DG-125B, Dehydration Unit, Asphaltene Extractor, Gas Chromatographic Analyze, DMA, POM, POMA, HT Simulated Distillation GC, SARA Analyzer, Karl Fischer Coulometric & Titrimetric Titrators; TIR, TBN, & Mercaptan Titrator; Catalyst Mechanical Testers; Catalyst Microactivity Pilot or Semi Pilot Units.
regardless of size. Hamilton Scientific – inspiring progress. For more than 60 years, Hamilton has been satisfying customer needs by combining quality materials with skilled workmanship to ensure the highest level of performance. Our lifelong commitment to precision and quality has earned us global ISO 9001 Certification. Stop by our booth to discover our latest innovations.

Hamilton Scientific
1716 Lawrence Drive, Ste 1
De Pere, WI 54115  / 920-793-1121
Home Page www.hamiltonscientific.com
As a global industry leader in laboratory furniture and fume hoods, Hamilton Scientific offers the most comprehensive selection of products for your lab. Our products include adaptable workstations, wood and steel casework, fume hoods, epoxy and phenolic resin work surfaces, fixtures and accessories. Whether your project requires design assistance, selection of products for your lab, or both, our expert team is here to help. Our commitment to quality and precision has earned us the respect of our customers worldwide.

Hannover Corporation
8, Osongsaengmyeong 5-ro Osong-eup
Korea 363-951  / +82-43-229-6228
Home Page www.hannover.com
We are biotechnology company that develops, produces and distributes systems to provide a biological and physical chemistry technology with medical instruments and diagnostics reagents for customer's satisfaction. Company has dedicated for the last decade to develop an auto-balancing mechanism to Labmaster "ABC-CELOX". A compact bench-top cell holder, corrects imbalance automatically. In Pittcon 2014, our innovative new model, ABC-CELOX will be launched to meet our customer's satisfaction in worldwide.

Hanlab Corporation
8, Osongsaengmyeong 5-ro Osong-eup
Cheongwon-gun, Chungcheongbuk-do, Korea 363-951  / +82-43-229-6228
Home Page www.hanlab.com
We are biotechnology company that develops, produces and distributes systems to provide a biological and physical chemistry technology with medical instruments and diagnostics reagents for customer's satisfaction. Company has dedicated for the last decade to develop an auto-balancing mechanism to Labmaster "ABC-CELOX". A compact bench-top cell holder, corrects imbalance automatically. In Pittcon 2014, our innovative new model, ABC-CELOX will be launched to meet our customer's satisfaction in worldwide.

Hanna Instruments, Inc.
584 Park East Drive
Woonsocket, RI 02895  / 401-765-0045
Home Page www.hannainst.com
We are dedicated to providing high-quality, reliable products that meet the needs of scientists and researchers worldwide. Our commitment to quality and precision has earned us the respect of our customers. We are the North American subsidiary of Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. (Japan), a leading manufacturer of devices for the generation and measurement of infrared, visible, UV light, and X-rays. These devices include photomultiplier tubes, photodetectors, image sensors, mini-spectrometers, and light sources.

Harrick Scientific Products
141 Tompkins Ave
Pleasantville, NY 10570  / 800-248-3847
Home Page www.harrick.com
Manufacturing a full line of spectroscope accessories for transmission, specular reflection, diffuse reflection, and ATR for UV-Vis, NIR and Mid-IR. ATR accessory which is compatible with both smaller and larger FTIR sample compartments. Designed for micro-liquid samples, using either diamond or Silicon optics. See our selection of temperature controlled cells for transmission, reflection and ATR measurements of solids, liquids and gases.

Helix Linear Technologies, Inc.
23200 Commerce Park
Plainview, NY 11803  / 516-939-0888
Home Page www.helixlinear.com
We are the most sophisticated manufacturer of test screws and acme screws in the world. We have been manufacturing lead screws for over 40 years as a division of Nook Industries, Inc. Helix manufactures precision lead screws from 3mm in diameter to 50mm. We manufacture hundreds of screw sizes in both metric and inch dimensions to serve the global linear motion market. In addition to its standard product line, Helix also manufactures custom nuts in endless amounts of shapes and sizes from almost any material.

Helix Scientific
14400 Bergen Boulevard
Noblesville, IN 46060  / 317-773-9073
Home Page www.helixscientific.com
Our company is a leading manufacturer of ‘Lab Essentials’. Our General Laboratory supplies are renowned for their colorful, innovative and functional designs in today's laboratory marketplace. Our line of Bench-top lab instruments are designed and developed by our experienced, in-house engineers rigorously tested for quality. Our head office and warehouse facilities are based in Vernon Hills, Illinois USA. We also have sales locations in the UK, Germany and Mexico.

Hermes Materials Technology
361 N Roosevelt Ave.
Chandler, AZ 85226  / 480-392-6657
Home Page www.hermeslabware.com
Leading global manufacturer and refiner of Platinum Labware and precious metals. Established in 1856, we specialize in Labware for use in industrial and research Labs. We supply a full line of crucibles, dishes, electrodes, and semi-finished products (wire, sheet, tube) in Pt, Au, Rh, Ir. We offer XRF crucibles and casting molds for all major automatic fusion machines as well as high purity pre-fused flux. Working directly with the manufacturer, you recover the highest value from your used Labware and apply this value directly to your order. A recognized leader in Platinum Labware, Hermes offers world-class customer service and technical support.

Hercules Noblelight
2150 Northmont Pkwy, Suite L
Duluth, GA 30096-5812  / 770-618-7077
Home Page www.hercules-noblelight.com
Our company develops and manufactures lamps and power supplies for a wide range of analytical applications. Modern analysis instruments need light sources of a quality that optimally supports their performance capability. Deuterium lamps, hollow cathode lamps and other light sources made by Hercules are not only designed for long life but also for maximum precision and stability. Uniquely positioned with the widest range of special lamps for analysis, Hercules can supply high-quality lamps for all leading instrument brands.
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Hiden Analytical Inc.
37099 Schoolcraft Road
Livonia, MI 48150 / 800-964-4316
Home Page www.hidenanalytical.com

High performance quadrupole mass spectrometers for plasma characterization, surface science applications, precision gas analysis and vacuum diagnostics. Showcasing systems for catalysis studies, reaction kinetics, residual and process gas analysis. For quantitative atmospheric pressure gas analysis the new, compact QGA system includes automated gas calibration for spectral deconvolution, sub-gpm detection and fast inlet technology for pulsed gas studies. Also featuring CaLab, a unique, integrated micromanometer and mass spectrometer system for characterization and evaluation of catalysts or thermal studies of evolved species.

High Tech Promotion
P.O. Box 12 05 06
Manheim, BW, Germany D-65056 / +49-621-105339
Home Page www.labciencia.com

IBSN Photonics A/S
Ryttermarken 15-21
Farum, Denmark DK-3520 / +45 4434 7000
Home Page www.ibs.cn

Our company is a global leader in transmission gratings and OEM spectrometer modules for a wide range of telecom, analytical, sensing, and laser markets. Spectrometer products: 1) FREEDOM for ultra-compact size, 2) ROCK for high throughput, 3) EAGLE for high resolution, and 4) I-MON interrogation monitors for FBG sensing. Grating products: silicon, germanium, and formula gratings for a wide range of applications.

Hiden Analytical Inc.
37099 Schoolcraft Road
Livonia, MI 48150 / 800-964-4316
Home Page www.hidenanalytical.com

High performance quadrupole mass spectrometers for plasma characterization, surface science applications, precision gas analysis and vacuum diagnostics. Showcasing systems for catalysis studies, reaction kinetics, residual and process gas analysis. For quantitative atmospheric pressure gas analysis the new, compact QGA system includes automated gas calibration for spectral deconvolution, sub-gpm detection and fast inlet technology for pulsed gas studies. Also featuring CaLab, a unique, integrated micromanometer and mass spectrometer system for characterization and evaluation of catalysts or thermal studies of evolved species.

High Tech Promotion
P.O. Box 12 05 06
Manheim, BW, Germany D-65056 / +49-621-105339
Home Page www.labciencia.com

IBSN Photonics A/S
Ryttermarken 15-21
Farum, Denmark DK-3520 / +45 4434 7000
Home Page www.ibs.cn

Our company is a global leader in transmission gratings and OEM spectrometer modules for a wide range of telecom, analytical, sensing, and laser markets. Spectrometer products: 1) FREEDOM for ultra-compact size, 2) ROCK for high throughput, 3) EAGLE for high resolution, and 4) I-MON interrogation monitors for FBG sensing. Grating products: silicon, germanium, and formula gratings for a wide range of applications.
ICA Corporation  
12130 Brockton Lane  
Maple Grove, MN 55369 / 800-345-2001  
Home Page www.icacorp.com  
ISO 9001:2008 and ITAR registered custom manufacturer providing build-to-print component parts and assemblies to the medical, scientific instrumentation, aerospace, and electronics industry. Capabilities include close tolerance CNC machining, opto-mechanical component machining, custom electronic enclosures, sheet metal fabrication and welding, electron mechanical and mechanical assembly. Learn why industry-leading OEMs cite our service and support as being as important as our quality and delivery.

IDEX Health & Science  
619 Oak Street  
Oak Harbor, WA 98277 / 360-679-2358  
Home Page www.idex-hs.com  
Our company designs and manufactures complete flow paths, subassemblies, and components for scientific instruments that require highly controlled fluids for sample chemistry and reagent handling. IDEX Health & Science comprises multiple fluidic technologies and capabilities including dispensing and continuous flow pumps, rotary shear valves, tubing assembles and connections, column hardware, fluidic manifolds, degassers and RF detectors. Our engineers and application scientists work with customers to design and optimize flow paths to achieve long-life operations, easy installation & maintenance, low dispersion, carrier and leakage.

IDEX Optics & Photonics  
200 Durado Place SE  
Albuquerque, NM 87123 / 505-296-9541  
Home Page www.idex-op.com  
CVI Laser Optics and Melles Griot are brands of IDEX Optics & Photonics. CVI Laser OPTICS manufactures high quality laser-grade optical components, with a particular focus on Nd:YAG, Ti:Sapphire, and Excimer laser applications. We offer custom, semi-custom and standard optics and coatings for long-term, lifetime, quality & performance. MELLES GRIOT OPTICAL SYSTEMS provides the complete solution from prototype to production, delivering precision less systems to customers & giving the competitive advantage required to deliver the best product to market. Working seamlessly with customers, ensures perfect balance of performance, lifetime & manufacturability.

Ikagamisensu Co., Ltd.  
8-3-15 Shin-Yoshida-higashi, Kohshuku-ku  
Yokohama, Japan 223-0058 / +81-45-531-8059  
Home Page www.i-ikagamisensu.co.jp/  
Located in Yokohama, Japan, our company has been providing innovative products utilizing our know-how to produce precise parts and devices for more than 50 years. We are now introducing our new sample polishing system, i-POLISHER for SEM and/or Optical Microscope observation. Current polishing systems in the market have such issues as long TAR caused by plastic embossing, over-polishing, difficulty to polish soft metals, etc. Our new polishing system is the first case in the world to thoroughly resolve the current issues. We are looking for business partners in US and Europe.

Illinois Institute of Technology  
Chemistry Division 3101 S. Dearborn  
Chicago, IL 60616 / 312-567-3278  
Home Page www.iit.edu  
Chicago-based Illinois Institute of Technology offers rigorous, relevant part-time online master's degrees in analytical chemistry and materials chemistry. Certificate programs are in: analytical method development, analytical spectroscopy, chromatography, and characterization of organic and inorganic materials. Gain a competitive edge with a non-thesis chemistry master's degree including courses in business, intellectual property, and leadership. Or pursue a full-time MS or PhD degree in an outstanding interdisciplinary research environment. IIT is accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges.

ILS Innovative Labor Systeme GmbH  
Mittelstr. 37  
Stuttgarter, Germany 90714 / 0049-36734-5250  
Home Page www.microsyringes.com  
ILS manufactures since 1992 more than 1000 types and variations of precision syringes from 0.5 µl to 100 ml manual dosing, sample injection in chromatography, autosamplers, dispensers and automatic pipetting systems, as well as valves from PVDF, PTFE, PEEK and syringe pumps for automatic dispensers and pipetters.

Impact Analytical  
1940 N. Stark Road  
Midland, MI 48642 / 855-427-6583  
Home Page www.impactanalytical.com  
We are revolutionizing HPLC by creating unique columns with novel chemistries that provide enhanced sensitivity and resolution. We offer a wide range of innovative stationary phases compatible with HPLC and UPLC systems and LC-MS. Our columns have 25-50% lower pressure and excellent batch-to-batch reproducibility. For more information, please visit our website to view our Product Guide and Application Library.

INKAM USA  
209 Ejaux Dr Unit 60523  
Sunnyside, CA 90408 / 800-645-8222  
Home Page www.inkam-us.com  
Our company manufactures the industry’s most versatile, accurate, and reliable XRF analyzers. The equipment is non-destructive, easy and safe to use and allows carrying out accurate and reliable measurements within minutes. INKAM XRF analyzers are used for the direct measurement of the mass fraction of chemical elements in metallic samples, for the evaluation of component content in ores, construction materials, slag, sludge, industrial waste and other inorganic objects and for customs, forensic examination, examination of antiquities and art objects, and environmental control.

Industrial Laborum Iberica  
Rua Marcelino Soares F.ires, no.15  
Se sao Jose de Sao Lazaro  
Braga, Portugal 4700-924 / +351 254 329 580  
Home Page www.industrialaborum.com  
Our company was established in 1978, being the first Portuguese company to develop, manufacture and install laboratory integrated solutions in health care units and schools, certified by the TUV Rheinland international standard ISO 9001:2008. The national market leader position brought brand awareness and visibility, which performed as keys factors for a well succeeded internationalization strategy. Considering a worldwide business rate sustained in continuous projects growth, Industrial Laborum Iberica S. A. is a remarkable name in the foreign market within his activity.

Industrial Test Systems, Inc.  
1475 Langston Street  
Rock Hill, SC 29730 / 800-861-9712  
Home Page www.sensafe.com  
(ITS) Industrial Test Systems, Inc. is a leading American manufacturer of instruments and chemistries designed to test water quality parameters. ITS sets the standards in water quality testing, producing cutting edge products for a wide variety of industries. We pride ourselves in developing tests that make complex chemistry simple and environmentally friendly. ITS has developed many tests and proprietary chemistries covered by U.S. and World-wide patents and EPA/ETP performance verified. Our cutting edge products are unique in the marketplace saving customers valuable time and money.

INFICON  
Two Technology Place  
E. Sycamore, NY 10537 / 315-434-1100  
Home Page www.inficon.com  
Our company provides field-portable and stationary instruments for on-site assessment, characterization and monitoring of VOCs. We provide instrumentation from basic HAZMAT and site characterization assessment to sophisticated, quantitative analysis for TCS, TIMS, and OAs in air or water. INFICON has combined its core technology of gas chromatography with detectors to meet the demands of military, emergency response, environmental and petrochemical applications. INFICON products address the needs of emergency responders for quick HAZMAT assessments, as well as industrial and environmental markets for process control and regulatory compliance monitoring.

Infors USA  
P.O. Box 1390  
Laurel, MD 20725 / 800-827-5931  
Home Page www.infors-usa.com  
We are your specialist for bioreactors, incubation shakers and bioprocess control software. You benefit from sophisticated systems, in which your cell lines or microorganisms develop their full potential in a reproducible way, thus contributing to your success. For your applications, we offer the right solutions: Fermentation of microorganisms, Cell culture, Bioreactor, Parallel bioprocesses, Custom-built bioreactors and incubation shakers, Bioprocess control software, Qualification of bioreactors and incubation shakers. Closeness to the customer, high quality, innovation and flexibility are our greatest strengths.
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Infrared Associates, Inc.
2851 SE Monroe Street
Stuart, FL 34997 / 772-223-6670
Home Page www.irassociates.com

Manufacturer of PV TCs, PV MCT and PC MCT PC MCT arrays up to 128 elements. Matching preamplifiers and electronics.

Cooling options; ThermoElectric, Stirling Coolers and LN2 dewars.

Interscience
30 Chemin du Ruis des Arpents
St Nom La Breteche, France FR-78860 / +33 1 3462 6261
Home Page www.interscience.fr

Inorganic Ventures
300 Technology Drive
Christiansted, VI 00840 / 800-669-6799
Home Page www.inorganicventures.com

For over 25 years, Inorganic Ventures is a manufacturer of Inorganic Certified Reference Materials (CRM) for ICP-ICP-MS, AA, pH, Conductivity and K. We specialize in the manufacturing of custom standards and maintain a strong reputation for speed, superior quality and flexibility, preparing and shipping custom CRMs in five business days or less. Every CRM is accompanied by a detailed certificate of analysis that includes NIST traceability, certified values and trace impurities. Furthermore, Inorganic Ventures is ISO Guide 14, ISO 17025 accredited and ISO 9001 registered.

Interscience
30 Chemin du Ruis des Arpents
St Nom La Breteche, France FR-78860 / +33 1 3462 6261
Home Page www.interscience.fr

Insaco, Inc.
1365 Canary Road
Quakertown, PA 18951 / 215-536-3300
Home Page www.insaco.com

Integrated Sensing Systems, Inc.
391 Airport Industrial Drive
Ypsilanti, MI 48198 / 734-547-9896
Home Page www.mems-issys.com

Intelligent Weighing Technology, Inc.
4040 Adidas Road
Camarillo, CA 93012 / 805-642-3034
Home Page www.intelligentgt.com

Manufacturers and importers of Intelligent-Lab™ products from semi-micro, analytical, toploading balances and laboratory scales that are capable of being integrated into today's laboratory data collection and GLP systems. We support the regional and national laboratory equipment dealer network. We also supply moisture analysis balances, bench scales, printers, peripherals and Pure-Sample™ sample pans and padds. We are also the exclusive source for the Sartorius Maxis Series laboratory bench scales in North America. Dealer inquiries are welcome.

International Crystal Laboratories
11 Erie Street
Garfield, NJ 07026 / 973-478-8944
Home Page www.internationalcrystal.net

Products: Supplies and Accessoires for Raman and XRF Spectroscopy, UV/VIS cuvettes, E-Z Press Hyalural acid presses, Polymer Film Making accessories, Long Path Gas Cells, FTIR liquid cells, Real Crystal IR Cards, PITTE and Polyethylene Sample Cards, Optics and Prisms for IR Spectroscopy, NIST and Phatr calibration standards.

Innovations United
300 East 57th Street, Suite 113
New York, NY 10022 / 212-204-0075
Home Page www.innovationsunited.com

In partnership with Biotech AB and Chromanik Technologies, Innovations United is your single provider of HIPIC and fluidic scientific parts and assemblies. We are proud to promote the new Chromanik SURGHELL™ UVPC column with core-shell technology. Get UVPC performance with any LC system. The new SURGHELL® column has high efficiency and outstanding peak shape for all types of compounds (Modes include: C-18 CEFFP C18-WP RP-AQHA, HFC10-16, HFC10-30, HILIC Amide, 2-EP Phenyl). We are also excited to display Customized OEM Degassers, Degasser Upgrade Kits (Agilent, Waters, Dionex, etc.), Standalone Degassers as well as other related products.

International Equipment Trading Ltd. (IET LTD)
960 Woodlands Parkway
Vernon Hills, IL 60061 / 847-438-4522
Home Page www.ielt.com

Refurbished & Certified Lab Equipment has been our specialty since 1979. IET specializes in service and sales of refurbished mass spectrometers, GC, UHPLC, ICP-MS, ICP, ICP-OES, GC, MS, XRF, FTIR, GC/MS, ICPMS, temperature giàu and proprietary SRI-MS technology, featuring a market-leading online detection limit < 1 pptv and mass resolution up to 8000 m/dm (PTR-TOF-MS). Widely used for VOC monitoring in environmental research, atmospheric chemistry, vehicle emissions testing, food, flavors & fragrance science, illicit substances detection, medical breath analysis and industrial process monitoring for biotechnology, in cleanrooms and petrochemical production processes etc. Our portfolio is complemented by a range of trace gas calibration devices (GCU and LCI).

Inorganic Ventures
300 Technology Drive
Christiansted, VI 00840 / 800-669-6799
Home Page www.inorganicventures.com

Furthermore, Inorganic Ventures is ISO Guide 34, ISO 17025 accredited and ISO 9001 registered.

Iridian Spectral Technologies Ltd.
5623 Kaihoi Way
Lanikai Mall, Lexington, MA 02220 / +1 781 429 0400
Home Page www.iridian.ca

International Labmate
Oak Court, Sandridge Park Porters Wood
St. Albans Herts, United Kingdom AL3 6PH / +44-1727-85574
Home Page www.labmate-online.com

Leading world-wide publishers of Laboratory, Environmental, Petrochemical and Oil related publications. Titles include International Labmate, Laboratory UK and Ireland, Lab Asia, Chromatography Today, International Environmental Technology, Asian Environmental Technology, Petro Industry News and Measurement Analysis China. Our publications are sent out free of charge to qualified readers throughout the world! Visit our stand today and pick up our latest issues or sign up to receive our online e-Bulletins to keep you informed on all the latest products and developments.

International Mass Spectrometry Solutions (IMSS)
212 Northlake Drive
Hartwell, GA 30643 / 706-395-8300
Home Page www.itssp.com

ITSP is a consumable device that utilizes the popular PAL-xr System coupled with an inexpensive hardware kit to prep samples in a scaled down SFI method to reduce labor, solvents, client sample, and hazardous waste. ITSP prep a sample within the run time of the analytical instrument to remove contaminants so that they are not introduced in the flow path of the instrument making the instrument more reliable. ITSP has the ability to give data equivalent to Chromatography systems costing hundreds of thousands of dollars more. See ITSP live, booth number 2065.

Iridian Spectral Technologies Ltd.
2700 Swannana Crescent
Ottawa, Canada K1G 6R8 / +613-741-4513
Home Page www.irdian.ca

Iridian Analytik GmbH
Eduard-Bodem-Gasse 3
Innsbruck, Austria 6020 / +43 512 214 800
Home Page www.irdian.com

We provide ultra-sensitive real-time trace gas analyzers based on Proton Transfer Reaction – Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) and proprietary SR-MS technology, featuring a market-leading online detection limit < 1 pptv and mass resolution up to 8000 m/dm (PTR-TOF-MS). Widely used for VOC monitoring in environmental research, atmospheric chemistry, vehicle emissions testing, food, flavors & fragrance science, illicit substances detection, medical breath analysis and industrial process monitoring for biotechnology, in cleanrooms and petrochemical production processes etc. Our portfolio is complemented by a range of trace gas calibration devices (GCU and LCI).

Iridian Analytik GmbH
Eduard-Bodem-Gasse 3
Innsbruck, Austria 6020 / +43 512 214 800
Home Page www.irdian.com

Iridian Analytik GmbH
Eduard-Bodem-Gasse 3
Innsbruck, Austria 6020 / +43 512 214 800
Home Page www.irdian.com

We provide ultra-sensitive real-time trace gas analyzers based on Proton Transfer Reaction – Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) and proprietary SR-MS technology, featuring a market-leading online detection limit < 1 pptv and mass resolution up to 8000 m/dm (PTR-TOF-MS). Widely used for VOC monitoring in environmental research, atmospheric chemistry, vehicle emissions testing, food, flavors & fragrance science, illicit substances detection, medical breath analysis and industrial process monitoring for biotechnology, in cleanrooms and petrochemical production processes etc. Our portfolio is complemented by a range of trace gas calibration devices (GCU and LCI).

Iridian Analytik GmbH
Eduard-Bodem-Gasse 3
Innsbruck, Austria 6020 / +43 512 214 800
Home Page www.irdian.com

We provide ultra-sensitive real-time trace gas analyzers based on Proton Transfer Reaction – Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) and proprietary SR-MS technology, featuring a market-leading online detection limit < 1 pptv and mass resolution up to 8000 m/dm (PTR-TOF-MS). Widely used for VOC monitoring in environmental research, atmospheric chemistry, vehicle emissions testing, food, flavors & fragrance science, illicit substances detection, medical breath analysis and industrial process monitoring for biotechnology, in cleanrooms and petrochemical production processes etc. Our portfolio is complemented by a range of trace gas calibration devices (GCU and LCI).

Irisbiosciences
Parque de Ciencia e Tecnologia Avepark Zona Industrial da Gandra
Guimaraes, Portugal 4805-017 / +351 253 540 100
Home Page www.irisbiosciences.com

ITSP Solutions, Inc.
212 Northlake Drive
Hartwell, GA 30643 / 706-395-8300
Home Page www.itsspcom

ITSP is a consumable device that utilizes the popular PAL-xr System coupled with an inexpensive hardware kit to prep samples in a scaled down SFI method to reduce labor, solvents, client sample, and hazardous waste. ITSP prep a sample within the run time of the analytical instrument to remove contaminants so that they are not introduced in the flow path of the instrument making the instrument more reliable. ITSP has the ability to give data equivalent to Chromatography systems costing hundreds of thousands of dollars more. See ITSP live, booth number 2065.
OEM team members will help you find the right solutions. Visit us at Booth 759 and visit our OEM website for more details.

For over 50 years, Iwaki has worked closely with our global OEM partners to develop solutions for system and pump requirements. Our expertise in pump technologies and system integration provide our OEM partners with the support, information and testing they need when developing a new OEM system or replacing a current pump supplier. Iwaki OEM team members will help you find the right solutions. Visit us at Booth 759 and visit our OEM website for more details.

IXRF Systems, Inc.
3019 Alvin Devane Blvd., Suite 130
Holliston, MA 01746  / 508-429-1440
Home Page www.ixrfSystems.com

As a leading manufacturer of software and hardware for the microanalysis and X-ray fluorescence industries, IXRF Systems provides innovative EDX and SEM-XRF solutions. Offering complete integrated full spectrum solutions including EDX, XRF, EBSD, stages, detectors and upgrades. IXRF offers an all-inclusive, robust EDX/XRF platform and extends a lifetime software license to all customers. Never pay for an upgrade again!

J

J. G. Finneran Associates Incorporated
3600 Reilly Court
Vineland, NJ 08361  / 856-696-5605
Home Page www.jgfinneran.com

Designers, engineers and manufacturers of glass and plastic since 1977 distributing worldwide. Specializing in Chromatography, Biotechnology and Environmental products, including autosampler threaded, crimp, Snap Ring® and Snap Snapmltd vials, headspace vials, closures, Poly Crimp Seal Seals, Snap Top Caps, septa, inserts; 96-Well Multi-Tier™ Micro Plate System using vials, sealing films and molded liners; VOA/EPA Vials and sampling bottles and jars. US manufacturing operations and custom manufacturing capabilities handle high volume production, maintain product integrity and provide the highest quality products in the industry.

J2 Scientific
1901 Pennsylvania Drive, Suite C
Columbia, MO 65202  / 573-214-0472
Home Page www.j2scientific.com

Home Page www.j2scientific.com

Japanese Analytical Instruments Manufacturers’ Association - (JAIMA)
3-8-5 Nihombashi-Honcho Booth 1956 (10x10)
Tokyo, Japan 101-0054  / +81-3-3292-0642
Home Page www.jaima.or.jp

We are the leading analytical instrument manufacturers and sales organization in Japan. Our biggest project is the exhibition of analytical instruments (JAIK: Japan Analytical & Scientific Instruments Show) has been held annually. JAIK2014 will be held from 3rd to 5th September in 2014. We look forward to seeing everyone.

Japan Scientific Instruments Association (JSCA)
3-8-5 Nihombashi-Honcho
Chuo-ku-Tokyo, Japan 103-0023  / 813 3661 5133
Home Page www.sia-japan.com/modules/english

A Japanese national organization consisting of member firms engaged in business of scientific instruments. We encourage technological innovation in Japan by improvement of quality and popularization of scientific instruments. JSCA has been supporting its industry through various activities, holding JASS show, Asia’s largest scientific and analytical instruments exhibition, running a scientific instruments compendium website http://www.soran.net/. To find more, visit our website.

JASCO
28000 Mary’s Court
Easton, MD 21601  / 800-333-5272
Home Page www.jascocinc.com

Our company specializes in analytical instruments for spectroscopy and chromatography applications, with over 55 years of experience. JASCO’s worldwide presence, superior product quality and outstanding service and support make the company an industry leader. JASCO’s recognized for its robust and reliable chromatography instruments including SEC/SIE (analytical, semi-prep. & preparative systems), IVPC and X-LC™ (SHPLE). The full line of spectroscopy products includes FT-IR, Portable IR, FT-IR microscopes, UV-Vis/NIR, Fluorescence, Raman, portable Raman, Near-field, Polarimeters, Circular Dichroism and Dissolution testers.

JDSU
430 N. McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035  / 408-546-5000
Home Page www.jdsu.com

Featuring the world’s smallest NIR handheld MicroNIR™ General Purpose Analyzer that weighs less than 2 ounces and is less than 2” in diameter and covering the ranges of 950-1650nm and 715-2100nm. It is powered with a tablet or a laptop and is equipped with the ability to perform real-time prediction for point-of-use and on-line applications in food, feed, agriculture, pharmaceutical, chemical, industrial, and research applications. The Analyzer relies on the JDSU’s MicroNIR™ Spectrometer technology and user-friendly data acquisition and prediction software. A prototype of a MicroNIR GP powered and running with an Android OS will also be demonstrated.

Jelight Company, Inc.
2 Mason
Irvine, CA 92618  / 949-380-8774
Home Page www.jelight.com

Established in 1978, Jelight offers 35 years of experience in the UV lighting industry, providing clients with low, medium, and high-pressure mercury and metal halide lamps. In addition, Jelight manufactures Double-Bore®, Gold, Photophoretic, replacement lamps for a variety of instrument applications, and UV/Ozone Generators®. Our lamps are made for applications such as TOC Analyzers, Field Wave HPLC Detectors, Ozone Monitors, Flowmeters, and T-Calibration Lamps. As an ISO 9001 Certified Company, we highly value safety and quality during production and for the end users.

Jenco Instruments Inc.
7968 Arjen Drive, Suite C
San Diego, CA 92126  / 858-578-2828
Home Page www.jenci.com

We are an independent manufacturer and contract manufacturer of pH, ORP, ISE, Conductivity, Resistivity, TDS, Salinity, Dissolved Oxygen and Temperature meters. Our meters are economically priced, high quality, reliable, state of the art, CE and RoHS certified designs. Jenco makes Laboratory, Benchtop & Handheld meters as well as Internet Capable Industrial Analyzers, Monitors, Controllers and Transmitters for the analysis of aqueous & non-aqueous solutions. Custom design of products, contract manufacturing and private labeling of products is available. Jenco is actively seeking new worldwide and domestic distributors and OEM’s and welcomes all inquiries.

JEDOL USA, Inc
11 Dearborn Road
Peabody, MA 0960  / 978-535-5900
Home Page www.jedolusa.com

Analytical instruments including high resolution mass spectrometers (LC/MS, GC/MS), NMR’s, SEM’s, TEM’s, sample prep tools. Our newest products and applications expertise will enable our research mass spec systems featuring DART ion source, high sensitivity GCMS with GCAGC capabilities, and MALDI Tof/TOF technologies; cyber-enabled, expandable, automated NMR systems with JEDOL software; versatile variable-pressure UHPLC and compact/portable research grade SEMs for multiple diagnostic applications.

JETRO (Japan External Trade Organization)
1 East Wacker Drive, Suite 600
Chicago, IL 60601  / 312-832-6000
Home Page www.jetro.org

JETRO is an incorporated administrative agency operating under the auspices of Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry to promote mutual trade and investment between Japan and the rest of the world. Utilizing our network of more than 73 overseas offices and 37 in Japan, JETRO carries out a range of activities, including: helping Japan’s small and medium-size firms maximize their export potential; promoting Japan brand products abroad; and facilitating foreign direct investment into Japan. In the laboratory equipment field, JETRO is working to stimulate cross-border collaborations and exchanges between Japan and foreign companies.

Jiangsu Chaohua Glasswork Co., Ltd
Jiangsu Chaohua Glasswork Co., Ltd
28600 Mary’ s Court Booth 3639 (30x10)
Vineland, NJ 08360  / 856-696-3605
Home Page www.jasaco.com

Our company specializes in analytical instruments for spectroscopy and chromatography applications, with over 55 years of experience. JASCO’s worldwide presence, superior product quality and outstanding service and support make the company an industry leader. JASCO’s recognized for its robust and reliable chromatography instruments including SEC/SIE (analytical, semi-prep. & preparative systems), IVPC and X-LC™ (SHPLE). The full line of spectroscopy products includes FT-IR, Portable IR, FT-IR microscopes, UV-Vis/NIR, Fluorescence, Raman, portable Raman, Near-field, Polarimeters, Circular Dichroism and Dissolution testers.

Jiangsu Chaohua Glasswork Co., Ltd
Fangshan Road, Fangshan Town
Danyang City, Jiangsu, China 212310  / +86 511 86987803
Home Page www.jschaohua.com

Jiangsu Chaohua Glasswork Co., Ltd
No.12 Hongshan Road, Jincheng Industrial
Danyang City, Jiangsu, China 212310  / +86 511 86987803
Home Page www.jschaohua.com

Jiangsu Chaohua Glasswork Co., Ltd
Jiangsu Chaohua Glasswork Co., Ltd
Danyang City, Jiangsu, China 212310  / +86 511 86987803
Home Page www.jschaohua.com

Jiangsu Chaohua Glasswork Co., Ltd
Jiangsu Chaohua Glasswork Co., Ltd
Danyang City, Jiangsu, China 212310  / +86 511 86987803
Home Page www.jschaohua.com
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Jiazhong Novel Material Corporation
Room 901, 9th Floor, R&D Hub 1 Changzhou Science And Education Town
Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, China 213000  / +86-519-81100606
Home Page www.sinojz.com
Our company is a high-tech material company, was founded in June 2010 by oversea Chinese experts. We specializes in research and sales of high-efficient chromatography separation media which have been widely used in life sciences, pharmaceuticals, food safety applications, etc. Our product line includes ultra-pure HPLC silica packing material, SPE packing material and columns, and LC-related consumables. We guarantee high-quality products and service based upon our customer's special needs. Our goal is to become a major and leading player in this field.

Jinjan Precision & Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd.
Jinheng B Building, No.1825 Huaxiang Rd, Jinan
Shan Dang, China  / 086531-88110066-811
Home Page www.jjps.com.cn

JNS Science, Inc.
PO Box 250 355 Lang Blvd.
Grand Island, NY 14072  / 800-495-1678
Home Page www.jnsic.com

Jördis, Inc.
884 Marcon Boulevard
Allentown, PA 18109  / 800-458-5262
Home Page www.jordis.com

JK Scientific
840 October Hill Road
Holliston, MA 01746  / 508-429-6809
Home Page www.jkscientific.com

Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc.
171 Parkland Plaza
Ann Arbor, MI 48103  / 734-665-8083
Home Page www.kairos.com
An Endress+Hauser company, Kaiser Optical Systems is recognized as a world leader in the design and production of Raman analyzers and components for spectroscopy. Our Ramanian Systems™ suite of Raman analyzers includes the ATEX certified RamanRx™ process analyzers for classified installations, the RamanRx™ multi-channel analyzer, the RamanRx™ Hybrid analyzer for large and small area solids & liquids quantitative Raman, the RamanRx™ gas-phase process analyzer, and the Raman WorkStation™ featuring Kaiser’s revolutionary, fast, quantitative PFIQ technology.

Kalten International Co., Ltd.
520, 2 Wave, Risho, 7 Chiyoda, Chiyoda-ku
New Taipei City, Taiwan R.O.C. 23559  / +886-2-22491250
Home Page www.kalits.com
Our company specializes in low temperature refrigeration and has developed a range of low and ultra low freezers for long term biological sample storage. In addition to the innovative design of the refrigeration system, Kalits freezers are equipped with patented Push ‘N’ Pull door handle which ensures ease of use and user comfort, by allowing the one-handed opening/closing of the door in a single, effortless movement. Kalits manufactures a comprehensive range of low and ultra low temperature freezers. We supply a range of accessories to cover most storage requirements. Our freezers are CE and ETL certified.

Kao-Brandwidth Solutions
5 Clock Tower Place, Suite 120
Maynard, MA 01754  / 978-344-4106
Home Page www.bws.kao.com
Brandwidth Solutions and Kao Interactive have a unique chemistry that helps laboratory equipment marketers effectively tell their product stories in a more engaging way, and in out of their trade show booth.

Kartell SPA
Via Delfi Industrie 1
Novi Ligure, Italy 20022  / +39 02 900121
Home Page www.kartell.it
Our Labware Division is active on the international market since 1954, a complete range of more than 1400 different plastic items is presently distributed in more than 80 countries in the world: our core business is mainly linked to industrial (Food & Beverage, Pharma and QC laboratories and Environmental field) and completely automated oil and solid evaporators, and 2-channel titrators. Low cost and full-featured potentiometric analyzers and components for spectroscopy. Our RamanRxn Systems™ suite of Raman analyzers includes the ATEX certified RamanRx™ process analyzers for classified installations, the RamanRx™ multi-channel analyzer, the RamanRx™ Hybrid analyzer for large and small area solids & liquids quantitative Raman, the RamanRx™ gas-phase process analyzer, and the Raman WorkStation™ featuring Kaiser’s revolutionary, fast, quantitative PFIQ technology.

Katakana Inc.
2014 Rue Grille-Duquet #180
Quebec, PQ Canada G1N 4R6  / 418-657-6201
Home Page www.katakana.com
Our company provides liquid handling pumps for automated and affordable delivery of fluids and gas in the laboratory environment along with a new small volume evaporator featuring SBRT (self-blow down technology). We have the broadest line of syringe pumps, peristaltic pumps, evaporators and accessories to meet your specific application. Syringe Pumps & MORE... So Advanced They’re Simple! We will be featuring the exciting LogiQ™ and Legacy lines of syringe pumps along with our new AllegroTM Peristaltic Pump System. We will also be displaying the innovative CentrifanTM PE Small Volume Evaporator.

Kern & Sohn GmbH
Ziegelrei 1
Balingen, Germany 72336  / 0049743399330
Home Page www.kern-sohn.com

Kilo Scientific
266 October Hill Road
Holliston, MA 01746  / 508-429-6809
Home Page www.kiloscientific.com

Kompac Technologies
884 Marcon Boulevard
Allentown, PA 18109  / 800-458-5262
Home Page www.kompac.com

Kistler Instruments
800 Gilbert St. Booth 4631 (10x10)
Home Page www.kistler.com

Kobo Instruments
Via Delle Industrie 1 Booth 3607 (20x20)
Home Page www.kobo.com

Komet GmbH
Balingen, Germany 72336  / 0049743399330
Home Page www.komet-gmbh.com

Kolmar Laboratories
5 Clock Tower Place, Suite 120
Maynard, MA 01754  / 978-344-4106
Home Page www.kolmar.com

Komet GmbH
Balingen, Germany 72336  / 0049743399330
Home Page www.komet-gmbh.com

Koogee Instruments
5 Clock Tower Place, Suite 120
Maynard, MA 01754  / 978-344-4106
Home Page www.koogee.com

Kolmar Laboratories
5 Clock Tower Place, Suite 120
Maynard, MA 01754  / 978-344-4106
Home Page www.kolmar.com

Komet GmbH
Balingen, Germany 72336  / 0049743399330
Home Page www.komet-gmbh.com

Kolmar Laboratories
5 Clock Tower Place, Suite 120
Maynard, MA 01754  / 978-344-4106
Home Page www.kolmar.com

Komet GmbH
Balingen, Germany 72336  / 0049743399330
Home Page www.komet-gmbh.com

Kolmar Laboratories
5 Clock Tower Place, Suite 120
Maynard, MA 01754  / 978-344-4106
Home Page www.kolmar.com

Komet GmbH
Balingen, Germany 72336  / 0049743399330
Home Page www.komet-gmbh.com
Kett US
17853 Santiago Blvd #107-504
Villa Park, CA 92861 / 800-438-5388
Home Page www.kett.com

We have created what we consider to be the perfect versatile and flexible line of moisture and organic composition analyzers. Take 6 1/2 minutes to see if you agree. Even if you aren’t ready today, don’t miss our exclusive educational moisture report and get helpful information. Finally, eliminate the headaches of constantly having to calibrate your moisture meter. Now calibrate only one-time for your product...for the life of the instrument! We make 103 composition measurement devices, 8 different technologies, in stock today.

Kewaunee Scientific Corporation
2700 West Front Street
Stateville, NC 28177 / 704-873-7202
Home Page www.kewaunee.com

We design, manufacture, and install innovative products of high quality to the laboratory furniture market. The Company’s corporate headquarters and manufacturing facilities are located in Stateville, North Carolina. Kewaunee provides steel and wood casework, fume hoods, filtered fume hoods, biological safety cabinets, vertical laminar flow cabinets, flexible systems, carts, worksurfaces, and other laboratory related products. For more in-depth information, check out our website. Made in the USA for over 107 years.

Khemia Software, Inc
33080 Industrial Road
Livonia, MI 48159 / 734-513-9940
Home Page www.khemia.com

Since 1995, Khemia Software has been a leading provider of Laboratory Information Management Systems to commercial, governmental and industrial labs with over 110 installations. Our Omega 11 LIMS has been designed and developed by analytical chemists working along with software engineers, with the goal to enhance laboratory efficiency and be compliant with ISO 17025, ASTM, NELAC, Boil and HPLC quality standards. With its unlimited modules, Omega 11 handles all lab and business functions including Quotations, Invoicing, Inventory, Lab Work-flow, EDLs, Scheduling, QC, Document Management, Automated Level IV CLP-Like Data Packages, etc.

KineChase
234 Cardiff Valley Road
Rockwood, TN 37854 / 868-546-2531
Home Page www.kine-chase.com

We are the leading producer of the most comprehensive range of laboratory and scientific glassware. Specializing in a broad range of reusable, disposable and specialty glassware for the following markets: pharmaceutical, environmental, petrochemical, life sciences, education and chromatography. These products consist of beakers, flasks, cylinders, vials, media bottles, culture tubes, funnels and pipets to support our customers' trends in sample generation, collection, storage, preparation, analysis, disposition and lab safety. The premier brands within our portfolio include, Kimek, Kima, KimaX.

KIN-TEK Laboratories, Inc.
504 Laurel
La Marque, TX 77568 / 800-326-3627
Home Page www.kin-tek.com

Our company manufactures permeation tubes and gas standard generators for creating NIST certified calibration gas standards in ppm, ppb, and ppt ranges. Over 500 gas standards are available. KIN-TEK is exhibiting the FlexStream™ product line; an automated permeation system capable of remote operation. The FlexStream™ Base module has touch screen control and can be used alone or with other modules for the perfect calibration scenarios. Additional modules include the FlexStream™PM (permeation oven), the FlexStream™SD (secondary dilution), the FlexStream™HG (humidification), and others. Stop by our booth to see the FlexStream™ or visit our website.

Kinesis Inc
1 Hemophilus Place, Suite 104
Malta, NY 12020 / 518-289-5817
Home Page www.kinesis-usa.com

We are a leading international supplier of chromatography and liquid handling consumables and equipment. Working directly with leading manufacturers, we can offer very competitive pricing while ensuring that you, the customer, never have to compromise on quality, support or service. The products and techniques supported by our technical experts include: Sample preparation, HPLC, HPLC, LC/MS, LV & GC, Vials & closures, Lamps & instrument spare parts, Liquid handling, Sample storage & traceability, Instruments & software. Kinesis – our scientific experts at your service.

Kinsco Technology Co., Ltd
46-20 Insoo-dong Kangbuk-gu
Seoul, Korea 142-981 / +822-9898667
Home Page www.kinsco.co.kr

We manufacturing the Tunable Diode Laser Gas analyzers for the Green House Gases research, Landfills research, SCR DeNox research and Livestock or cattles research. Model named Kewlwell-7 gas analyzer is can measure the one component. In case of the multipoint sampling if you needed, then. The other programmed unit cooperated with multi point sampling unit is able to measure the max 6 points. In caused the TDLAS, there is no other cross talk with other gases in the sample and high precision is our goal.

Kirgen Inc.
3-7A, American Industrial Park Nanhai Avenue
Haikou City, China 572016 / +86 898 31910599
Home Page www.kirgen.com

Our company specializes in disposable lab consumables and targets at high end market by offering quality products; we set rigorous QA/QC system to ensure all products to achieve/uned irrelevant international standard, all products are DNase/RNAse free, non-pyrogens and manufactured in ISO100 grade clean room certified by ISO14644 CE system. We have cooperated with many global brands and distributors all around the world, abundant state-of-the-art technic know-how and professional logistic network has been accumulated and updated continuously. Meanwhile, we offer OEM/ODM service to better satisfy customized requirement.

Kitagawa America, LLC
200 Wanapage Avenue, Ste 204
Pompton Lakes, NJ 07442 / 973-616-5410
Home Page www.kitagawa-america.com

Gas Detector Tubes, Gas and Vapor Analyzers, SFMtr NeubEks, Gas Sensors, OEM

Kloppenberg & Co.
2627 W. Oxford Ave
Englewood, CO 80110 / 303-761-1615
Home Page www.kloppenberg.com

We build relationships. Our repeat business in the construction, bio-medical, research and architectural sheet metal industries is the proof. From our complete line of stainless steel laboratory casework, shelving systems, counter tops and scullery sink units, to corner guards, base trim, custom items and millwork accents – we deliver on-time and within budget. Our layout engineers can help translate your ideas into products and we can fabricate everything from prototypes to production runs. For decades now, one of our mainstays has been the fabrication of custom stainless steel items for laboratories, clean rooms, hospital and bio-medical.

KNF Neuberger, Inc.
2 Black Forest Road
Trenton, NJ 08691 / 609-890-8600
Home Page www.knfusa.com

Visit KNF Neuberger to see our latest vacuum and liquid pumps. Compact, lightweight LABOPORT PTFE vacuum pumps are designed for rotary evaporation, vacuum oven, filtration, gel drying, desiccation, and other lab applications. Or, choose from our programmable, Bluetooth-enabled vacuum systems. KNF LIQUIPORT and SIMDOS liquid pumps are ideal for precise transfer, dosing, and metering of neutral to aggressive fluids. All KNF pumps are oil-free, with low maintenance and low cost of ownership. Original Equipment Manufacturers: please stop by to discuss your instrument project with our engineers.

Koecher Instrument Company
1959 Searamo Avenue
Bohemia, NY 11716 / 800-878-9070
Home Page www.koecherinstrument.com

Koken Ltd.
7, Yonbancho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan 102-0459 / +81-3-5276-1925

We have launched innovative clean room creator called KOACH. KOACH is a useful equipment in laboratory that creates ISO Class-1 rated air cleanliness at any time and any place. ISO Class-1 is a category representing the highest air cleanliness level in the world. At Pittcon, we will be exhibiting Table KOACH, a table-top unit. We are looking for distributor in the US. If interested, please visit our booth.

Kord-Valmark Labware Products, by Akro-Mils
1293 South Main St.
Akron, OH 44301 / 800-761-6347
Home Page www.akro-mils.com

We are a leading international supplier of chromatography and liquid handling consumables and equipment. Working directly with leading manufacturers, we can offer very competitive pricing while ensuring that you, the customer, never have to compromise on quality, support or service. The products and techniques supported by our technical experts include: Sample preparation, HPLC, HPLC, LC/MS, LV & GC, Vials & closures, Lamps & instrument spare parts, Liquid handling, Sample storage & traceability, Instruments & software. Kinesis – our scientific experts at your service.
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KPL Scientific Inc.
620 Cathcart Rd 329
Montreal, PQ Canada H3B 1M1 / 866-834-0179
Home Page www.kplscientific.com
We are a precious metals company specialized in platinum ware for the X-Ray Fluorescence, precision engineered products and temperature measurements. We export to mining testing laboratories, soil analyses, cement industry, geological departments and distributors. KPL offers the refining services that can help you reclaim value from used products. Our Sales Representatives can assist you in three languages. KPL Scientific also supplies a full range of Li Tretarobate and Li Metaborate granular and micro-bead filters with integrated additives. Visit our website for more information.

Kurt J. Lesker Company
1925 Route 51
Jefferson Hills, PA 15225 / 800-245-1556
Home Page www.lesker.com
Distributor for many of the world's leading vacuum pump manufacturers, offering the most comprehensive range of vacuum pumps available from any single supplier with worldwide inventory and service. Stocks and Services vacuum products from: Agilent, Edwards, Orielis Leybold, Pfeiffer, Shimadzu, ULVAC, Welch and more. New, repaired, and remanufactured vacuum pumps have a 12 month warranty. Manufacturer of vacuum chambers, components, flanges, gauges, feedthroughs, valves, deposition materials and systems, mechanical & diffusion pump oil, as well as a fluid recycling service.

Lab Business Magazine
30 East Beaver Creek Rd, #202
Richmond Hill, ON Canada L4B 1J2 / 905-886-5040
Home Page www.labbusinessmag.com
LAB Business and Bio Business pack double the punch with their flip-style design, providing our 86,000+ audience with everything they need to know about Canada's laboratories and life sciences. LAB Business and Bio Business are published six times a year in print and digital formats with advertising options for each. Our editorial team drives incisive reporting of news, cutting edge research, business trends and breakthrough discoveries shaping Canada's scientific landscape.

Lab Design
PO Box 1238
Burlington, NJ 08016 / 800-486-8484
Home Page www.lab-design.com

Lab Synergy LLC
374 Pulaski Highway
Goshen, NY 10924 / 866-635-7897
Home Page www.labsynergy.com
Our company is the exclusive representative in North America for Si Analytics (a Kyben Company) titrators and viscometry products; Gerhardt GmbH digestion, distillation, combustion, extraction products and automated hydrolysis instruments; Fritsch GmbH grinding, milling products and particle size instruments; Analytik Jena Elemental Analysis, Total Organic Carbon and Atomic Absorption products and Jensen Systems multitasking titration products.

Labo Systems
9650 Newton Avenue South
Bloomington, MN 55431 / 877-410-8910
Home Page www.laboarsystems.com

Labconco Corporation
8811 Prospect Ave
Kansas City, MO 64132 / 800-821-6535
Home Page www.labconco.com
Since 1925, Labconco Corporation has manufactured quality laboratory equipment to protect scientists and to prepare samples for analysis. This includes fume hoods, biological safety cabinets, glassware washers, freeze dryers, laboratory vacuum pumps, lifelikat systems, nanotechnology microscopes, PCR encasements, water purification systems, carts and mobile benches, blowers, forensic encasements, glove boxes, laboratory animal research station, balance and bulk powder stations, centrifugal concentrators and evaporation systems.

LabGuide Co., Ltd.
3F, No.37, Lane 232, Huaxin St. Zhonghe District
New Taipei City, Taiwan R.O.C. 23569 / 08-662-2940-6162
Home Page www.labguide.com.tw
We are an instrument and technology company in Taiwan. In recent years applied advanced technology in Raman. We manufacture and develop in SERS chip and portable Raman. Our SERS chip can measure 1 ppm melamine in Q.C., 2 ppm melamine in milk, H5N1 in bird, 1ppm KCH, 10ppm PNP in environment, 1ppm Asphalte in vegetable, 500ppm coumarin and lincomycin in cosmetics. Please visit our website.

LabIndia Analytical Instruments Pvt Ltd
201, Hand Chambers, L.B.S. Road
Thane (W), Maharashtra, India 400 602 / +91-22-2598-6250/82/90
Home Page www.labindia-analytical.com
We are a Leading Indian Manufacturer of Analytical Instruments - Dissolution Testers (Now available with Syringe Pump), Tap/Bulk Density Meters, Tablet Frability, Dissicators & Hardness Testers, Sample Processors (Diluter / Dispenser), pH & Conductivity Meters, Auto Titrators & Karl Fischer Titrators, Melting Point & Visual Melting Range Apparatus along with a successful OER establishment for UV-Vis & Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer. We are also the Exclusive Distributors in India for Top-Notch Foreign Manufacturers – Bruker, CEI, Hanson, Teledyne Leeman, Magritek & many more.

Labnet International
31 Mayfield Avenue, Building 654
Edison, NJ 08837 / 732-417-0790
Home Page www.labnetlink.com
We are a manufacturer and distributor of laboratory equipment for Life Science research, whose product line includes Centrifuges, Liquid Handling equipment, Molecular Biology equipment, Rockers and Shakers and Constant Temperature equipment. Recently introduced is our Prisma and Prima Hi-speed ambient and refrigerated microcentrifuges; our unique MPS-1000 Plate Spinner Centrifuge and our MultiGene Optimus Thermal Cycler. Headquartered in Edison, NJ USA Labnet’s network of authorized dealers provide researchers with exceptional technical sale and service, worldwide.

Labs America
920 Auburn Court
Fremont, CA 94538 / 510-645-1257
Home Page www.labsamerica.com
Our group was founded on its unique abilities to design and manufacture high precision microscopes and optical instruments. From design concepts to finished products, our LABOMED(TM) brand instruments capture the essence of optical and mechanical perfection. With a modular line of microscopes from the elementary level to fully extendable systems for laboratory and medical use, our ability to consistently offer more for less has made LABOMED(TM) a well-recognized brand in optics worldwide.

Labomed Inc.
2726 S La Cienega Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90034 / 800-548-6907
Home Page www.labomed.com
We are ISO 9001-2000, FDA, and CE Certified. Since 1982, Labomed Inc. is a manufacturer of high-performance, reliable, and exceptional value scientific instruments, including, spectrophotometers, microscopes and diagnostic analyzers. The hallmark of Labomed Inc is superior technology at affordable prices. *SPECTROPHOTOMETERS*: single, double, and split beam scanning fixed or variable bandwidth. *MICROSCOPES*: basic to surgical microscopes. *BIOCHEMISTRY ANALYZERS*: semi and fully automatic. *COCHETTES*: glass and quartz. Labomed Inc. scientific instruments are used in basic educational to advanced research laboratories. Seeking distributor.
Labsphere, Inc.
231 Shaker Street
North Sutton, NH 03260 / 603-927-4266
Home Page www.labsphere.com

LabTech Hong Kong Ltd.
1 Wang Kwong Road
Booth 4052 (20x10)

LabWrench, a product-focused social networking site that provides the information users need to buy, support and service professionals run their labs like businesses; The Scientist, which reports on the latest innovations in the life sciences; and others.

We offer our clients and subscribers two print publications and related online information, industry-standard data, peer-reviewed content, trusted troubleshooting advice, and best-practice applications solutions, we serve as a mentor to laboratory-based analytical chemists so they can enhance their proficiency in modern chromatographic technique and validation assistance, training, and world class technical support to ensure our customers get the maximum value from their LabWare products.

For over four decades, Lancer has been the leader in providing effective solutions for washing applications. Lancer manufactures the broadest range of Laboratory Glassware Washers & Dryers providing solutions for critical cleaning applications including those for general research labs (LX, LXA and LPD), petroleum and industrial applications (TI) and QA/QC labs (all washers are validated). On-board storage of cleaning chemicals and HEPA filtered dryers is standard on most models and washers feature self-diagnostic microprocessor programming, and more capabilities, and denoised water final rinsing. Cleaning chemicals also available.

Laser Quantum Inc.
2033 Gateway Place, Suite 500
San Jose, CA 95110 / 408-467-5885
Home Page www.laserquantum.com

We are a world-class manufacturer of high quality solid-state and ultrafast laser sources. Our products are known throughout the world for their reliability, performance-excellence and long operational lifetime. Our expertise meets the needs of industry, aerospace, biomedicine and research, and you will find our products in laboratories and integrated into systems worldwide. Our lasers are found in applications including femtosecond Ti:Sapphire pumping, PIV, microscopy, fluorescence imaging and Raman spectroscopy, to name a few.

LC Resources, Inc.
1295 F Boulevard Way
Wheatfield, CA 94595 / 925-977-9374
Home Page www.lcresources.com

Our mission is to enhance the productivity, efficiency, and the overall value of separation science globally. Through unbiased peer-reviewed content, trusted troubleshooting advice, and best-practice applications solutions, we serve as a mentor to laboratory-based analytical chemists so they can enhance their proficiency in modern chromatographic technique and instrumentation. This, in turn, provides them with a competitive advantage for the real-world analysis issues they face.

LampTech, a company with 30+ years of experience in laboratory informatics. We leverage that know-how with state of the art technology to help organizations redefine and optimize the way their laboratories conduct business.
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LEAP Technologies
PO Box 969
Carrboro, NC 27510 / 800-229-8814
Home Page www.leaptec.com
Our company specializes in sample prep automation connected to GC / Mass Spec or stand-alone. The Robotic Tool Changing, CTC RT™ PAL, designed for sample prep automation, has push-button operation, 2 year warranty, no bungee cords. Tools include SPME, vortexters, advanced barcode reader. LEAP H/D-X PAL™ easy-to-use system automating process for scheduling and execution of HPLC-X experimental workflow. LEAP’s Collect PAL does rapid fractionation of sample separation for metabolic profiling using Scintillation Counter.

LECO Corporation
3000 Lakeview Ave
Saint Joseph, MI 49085 / 888-292-6141
Home Page www.leco.com
In 1936, LECO introduced the first rapid carbon detector to the American iron and steel industry. Today, LECO is recognized globally as a leader in the development of high-quality analytical instrumentation, mass spectrometers, comprehensive two-dimensional chromatography, metallography and optical equipment, and consumables. LECO’s latest instrumentation for elemental analysis features software with touch-screen interface for intuitive instrument control. Separation science products include high-speed Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrometry (TOFMS) for gas chromatography featuring LECO’s exclusive ChromaTOF® software.

Leland Limited, Inc.
2614 South Clinton Avenue
South Plainfield, NJ 07080 / 908-561-2000
Home Page www.lelandgas.com
We put gases in miniature disposable cylinders, cartridges, bulbs, and chargers. Production meets CGP standards, and manufacturing is performed in the United States, Europe, and Asia. The company offers pressure regulators. Capabilities include precision cleaning with supercritical carbon dioxide, thermal lysis, and M-brane welding. Leland is three continents and 300 people strong. ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485 registered.

LEONI Fiber Optics, Inc.
P.O. Box 615
Lightfoot, VA 23990 / 757-258-4805
Home Page www.leonifo.com
We will be exhibiting our line of exclusive fiberoptic dip probes and will also have on display the other types of fiberoptic assemblies and components specifically tailored for spectroscopic applications. Products include: Dissolution and Process control probes, fiberoptic bundles, patchcords, arrays, collimators, couplers, Fiber Switches & Splitters. We routinely take assemblies and components specifically tailored for spectroscoptic applications. Products include: Dissolution and Process control probes, fiberoptic bundles, patchcords, arrays, collimators, couplers, Fiber Switches & Splitters. We routinely take concept to product, creating solutions to the most difficult problems. Bring us your design ideas - if it involves fiber optics we should be able to help you.

LGC Standards
Queens Road
Teddington,
Middlesex, United Kingdom TW11 0LY / +44 (0) 20 8943 7000
Home Page www.lgcestandards.com
Joint booth with ARM and VHG, who are part of LGC Standards, for your quality assurance products and services: proficiency testing, reference materials, CRM, primary and secondary standards, customized standards and custom synthesis for pharmaceutical standards and impurities. Supporting sectors including pharmaceutical, biological, environmental, clinical, forensic, phytochemical, food, petrochemical and industrial. ISO Guide 43, ISO/IEC 17025 and ISO/IEC 17034 accredited. LGC is the UK National Measurement Institute for chemical and bioscientific measurement. We provide testing for forensic, genomics, health and food sciences.

LIMSABC
500 East Brevard Boulevard, Suite #1170
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33394 / 1-800-834-8618
Home Page www.limsabc.com
Our company specializes in LIMS software solutions to improve data integrity, efficiency, productivity and profitability as well as managing equipment, maintenance, compliance and chain of custody. Our Laboratory Informatics provides users with completely configurable LIMS software that will grow with their organizations. LIMSABC’s cloud-based LIMS software allows users to customize their software to suit their needs. The newest LIMS at LIMSABC is our mobile LIMS which offers user flexibility by enabling them to access and input data on iPads and Android tablets. Stop by our booth to learn how LIMSABC’s Laboratory Informatics can benefit your lab, whether it is a singular facility or incorporates numerous facilities worldwide.

Linseis Inc.
109 North Gold Drive
Robbinsville, NJ 08691 / 609-223-2070
Home Page www.linseis.com
Our company manufactures Thermal Analysis Instruments including the following: STA, TGA, STA, DSC, Dilatometers, X-ran Flash, Laser Flash Thermal Conductivity Systems, Siebeck Coefficient/Electrical Resistivity Instruments, and Magnetic Suspension Balances. For complete information about all our products please visit our website.

LIN Schimidts SA
46, chemin de l’Etang
Chatenay/Genève CH, Switzerland 1217 / +41793417300
Home Page www.lsgac.com
Our company for GasGenerators, GasBlenders, GasCalibration. Calibrators for AirPollution monitoring and EmissionControl. SO2, NO, NO2, O3, HC and BTX. Ozone-Generators for calibration purposes. High precision components for Gas-generation and pressure regulation. Laboratory Hydrogen Generators up to 1200 cm3/min for carrier gas + fuel gas application. (99.999%) purity. Hydrogen and Zero air. 19” rack mounted systems. Nitrogen Generators, for GC and LCMS application. Zero Air and Ultra Zero for Generators with and without on-board air compressor. ROC (rapid GCoven-cooler) to improve sample through put by cooling the GC oven faster.

Lovibond Tintometer
Lovibond House / Solar Way
Solstice Park,
Amersbury, United Kingdom SP4 7SU / +44 (0) 1980 664800
Home Page www.lovibondcolor.com
The Lovibond® visual and automated color measurement Instruments (spectrophotometers for transmission and reflectance; colorimeters and color comparators) are synonymous with accuracy in the analysis of liquids and solids including: edible, industrial & fuel oils, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, beverages & foodstuffs. The instruments and ISO17025 certified reference materials comply with international test methods and standards such as ASTM, DIN, AODS and ISO.

Magritek
32 Salamanca Road
Wellington, New Zealand 6012 / +64 4 9207671
Home Page www.magritek.com
The most sensitive benchtop NMR spectrometer due to the superior magnet design. The new Spinsolve compact NMR spectrometer from Magritek brings fast, high resolution NMR spectroscopy to the chemistry bench. The only benchtop NMR that can measure 1H, 19F, 13C and do 2D experiments such as COSY and JRES. The superb sensitivity (>100 ppm on 1% Ethyl Benzene) and high spectral resolution (< 1 Hz) means that spectra can be obtained from typical samples in 10 seconds. The Spinsolve benchtop NMR spectrometer uses standard 5mm tubes enabling quick sample loading and unloading.

Major Science Ltd.
19959 Sea Gull Way
Saratoga, CA 95070 / 408-366-9866
Home Page www.majorsci.com
With more than 10 years of experience as a leading lab instrument manufacturer, Major Science manufactures and designs products such as fermentation bioreactors, power supplies, thermoblock reactors and related accessories. Major Science provides laboratory products and quality services to biotechnology companies, academic institutions and government research labs across the world. As a professional lab equipment manufacturer, Major Science is consistently delivering cutting-edge instruments for the bio-industry that covers nearly all of your laboratory needs.

Malvern Instruments Inc.
117 Flanders Road
Westborough, MA 01581 / 508-768-6400
Home Page www.malvern.com
Our materials and biophysical characterization technology and expertise enables scientists and engineers to investigate, understand and control the properties of dispersed systems. Used in research, development and manufacturing, Malvern’s instruments provide critical information that helps accelerate research and product development, enhance and maintain product quality and optimize process efficiency.

ManSci Inc.
600 Main Street
Tonawanda, NY 14150 / 866-763-2122
Home Page www.mansci.com
We represent MANTECH, manufacturers of accurate, precise and rugged instruments for environmental, petrochemical and food laboratories, Unity Scientific for Automated Wet Chemistry Analyzers and NIVERTN Scientists for Syringe Filters and a complete line of Water Replacement Cartridges. WITH Nationwide sales and support, ManSci invites you to come see the PC-BO™: simple, automated BOD operation with dependable, reproducible results; PC-Titrate ™: Automated, multiple parameter analysis of pH, conductivity, alkalinity, fluoride, color, COD and other approved methods; and industry leading Autolab™-samplers.

M
Markes International Ltd
Gwau Elai Medi Science Campus
Llantrisant, United Kingdom RCT, CF72 8XL / +44 1443 230 935
Home Page www.markes.com
An industry leader in technology for trace-organic analysis, Markes International manufactures a range of instrumentation and software that enhances the analytical capability of GC-MS. As well as having a long-established reputation for thermal desorption solutions for GC, Markes also manufactures the ALMISO BenchTOP™ time-of-flight mass spectrometers (and associated software), powerful tools for single-run GC and GCxGC analysis of targets and unknowns. New for Pittcon 2014 will be Select-eV, ground-breaking variable-energy ionization technology developed specifically for BenchTOP.

MassTech, Inc.
6922 Columbia Gateway Drive #100
Columbia, MD 21046 / 443-539-1728
Home Page www.apmaldi.com

Masy Systems, Inc.
10 Lumar Park Drive
Pepperell, MA 01463 / 978-433-6279
Home Page www.masy.com

MATHESON
166 Keystone Drive
Montgomeryville, PA 18936 / 800-416-2505
Home Page www.matheisons.com

Matric Group
2099 Hill City Rd
Seneca, SC 29678 / 864-677-0716
Home Page www.matricgroup.com

McConne Group
850 Pasquinelli Drive
Westmont, IL 60559 / 814-677-0716
Home Page www.mcconegroup.com

McGraw-Hill Education
2 Penn Plaza, 9th Floor
New York, NY 10121-2298 / 866-766-6000
Home Page www.mhprofessional.com

McGraw-Hill Education
2 Penn Plaza, 9th Floor
New York, NY 10121-2298 / 866-766-6000
Home Page www.mhprofessional.com

McMillan Flow Products
PO Box 1340
Georgetown, TX 78626 / 800-861-0231
Home Page www.mcmlflow.com
Leading manufacturer of liquid and gas flow measurement and control devices for both laboratory and OEM use. Specializing in low flows (line sizes up to 3/4”), liquid flow ranges down to 0.05 mL/minute and gas flow ranges down to 0-20 sccm. Several technologies and wetted materials options, including PTFE and stainless steel. Manufactured in the USA and all units calibrated with high precision in our state-of-the-art calibration lab.

Mebius Advanced Technology Ltd.
#107-3-31 Nishioji-Kita
Suginami-Ku, Tokyo, Japan 167-0042 / +81-3-5311-7328
Home Page www.mebius-at.co.jp
We specialize in developing a Surface Plasmon Resonance Sensor system, including the SPR optical unit and the applications. Featured product: 1. SPR Construction KIT for Education: Ideal for learning basic optical setup and data manipulation for measuring SPR sensor data. 2. Tiny Potentiostat for Education: A computer controlled potentiostat with method for Cyclic Voltammetry and Chronoamperometry. 3. Analog Potentiostat Circuit Board: PCB unit for learning principle of potentiostat electronics. These are suitable for a wide range of applications, including environmental, pharmaceutical, chemical and industrial applications. OEM program is available.
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MicroLiter Analytical Supplies, Inc.  
P.O. Box 808 3600 Burnette Park Drive, Suite C  
Soussan, GA 30242 / 888-232-7840  
Home Page www.microliter.com  
(A WHEATON® Company)  
MicroLiter Analytical Supplies, Inc. utilizes 20 years of expertise to develop important products for the automotive market. The MicroLiter product line also assists preparation of samples by allowing the prep labs to utilize higher volume methods of sample prep. Samples had always been prepped in multi-well microplates and transferred to autosampler vials for final analysis. Now the final elution could be transferred to the Analytical Lab without costly transfers. MicroLiter has established itself as a leader of micropipette technology for chromatography.

MicroLiter Analytical Services  
4356 Communications Drive  
Norcross, GA 30093 / 770-662-5600  
Home Page www.microliter.com  
(MAS) MicroLiter Analytical Services and Micrometrics Pharmaceutical Services (MPS) both provide contract sample analysts and consulting services. MAS offers customers a choice of numerous different analytical techniques and dozens of methods for measuring particle size. MPS expands Micrometrics’ analytical service capabilities to meet the growing demand for contract services from the pharmaceutical industry. MPS also offers a comprehensive service program to provide instrument users with method development and method validation.

Micrometrics Instrument Corporation  
4356 Communications Drive  
Norcross, GA 30093 / 770-662-5600  
Home Page www.micrometrics.com  
Automated analytical laboratory instruments measure the physical characteristics of powders and solids. Measurements obtained include particle size, particle shape, surface area, pore volume, pore size and pore size distribution, material density, catalytic activity, and temperature-programmed reactions. Our Particulate Systems division features a line of materials characterization instruments that measure high pressure adsorption, gravimetric vapor sorption, magnetic tracess in materials, catalyst activity and selectivity, at permeability particle size, dynamic light scattering nano particle size, and zeta potential.

Microsaic Systems plc  
GMS House Boundary Road  
Woking, Surrey, United Kingdom GU21 5BX / +44 1483 751 576  
Home Page www.microsaic.com  
We are a high technology company developing and marketing next generation deployable mass spectrometry instruments. Microsaic offers solutions to enhance workflow and productivity in facilities around the world. As well as the 4000 MiD, the world’s smallest quadrupole MS we will be exhibiting our latest product the MiDiA. The MiDiA allows the chemist to directly analyse their samples whether it is an unknown sample in a beaker to a reaction mixture from a batch or flow reactor.

Microtrac  
146 Keystone Drive  
Montgomeryville, PA 18936 / 215-619-9920  
Home Page www.microtrac.com  
A global pioneer of particle characterization technologies, Microtrac strives to provide the world with innovative, reliable, and repeatable instruments that deliver insight and solutions to company’s complex product and process problems. Microtrac’s instruments can provide particle sizing, zeta potential, 3-D dynamic image analysis, molecular weight, surface analysis, and particle counting measurements. Microtrac also offers contract laboratory services, as well as, custom service plans designed to meet and exceed customer expectations.

Miele, Inc.  
9 Independence Way  
Princeton, NJ 08540 / 800-991-9380  
Home Page www.miele-gsa.com  
Manufacturer of state-of-the-art German engineered laboratory glassware washing systems (undercounter units as well as large capacity systems for central wash areas). Our glassware washers feature 304/316 grade stainless steel wash chambers, interchangeable baskets, direct injection cleaning, custom programs, connections for DI water, automatic detergent and neutralizer dispensing and HEPA filtered forced air drying. Miele lab washers offer fast cycle times, exceptional safety features, lower average water consumption and validation. Miele maintains fully trained sales and service throughout the USA.

Milestone Inc.  
25 Controls Drive  
Shelton, CT 06484 / 203-925-4200  
Home Page www.milestoneinc.com  
A global leader in the field of microwave sample prep and mercury analysis, Milestone Inc., offers a complete suite of productivity tools for today’s chemist to obtain the highest throughput for metals digestion, accelerated organic extractions, and mercury analysis. See the UltrAVISION featuring our patented Single Reaction Chamber Technology (SRC) revolutionizing microwave digestion through the use of mixed batches and disposable vials. Milestone will also be introducing a full line of mercury analyzers, a dual CV/AS/AFS system with modular capabilities to complement our industry leading direct mercury analyzer the DVA-80 for solids, liquids and gasses.

Milwaukee Instruments  
2950 Business Park Drive  
Rockey Mount, NC 27804 / 252-443-3630  
Home Page www.milwaukeeinstruments.com  
We from Mülleter Medical regard ourselves as problem solver and systems manufacturer for our clients, whom we support from the development phase until series production. We develop and produce components and finished devices for chemical analysis, IVD and HPLC. We offer tube reduction down to 50µm, grading, surface finishing, injection moulding, laser welding and coating systems. With 35 years experience Mülleter Medical is a specialist in custom fabrication of HIPIC hardware, r envoy probes, heater tubes, PIPE tube and pump systems.

Minutubes  
21 rue Jean Vaujany  
Grenoble, France 38100 / +33 426 58 50 00  
Home Page www.minutubes-usa.com  
Our company draws its own tubing and is therefore able to provide the customer with the smoothest ID, the least variation in ID and OD dimensions in virtually whatever metal material you require. This allows improved precision in sampling for seamless capillary tubing, needles and other tubing used in HPLC and UPLC. We control the metallic and mechanical properties of the various alloys we draw including: 316L, Ni300, Ti grade 2 as well as Ni and Inconel. We have also developed new equipment for cleaning and testing of our tubing and have in house the ability to fabricate components such as sample needles and loop capillaries.

MIRTHE Center  
Princeton University 70 Prospect Ave.,  
Princeton, NJ 08540 / 609-258-2043  
Home Page www.mirthecenter.org  
Mid-Infrared Technologies for Health and the Environment, MIRTHE is an Engineering Research Center sponsored by National Science Foundation. MIRTHE invents, develops and prototypes high-performance, cost-effective and market-ready mid-infrared trace gas sensor systems based on new technologies such as quantum cascade lasers for applications in health, environment and homeland security. MIRTHE closely collaborates with industry, practitioners, academic institutions and government laboratories.

MJK  
1700/7252 Brannum Lane  
Yellow Springs, OH 45387-1107 / 800-765-4974  
Home Page http://us.mjk.com/  
A Xylem brand, MJK is a manufacturer of level, flow and analytical instruments, controls and data acquisition systems. Level Transmitters, Electromagnetic and Open Channel Flow Meters, pH, Dissolved Oxygen and TSS monitoring.

MKS Instruments  
2 Tech Drive, Suite 201  
Andover, MA 01810 / 800-227-8766  
Home Page www.mksinst.com  
Our company has a broad portfolio of products to support the air and gas analysis market. These include mass spectrometer based residual gas analyzers, FTIR based gas analyzers, control and analysis software, gas and vapor delivery products, vacuum and pressure measurement and control products as well as leak detectors. Our booth will feature FTIR gas analyzers for process analysis, emissions monitoring, gas purity analysis and ambient air monitoring.

Mokon  
2150 Elmwood Ave  
Buffalo, NY 14207 / 716-876-9951  
Home Page www.mokon.com  
For over 55 years, Mokon has set the standard in the design and manufacture of high-quality heating and cooling systems to accurately control process temperatures from -20°F to 700°F (-29°C to 371°C). Our energy-efficient line of portable water and oil systems, chillers, combination heating/chilling systems, and custom/engineered designs offers precision temperature control. Our expertise includes clean room designs, laboratory and sanitary environments, tabletop systems, stainless steel and wash down construction, local and remote control functions, and much more.

Mölleter Medical GmbH  
Wasserkippenstr. 29-31  
Fulda, Germany 36043 / +49 (0) 661-94195 0  
Home Page www.moeller-medical.com  
We from Mülleter Medical regard ourselves as problem solver and systems manufacturer for our clients, whom we support from the development phase until series production. We develop and produce components and finished devices for chemical analysis, IVD and HPLC. We offer tube reduction down to 50µm, grading, surface finishing, injection moulding, laser welding and coating systems. With 35 years experience Mülleter Medical is a specialist in custom fabrication of HIPIC hardware, envoy probes, heater tubes, PIPE tube and pump systems.

Molnar Institute  
Schneeglockenstrasse 47  
Berlin, Germany 10407 / +49 30 421 5590  
Home Page www.molnar-institute.com  
Our company develops DryLab software, which supports analytical scientists in method development, optimization, trouble shooting, robustness testing, and training. Using real data from a minimal number of experimental runs, DryLab builds multi-dimensional selectivity maps depicting the interaction of the most important method parameters influencing a separation. Our systematics, guided method development process reduces development time from weeks to days, helps users optimize parameters, and enables easy compliance with regulatory standards (US), all while minimizing trial-and-error approaches to method refinement.
Motic Instruments, Inc.
130-6411 Viking Way
Richmond, BC Canada V6Y 2K9  / 877-977-4717
Home Page www.motic.com

A global microscope manufacturer. Motic will demonstrate its full line of microscope and digital imaging products for the University, Clinical Lab, Research, Hospital and industrial markets. Featured instruments include Motic’s AE Inverted and BA Clinical microscopes, both EPi-Fluorescence equipped, and Digital Imaging with Motic’s newest Motacam Series of digital cameras. Also shown will be the new BA110MET and POL scopes and software add-ons for analysis, documentation, measurement, and evaluation, along with a variety of microscopy illumination solutions.

Mett Manufacturing
452 Hardy Road
Brantford, ON Canada N3T 5L8  / 519-752-7825
Home Page www.mett.ca

Providing complete solutions for all of your laboratory needs. We offer a full line of quality products featuring steel laboratory furniture, premium grade architectural wood casework and furniture, flexible and mobile furniture systems, high performance and custom fume hoods, custom stainless steel work surfaces and sinks. Serving the industrial, pharmaceutical, education, health care and government markets since the early 1990’s. Since every laboratory’s needs are unique, we can design and engineer products to meet your exact requirements.

Moves Inc.
104 Commerce Drive, Suite C
Northampton, PA 18067  / 610-440-0478
Home Page www.movesinc.com

We are a leading supplier of advanced nano-optical and x-ray components used in display electronics, imaging, and analytical instrumentation. Moxtek x-ray products are critical for optimal elemental analysis in electron microscopy, especially for low-Z elements. Please contact us at info@moxtek.com for more information.

MRI Global Scientific
9515 Deerean Rd, Suite 900
Timonium, MD 21093  / 410-252-6616
Home Page www.MRIGlobalScientific.com

We are deeply committed and connected to the Scientific Community and have been for over 14 years. With a unique team based approach and total commitment to excellence, MRI Global Scientific is the trusted business partner you can count on to deliver only the very best talent in Science. Our commitment is to partner with you to ensure that your business goals and objectives are met through hiring the very best talent in the Scientific World.

MS-Noise
Suite 410, 185, Alewife Brook Parkway
Cambridge, MA 02139  / 617-577-3053
Home Page www.msonoise.com

For a quiet lab, MS Noise! Laboratories are often noisy due to vacuum pumps, water chillers, compressors, nitrogen generators, ultrasonic cleaners... The solution? MS Noise™ Acoustic Enclosures! MS NOISE is focused on acoustic insulation in laboratories. MS Noise enclosures reduce noise to an acceptable, safe and comfortable level for people who work around traditionally noisy equipment. MS Noise enclosures reduce noise levels between 15-20 dB(A) (avg. 75% down in perception) to 20 dB(A).

Mystaire Inc.
2150 E. Willston Ave.
Creektown, NC 27522  / 919-255-9472
Home Page www.mystaire.com

For over 25 years, Mystaire® has provided reliable and quality ductless fume hood solutions to protect laboratory personnel from exposure to potentially harmful fumes, gases and particulate. Mystaire® fume hoods are engineered for superior performance with state-of-the-art safety features and controls. The Mystaire® product range includes: ductless fume hoods, PCR workstations, evidence drying cabinets, balance enclosures, cyanoacrylate fuming chambers and fume extractors. Mystaire® manufactures its full line of laboratory safety equipment in Creektown, NC USA. Visit our website at for more information.

National Scientific Supply Company, Inc.
250 York Place
Richmond, BC Canada V6V 2K9  / 877-977-4717
Home Page www.nscsi.com

Established in 1984, NSS is committed to make innovative and high quality products in its plant in CA, USA. It offers, universal fit tips, azelaic blocking filter tips, various soaking options, microcentrifuge tubes, screw-cap vials, PCR tubes/plates, micro tube rack system & cluster tubes for sample storage, and much more. Now introducing top of the industry LEAF™ low-flow-retention technology to benefit researchers who run critical applications that require maximum recovery of samples. NSS also introduces new Goldengate BioScience brand with focus in series of high quality and user-friendly design products, all made in USA, for research community.

Nabtherm
54 Roads Way
New Castle, DE 19720  / 302-322-3665
Home Page www.nabtherm.com

Our company has been developing and producing industrial furnace for many applications for over 60 years and offers the widest and deepest range of furnaces worldwide. 150,000 satisfied customers offer proof of our commitment to excellent design, quality and cost efficiency. Short delivery times are ensured due to our complete in-house production and our wide variety of standard furnaces. In addition to furnaces for laboratory, Nabtherm offers a wide range of standard furnaces and plants for many other thermal processing applications.

Nacalai Tesque, Inc.
496 Higashitamagaya-cho Niito Katsushika, Nakagge-ku
Kiyota, Japan 664-0855  / +81-75-231-1730
Home Page www.nacalai.com

COSMOSIL chromatography product line includes analytical and preparatory HPLC or UHPLC columns for low-molecular compounds, hydrophobic compounds, Saccharides, Proteins, Fullerenes - 3 um18 columns for basic compounds - Novel stationary phase columns - Fast LC columns - Hydrophilic interaction chromatography columns (HILIC) - Protein separation columns (Reversed-phase, Gel filtration, Ion exchange) - Mono- and Oligo- Saccharide analysis columns (Sugar-Q) - Special columns for fullerene or carbon nanotube (Buckyprop,CNT).

Nanosystems Corp.
Bay 4, 4500 - 5 Street NE
Calgary, AB Canada T2N 1C1  / 403-769-9499
Home Page www.nanosystems.com

Nanjing Hongji Science & Educational Apparatus Co. Ltd.
907 Mingdu Plaza, 218 Changjiang Road Jiangjin, Jiangsu
Nanjing, Jiangsu, China  / 0086 510 86409394
Home Page www.nanjingeqi.com

Nanjing Sanai Laboratory Glassware Co. Ltd.
No. 510 Zhonghua Road
Nanjing, China  / 0086-25-52327990
Home Page www.chinaglassware.com

Our company was founded in 1989 as a professional manufacturing company of laboratory glassware. We are applying ourselves to quality and service. We provide the customers with various kinds of lab glassware and have built up good reputation among our customers over the past 20 years. Now our customers have spread worldwide. Our company got ISO9000-2001 Certification on January 2008. So we can well-founded believe that our products will satisfy different customers’ requirements. Furthermore we will still improve our quality and service in the future continuously.

Nanomagnetics Instruments
2024 Buck Cove Drive
Knoxville, TN 37922  / 865-309-4342
Home Page www.nanomagnetics-inst.com

Imagine an AFM in your lab starting at $15,000. NanoMagnetics Instruments specializes in standard and custom Atomic Force Microscopes from the affordable eA FM to the feature rich HP-AFM. We have a model fit meet both performance and pricing objectives. Ambient including liquids and Cryogenic to mK temperature solutions are available and include: AFM/NFM/SFM/STM/TEM and many additional modes for characterization are available as well as Nanolithography indentation. HEMs systems to 2.5T are available with either RT or Cryogenic samples stages. Bring a sample to image for yourself using the innovative eA FM which will be available at our booth.

Nasco Whirl-Pak
901 Janesville Avenue
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538  / 800-558-9595
Home Page www.nasco.com

Manufacture of WHRL-PAK™ sterile laboratory sample bags for transporting samples for QA testing, product analysis, and other laboratory applications. +1 Sterilization using ethylene oxide gas is completed after manufacturing to insure sterility with documentation available at www.whirl-pak.com. All bags contain Puncture Proof Tabs made by a patented process that covers the wire ends with PVC tape to minimize puncture, and damage to skin and gloves. WHRL-PAK™ bags (with a few exceptions) are manufactured under a quality management system certified to ISO 9001.

Natl Scientific Supply Company, Inc.
250 York Place
Claremont, CA 91711  / 800-621-4585
Home Page www.nat-sci.com

Established in 1984, NSS is committed to make innovative and high quality products in its plant in CA, USA. It offers; universal fit tips, azelaic blocking filter tips, various soaking options, microcentrifuge tubes, screw-cap vials, PCR tubes/plates, micro tube rack system & cluster tubes for sample storage, and much more. Now introducing top of the industry LEAF™ low-flow-retention technology to benefit researchers who run critical applications that require maximum recovery of samples. NSS also introduces new Goldengate BioScience brand with focus in series of high quality and user-friendly design products, all made in USA, for research community.
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Navaus Instruments
200 Earningshardt Street
Conway, SC 29526 / 843-347-3379
Home Page www.navaus-instruments.com
Complete solutions for minerals. Multi-capacity fusion machines for XRF, for any size lab, (4-6-8-12-16 beads) with simultaneous L.O.I. Multiple sample flux doser. Thousands samples a day. L.O.I. in one. As the leader in Macro Thermogravimetric Analysis Technology, we bring a new standard to the analysis of moisture, volatile, ash, L.O.I. TGAs with auto-covers for coal. 38-46 sample TGAs for Moisture, Ash, LOI. For food, instruments that auto-load, organize and analyze large numbers of samples, unattended, automatically, even overnight.

N-BIOTEK Inc
402-803 Techno-Park Taklue-Dong Woomi-Gu
Bucheon-si, Gyeonggido, South Korea 423774 / 92-32-321-2100
Home Page www.n-biotek.com
Manufacturer-Shaker, CO2 Incubator, Vortex Mixer, Incubator Shaker, BSC, Bath, Oven, Autodravers, Stem Cell Work Station, Live Cell Work Station, Centrifuge, Clean Room. We are also specialized in Stem Cell Research & Cell Facility Set-up. Total Solution Provider for Stem Cell Business and Research.

Neptune Research Inc.
267 Fairfield Ave
West Caldwell, NJ 07006 / 800-424-7853
Home Page www.neptune-research.com
MResearch "Inc., a USA based manufacturer of Miniature Solenoid Operated Teflon® Isolation and Pinch Valves has provided dedicated service to the Analytical Chemistry, Bio-Medical and Laboratory Marketplace. Standard item inventory offers lines of Teflon® isolation valves, pinch valves (single, dual and synchronous switching), insert fittings and connectors. Patented designs feature small size, low power consumption, high cycle life and fast response time. Product developments include valves with Position Sensors, Panel and Manifold Mount Valves that include seated Materials such as Teflon®, Kel-F, Perk and PPS, and our new Full Opening Pinch valve.

Neptul Scientific USA
1592 Hart St.
Rahway, NJ 07065 / 732-381-0268
Home Page www.neptulscientificusa.com
We are a worldwide manufacturer of plastic laboratory goods. Class leading technological machinery is utilized within our expansive manufacturing site based in Wuxi, China. Decades of plastic injection molding experience allows us to tightly control the highest standards expected within the hospitals, research communities and industrial/clinical laboratories we serve. Nest USA profiles an expansive listing of Cell/Tissue Culture treated goods, qPCR/PCR consumables & general lab control. We serve the pharmaceutical, biotech, chemical and environmental industries. We distribute products from leading manufacturers. Our product categories include: Chromatography Columns & Supplies, Glassware & Plastics, Labware, Bio Reagents & Chemicals, and Benchtop Instruments. ISO, ISO, NSF, WBE, and MBE certifications. Please visit our website.

NETZSCH Instruments N.A. LLC
129 Middlesex Turnpike
Burlington, MA 01803 / 781-272-5353
Home Page www.netzsch-thermal-analysis.com
Thermal analysis & thermal properties instruments, calorimeters, & contract testing; New DSC 214 Polyma, built for polymer analysis w. specially-designed furnace & sensor combination for fast heating & cooling; new Concave crucibles w. unique sample-capturing tool. New instruments for Battery Calorimetry - IBC 204 Isothermal Battery Calorimeter (R&D 100 Award Winner) for large format Li-ion batteries and MWC 224 coin-cell calorimeter. Top loading TGA & STA (DSC-TGA) w. 100 hanging-down wires for ease-of-use & coupling to FTR, IR, GC & MS. New LFA 467 HyperFlash Light Flash Analyzer for thermal diffractivity/conductivity, plus DMA, TMA, Dilatometers & DEA.

NETZSCH Premier Technologies
125 Pickering Way
Exton, PA 19341 / 610-879-2020
Home Page www.netzsch.com
About us: An affiliated company of the German-based NETZSCH Feinmahltechnik GmbH, NETZSCH Premier Technologies, LLC (Etron, PA) provides customized grinding, mixing, dispersing, blending, deaeration, classifying, press and laboratory solutions for the pharmaceutical market. NETZSCH has been an innovative technology leader for over 130 years and has more than 2300 employees world-wide. From lab size to complete custom engineered systems, NETZSCH machinery helps increase solubility and efficacy.

Neute Group Inc
200 Central Ave
Farmington, NY 11775 / 516-670-0077
Home Page www.neutegroup.com

Neve’s Ink, Inc.
2500 W. Sunset Drive
Waukesha, WI 53189 / 262-540-0345
Home Page www.neveink.com
Our company specializes in manufacturing laboratory labels and tapes. Due to our steadfast values of providing high quality products at competitive prices, we have experienced continual growth throughout the years. We are frequently expanding our product line and warehousing capabilities to meet customers’ demands.

New Energy Photoconductor Corp.
253 Manfield Ave. PO Box M
Norton, MA 02766 / 888-727-7273
Home Page www.nepcorp.com
Lead Selenide (PbSe), Lead Sulphide (PbS), Extended and Standard Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) and Pneumatic infrared detectors. IR array with custom electronics. InGaAs, PbS and PbSe detector controllers. Standard and custom room temperature and thermoelectrically cooled assemblies with IR Filters or lenses. Sandwich two color detectors, steady state and pulsed IR sources, source controllers. Amplifiers, TE cooler controllers, infrared filters and windows with or without AR coatings. Custom hermetic packages with optical filters.

Newton Scientific, Inc.
255 Bent Street
Cambridge, MA 02141 / 617-334-9469
Home Page www.newtonscientific.com
We are a leading supplier of high performance miniature x-ray sources for handheld, portable and bench-top x-ray instruments. Our products are used in the smallest and most powerful portable and handheld x-ray systems on the market today. Applications include EDXRF for materials analysis and x-ray imaging for biomedical and security applications. We provide a x-ray monoblocks with voltages up to 70 kV and power levels up to 10 watts. All x-ray sources are self-shielded and include a convenient analog control interface. Standard and custom OEM models are available.

Next Instruments Pty Ltd
B1, 366 Edgar Street
Conndell Park, NSW Australia 2200 / 612 9771 9446
Home Page www.nextinstruments.net
Our company has developed a range of instruments, analyzers and testing equipment for the food, agriculture and nutrition markets. Near Infrared Spectrometers, Seed Imaging, Oxidor Analysis, Dynamic Index and Resistant Starch Analysis are the main technologies available from Next Instruments. The company’s brand names in CropScan, MultiScan NIR analyzers, SeedScan, OxidorScan and NutriScan. At Pittcon 2014 we will be displaying the MultiScan Series 4000 FNRX Spectrometer, the MultiScan Series 1000 NNR Analyzer and SeedExpress SC5500 Image Analyzer.

Nextel dow

Neutron Group, Inc.
513 W. Wrightwood Ave
Elmhurst, IL 60126 / 630-782-6400
Home Page www.nextteq.com
Our Process Analyzers replace this time consuming task of field sampling and lab analysis. Our analyzers are placed in the field near the process to be measured. They then automatically collect samples and perform the required measurements. The results are reported electronically to plant operations. Many different types of measures can be made by our analyzers; for example: hardness, alkalinity, chloride, caustic, sulfuric acid, hydrogen peroxide, boron, cyanide, fluoride, ammonia and many more types of analyses.

Nichiryo America, Inc.
114 Weldon Parkway
Maryland Heights, MO 63043 / 314-872-9100
Home Page www.nichiryoamerica.com

Nigata Co., Ltd.
2-12-5 Komaeaka, Tsurumi-ku
Yokohama, Japan 230-0071 / 81-45-580-3181
Home Page www.nigata-cota.co.jp
Our company delivers engineering solutions for researchers and engineers at companies and universities, including industrial design, prototyping, fabrication, and installation of experimental apparatus and jigs. We process resin, nonmetal metals, and so on accurately. Nigata also specializes in prototyping resin-less, transparent parts for showing the inside. Materials may be acrylic, silicone, poly carbonate, etc.
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Nippon Instruments North America
12355 State Hwy 30
College Stations, TX 77845 / 979-774-3800
Home Page www.nip.nic.us
For over 35 years, Nippon Instruments Corporation (NIC) has been a world leader in the design and manufacturing of innovative mercury analyzers. NIC features a suite of revolutionary mercury analyzers for completely automated analysis of solid, liquid, and gaseous sample types. Including discrete technology-based analyzers, fully automated digestion systems, portable field analyzers, and online process units, NIC has a mercury analyzer to fit your specific needs. For more information please visit us or call today.

Nipro Glass Americas
1200 N. 10th Street
Millville, NJ 08332 / 856-825-1400
Home Page www.niproglass.com

NIST/ORM
100 Bureau Drive, Stop 2300
Gaithersburg, MD 20899 / 301-975-2200
Home Page www.nist.gov/orm
Our company supports and promotes computational measurements by certifying and providing over 1200 Standard Reference Materials with well-characterized composition or properties, or both. SRMs are used to perform instrument calibrations as part of overall quality assurance programs, to verify the accuracy of specific measurements and to support the development of new measurement methods. The Standard Reference Data Group has provided well-documented numeric data to scientists and engineers for use in technical problem-solving, research, and development. The Calibration Services are designed to help the makers and users of precision instruments achieve high levels of measurement quality and productivity.

NorGren - AFP
233 Albright West
Thetford Mines, PQ Canada G6G 7W1 / 418-338-0004
Home Page www.tflproducts.ca
Analytical Flow Products (AFP), now part of NorGren, is an innovative manufacturer of precision diaphragm and rotary valves, fittings and tubing for gas and liquid chromatography instrumentation. In August 2013, AFP products, technologies and research capabilities became part of the global NorGren family of products for life sciences and analytical instrumentation. OES and system integrators, along with Aloe pump pumps, syringes and needles, FLS valves and KFP manifolds. NorGren components and custom Engineering Advantage solutions deliver the repeatability, sensitivity and reliability that are key to superior analytical device performance.

Norlab Calibration Gases & Equipment
1125 W. Amitry Rd
Beale, ID 83705 / 800-657-6672
Home Page www.norlab-gas.com

Nor-Lake Scientific
727 Second Street
Hudson, WI 54016 / 800-477-5253
Home Page www.norlakescientific.com
Nor-Lake Scientific offers a complete line of laboratory and diagnostic equipment. Our extensive lines of products include, but are not limited to, refrigerators, freezers, low temperature freezers, all types of shakers, centrifuges, 3 and 5 position walk-in freezers, and complete system solutions such as Low Temperature Freezers, Automation and Robotic Biological Enclosures, Animal Transfer and Cage Changing Stations, Animal Bedding and Waste Dump Stations, Pharmacy Compounding Isolators, Polypyrrole Furnace Hood and Countertop and Centrifuges.

North Star Imaging, Inc.
19875 South Diamond Lake Road
Rogers, MN 55374 / 763-463-5650
Home Page www.norstarimaging.com
North Star Imaging, Inc. is a California-based company that specializes in medical and research imaging products. We are your source for advanced imaging products, including digital imaging systems, digital magnifiers, digital microscopes, and accessories. We specialize in providing imaging products that meet the demands of our customers. Our commitment to delivery accuracy, quality, and reliability at a competitive price makes us the industry leader. For more information, visit our website.

NOVATECH
Azucena #670
Guadalajara Jalisco, Mexico 45588 / 52 (33) 3659-8148
Home Page www.equiponovatech.com

NBD-Advanced Static Control
2937 Alt Blvd
Grand Island, NY 14072 / 800-525-8076
Home Page www.nbdinc.com
NBD is a worldwide supplier of Static Control Solutions and the only manufacturer to offer a “Self Powered” in-balance static eliminator. We will be launching our new family of Analytical Balance static eliminators at Pittcon 2014.

NSG Precision Cells
195 Central Ave, Suite G
Farmington, NY 14075 / 631-249-2747
Home Page www.nsgcells.com
We are the world leader for all spectrophotometer accessories such as cuvettes, calibration standards, cell holders, quartz and glass cells. NSG offers you the ability to customize any cell so you can get exactly what you need. NSG also manufactures flow cells for flow cytometers. NSG can meet the tightest flow cell tolerances with unmatched optical properties.

NSI Lab Solutions
7212 NCC Blvd.
Raleigh, NC 27617 / 800-234-7837
Home Page www.nsilabsolutions.com
Certified Reference Materials. Manufactures and certifies CRMs for ICP, ICPMS, GC, GCMS, microbiology and spectrometry. Categories include organic environmental CRMs, inorganic environmental CRMs, environmental microbiology CRMs, food matrix standards, pesticide residue and food/beverage microanalysis. Accredited to ISO Guide 34, ISO 9001, ISO 17025 and ISO 17043.

Nuâre
2100 Fernbrook Lane
Plymouth, MN 55447 / 800-328-3352
Home Page www.nuare.com
Quality and dependability for the future. For over 40 years Nuâre has provided research professionals in life science, clinical diagnostic, animal vivarium, pharmacy, industrial, and environmental laboratories ergonomically designed laboratory equipment. Nuâre manufactures and sells Biological Safety Cabinets, CO2 Incubators, Laminar Airflow Workstations, Ultra Low Temperature Freezers, Automation and Robotic Biological Enclosures, Animal Transfer and Cage Changing Stations, Animal Bedding and Waste Dump Stations, Pharmacy Compounding Isolators, Polypyrrole Furnace Hood and Countertop and Centrifuges.

O2si smart solutions
2030 Savage Road
Charleston, SC 29407 / 866-272-0932
Home Page www.o2si.com
We provide innovative, cost effective and on time smart solutions to meet your needs. Registered and operating under the guidelines of ISO 17025 and ISO 9001:2008, o2si provides a complete line of Organic and Inorganic NIST Traceable Reference Standards used in the Chemical, Environmental, Petroleum, Clinical, Food, Industrial Hygiene, and Pharmaceuticals Industries. At the end of the day, o2si provides what you are looking for – a smart solution to your problem.

Oakton Instruments
625 E. Bunker Court
Vernon Hills, IL 60061 / 888-462-5866
Home Page www.oakton.com
Our company sets the standard again and again. For more than 20 years, Oakton Instruments has remained in the forefront with technological breakthroughs. From introducing the world’s first microprocessor-based pocket-sized pH meter in 1991 to the user-friendly, intuitive innovations of today, Oakton offers the electrochemistry and thermometry instrumentation that meet the demands of our customers. Our commitment to deliver accuracy, quality, and reliability at a competitive price makes Oakton an industry leader. For more information, visit our website.

Oasis Scientific Inc.
3110 Wade Hampton Blvd. Suite #18
Greenville, SC 29607 / 864-469-0919
Home Page www.oasisscientific.com
Mission of Oasis Scientific Inc. is to develop and market innovative, high quality and affordable products. Our featured products include Witney digital microscopes, Vindra boroscope/microscopes, inspection cameras, wi fi microscopes and boroscopes, WiPRO digital microscopes and WiPRO digital magnifiers. We also have halogen magnetic stirrers, electrochemical instruments, UV/VIS spectrophotometers, digital overhead stirs, rotary evaporators, and lab coating machine. We provide stocking, technical and customer services. We custom manufacture imaging products (digital microscopes and boroscopes) per customer’s specifications.

Ochino U.S. QAQC Lab
589 Rappahannock Drive
White Stone, VA 22579 / 804-318-3666
Home Page www.ochequip.com
Advanced particle characterization systems using digital imaging and special optics. Low to high throughput. Newly developed shape parameters, with detection to 200 nm.

Ocean Optics, Inc.
830 Douglas Ave
Dunedin, FL 34698 / 727-733-2447
Home Page www.OceanOptics.com

OEA Laboratories LLC
7212 ACC Blvd.
Raleigh, NC 27617 / 800-234-7837
Home Page www.oelasabs.com
We supply and sell the highest quality consumables for elemental analyzer and elemental analyzer isotopic ratio mass spectrometry users. Our products are recognized globally and come with our full no quibble exchange guarantee. OEA products are suitable for all makes of elemental analyzer including Leega, Elemental, Thermo/Carlo Erba, Perkin Elmer, Dumatherm*, Europa/Secon, Ester, Analytical, Eltra, Horiba, Eurovector, Shimadzu, Antek, Iepl and others. OEA Labs also offer a contract analytical service for elemental analysis and isotope ratio mass spectrometry analysis more details available via our website.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum USA Inc.</td>
<td>Booth 1556 (20x10), SR13&lt;br&gt;5700 Mellon Road&lt;br&gt;Export, PA 15622 / 800-764-5369&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.oerlikon.com/leyboldvacuum">www.oerlikon.com/leyboldvacuum</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFI Testing Equipment, Inc.</td>
<td>Booth 1218 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;11302 Steeplecres Dr.&lt;br&gt;Houston, TX 77065 / 432-320-7300&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.ofite.com">www.ofite.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHAUS Corporation</td>
<td>Booth 856 (20x20)&lt;br&gt;7 Campus Drive Suite 310&lt;br&gt;Paripanny, NJ 07904 / 973-377-9000&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.ohaus.com">www.ohaus.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivet Instruments, Inc.</td>
<td>Booth 4231 (40x20), SR41&lt;br&gt;P.O. Box 1909 151 Graham Road&lt;br&gt;College Station, TX 77842-9010 / 800-453-1711&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.oico.com">www.oico.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympus NDT</td>
<td>Booth 4539 (30x10)&lt;br&gt;48 Woerd Ave&lt;br&gt;Waltham, MA 02453 / 781-419-3900&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.olympus-im.com">www.olympus-im.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega Engineering</td>
<td>Booth 1451 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;2229 S. Yale St.&lt;br&gt;Santa Ana, CA 92704 / 800-773-7869&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.omega.com">www.omega.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimize Technologies, Inc.</td>
<td>Booth 4048 (20x10)&lt;br&gt;Oregon City, OR 97045 / 800-669-9015&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.optimizeitech.com">www.optimizeitech.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orochem Technologies Inc.</td>
<td>Booth 1260 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;340 Shuman Blvd&lt;br&gt;Naperville, IL 60563 / 630-210-8300&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.orchem.com">www.orchem.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ondax Inc</td>
<td>Booth 4143 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;850 E Duarte Rd&lt;br&gt;Monrovia, CA 91016 / 626-357-9600&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.ondax.com">www.ondax.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optics.org</td>
<td>Booth 4733 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;2 Alexandra Gate, Ffordd Pengam&lt;br&gt;Cardiff, United Kingdom CF24 2SA / 44 117 905 5330&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.optics.org">www.optics.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimize Technologies, Inc.</td>
<td>Booth 4048 (20x10)&lt;br&gt;Oregon City, OR 97045 / 800-669-9015&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.optimizeitech.com">www.optimizeitech.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlino Instruments/A Newport Corporation Brand</td>
<td>Booth 4433 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;150 Long Beach Blvd.&lt;br&gt;Stratford, CT 06615 / 203-377-8282&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.newport.com/oriol">www.newport.com/oriol</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimize Technologies, Inc.</td>
<td>Booth 1260 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;340 Shuman Blvd&lt;br&gt;Naperville, IL 60563 / 630-210-8300&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.orchem.com">www.orchem.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oreochem Technologies Inc.</td>
<td>Booth 4851 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;690 Olden Road&lt;br&gt;Bangor, ME 04401 / 866-269-8007&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.ossmaine.com">www.ossmaine.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otsuka Electronics Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Booth 4317 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;3-26-3, Shiodai-Tajika&lt;br&gt;Hirakata, Osaka, Japan 573-1132 / +81-72-855-8564&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.photal.co.jp">www.photal.co.jp</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega Engineering</td>
<td>Booth 1451 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;2229 S. Yale St.&lt;br&gt;Santa Ana, CA 92704 / 800-773-7869&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.omega.com">www.omega.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimize Technologies, Inc.</td>
<td>Booth 4048 (20x10)&lt;br&gt;Oregon City, OR 97045 / 800-669-9015&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.optimizeitech.com">www.optimizeitech.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlino Instruments/A Newport Corporation Brand</td>
<td>Booth 4433 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;150 Long Beach Blvd.&lt;br&gt;Stratford, CT 06615 / 203-377-8282&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.newport.com/oriol">www.newport.com/oriol</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlino Instruments/A Newport Corporation Brand</td>
<td>Booth 4433 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;150 Long Beach Blvd.&lt;br&gt;Stratford, CT 06615 / 203-377-8282&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.newport.com/oriol">www.newport.com/oriol</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimize Technologies, Inc.</td>
<td>Booth 1260 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;340 Shuman Blvd&lt;br&gt;Naperville, IL 60563 / 630-210-8300&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.orchem.com">www.orchem.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otsuka Electronics Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Booth 4317 (10x10)&lt;br&gt;3-26-3, Shiodai-Tajika&lt;br&gt;Hirakata, Osaka, Japan 573-1132 / +81-72-855-8564&lt;br&gt;Home Page <a href="http://www.photal.co.jp">www.photal.co.jp</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are a world leading supplier of vacuum equipment, components and systems for the Analytical and Scientific Instrument market. Our product range includes high vacuum turbomolecular pumps with conventional ceramic bearings and magnetic bearing technology, oil sealed and dry mechanical rotary vane pumps, scroll pumps, vacuum gauges and leak detectors. OLV equipment is used on mass spectrometers, electron microscopes, centrifuges, sample preparation equipment, particle counters and many other types of analytical equipment for both R&D and production. For more information contact us at our website.
Oxford Instruments
300 Baker Avenue, Suite 850
Concord, MA 01742-2524 / 978-369-9993
Home Page www.oxford-instruments.com
Our company provides leading-edge tools for imaging, characterization, manipulation and fabrication at the nanometer scale. Used on electron microscopes (SEM & TEM) and ion-beam systems (IBS), our materials characterization tools include systems for EDS, EBSD and WDS - while nanomanipulation and gas injection systems allow for sample preparation. Our subsidiary Asylum Research is the technology leader in atomic force probe microscopy (AFM) for both materials and bioscience applications.

Oxford University Press
196 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016 / 800-451-1305
Home Page www.oup.com

P
P S Analytical
Arthur House, Crayfields Industrial Park
Main Road
Orpington, Kent, United Kingdom BR5 3HP / 0044 1689 891211
Home Page www.psanalytical.com
We are an ISO9001: 2008 certified company which provides complete solutions from sampling through to measurement systems for the ultra- low-level determination and speciation of mercury and the heavy forming elements including arsenic, selenium, antimony, bismuth and tellurium. Instrumentation is tailored to meet individual customer requirements for the petrochemical, chemical and environmental markets. Systems for measurement of mercury in gas streams form the cornerstone of on-line analyzers and continuous emissions monitors, providing data and control for mercury measurement and removal systems.

PAC
8824 Fallbrook Dr
Houston, TX 77064 / 800-446-7378
Home Page www.pacelabs.com/equip
We are a leading global provider of advanced analytical instruments for laboratories and online process applications in industries such as refinery, petrochemical, biofuels, environmental, food & beverage, and pharmaceutical. To provide customers with cutting-edge technology, PAC leverages significant R&D resources to support these core technologies, including chromatography, elemental analysis, physical properties, and fuels composition. PAC's product portfolio includes leading product lines with long histories of developing innovative instrumentation: A/G Analytical Controls, Antek, Alook, Cambridge Viscosity, Pratip, PSi, Dl and Walter Heraeg.

Pace Analytical Services
1800 Elm Street SE
Minneapolis, MN 55414 / 612-456-1100
Home Page www.pacelabs.com/equip
Your Total Laboratory Resource. Within the LabShop and Life Sciences divisions we provide: (1) Refurbished & Pre-Qualified Instrumentation - GC, GC/MS, LC, LC/MS, ICP-OES, ICP-MS, Dissolution, General Laboratory Equipment (balances, centrifuges, ovens, incubators, rotavacs, etc) (2) Cost-Effective Instrumentation Services from Experts - PMs, Repairs, Qualifications, Service Contract, Training (3) Professional Staffing Services for acquiring long-term scientific personnel (4) FDA-registered Chemistry & Microbiology Contract Laboratory Services

Pall Life Sciences
25 Harbor Park Dr.
Port Washington, NY 11050 / 516-484-3600
Home Page www.pall.com
We are a filtration, separation and purification leader providing solutions to meet the critical fluid management needs of customers across the broad spectrum of life sciences and industry. Pall works with customers to advance health, safety and environmentally responsible technologies. The company’s engineered products enable process and product innovation and minimize emissions and waste. Visit Pall Life Sciences to learn about our laboratory product line covering analytical and molecular sample prep, sterility testing applications and more.

PANalytical
117 Flanders Road
Westborough, MA 01581 / 508-647-1100
Home Page www.panalytical.com
Identifying your materials, controlling your processes, delivering the ultimate customer experience - PANalytical is the analytical partner you need. For more than 40 years we’ve been supporting our customer’s business opportunities with a relentless dedication to service. Through restless innovation we continue to retest the bar of analytical performance in X-ray Fluorescence (XRF), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES), in-line Controlled Neutron Analysis (CNA) and Near-Infrared (NIR) spectroscopy. We will be launching impressive technology advancements at this year’s Pittcon, and invite you to booth 2231 to learn more.

Parco Scientific Company
P.O. Box 851559
Westland, MI 48185 / 877-592-5837
Home Page www.parcoscientific.com
Leading manufacturer of microscopes, balances, biotechnology equipment, anatomical models, water baths and prepared slides. We offer a wide range of laboratory equipment and supplies to suit your needs.

Parker Balston Division
242 Meck Road
Haverhill, MA 01835 / 800-343-4048
Home Page www.parker.com/fs/balston/labgasgenerators
Our company manufactures high efficiency gas generators to eliminate high pressure cylinders from the laboratory. Gas generators provide increased safety, free up laboratory space, save money and produce ultra-high purity gases for your laboratory instruments. With a gas generator you are in control. These state-of-the-art gas generators continuously produce ultra-high purity gases for LC/MS, GC, FT-IR, TOC, ICP, AA and other instrumentation. All products are backed by fully-staffed field sales and service organizations and one-year warranty. Preventative maintenance programs and extended warranties are available for all Parker Balston products.

Parker domicilue hunter Division
242 Meck Road
Haverhill, MA 01835 / 800-343-4048
Home Page www.parker.com/fs/dilab/labgasgenerators
We are a leading manufacturer of hydrogen, nitrogen, and zero air gas generators to replace high pressure cylinders used with laboratory instrumentation. Frequent applications for domilue hunter systems include LC/MS, GC, GC/MS, FT-IR purge and solvent evaporation.

Parker Electromechanical Automation Division
5500 Business Park Drive
Rohnert Park, CA 94928 / 800-358-9070
Home Page www.parkermotion.com
Our Electromechanical Automation Division - North America (EMNA) is an industry-leading manufacturer of electromechanical automation components and systems for the industrial, mobile, packaging and life sciences markets. As a division within the Automation Group, EMNA’s products include: HMI & touchscreens, motion controllers, motor drivers/amplifiers, rotary and linear servo motors, electric actuators and positioners, and 1- and 3-slot aluminum framing and guard. EMNA specializes in the manufacture of low volume, high mix motion control products, and is well known for its broad standard product portfolio, customization capabilities and strong engineering focus.

Parker Hannifin Corporation
6035 Parkland Blvd.
Cleveland, OH 44124-4141 / 216-896-1000
Home Page www.parker.com
With annual sales of $13 billion in fiscal year 2013, Parker Hannifin is the world’s leading diversified manufacturer of motion and control technologies and systems, providing precision-engineered solutions for a wide variety of mobile, industrial and aerospace markets. The company employs approximately 116,000 people in 49 countries around the world. Parker has increased its annual dividends paid to shareholders for 57 consecutive fiscal years, among the top five longest-running dividend-increase records in the S&P 500 index. For more information, visit the company’s website or its investor information website at www.phstock.com.

Parker Instrumentation Division
242 Township Line Road
Hatfield, PA 19440 / 215-723-4000
Home Page www.parkermotion.com
Our flow and pressure control instruments, both standard or modified to customer design requirements, excel in some of the world’s most performance-critical applications. They play a vital role in the production of computer chips. They are trusted for the regulation and measurement of anesthetic gases in operating rooms worldwide. They aid in the production of pharmaceutical drugs, cutting-edge biotech research, dental patient sedation and environmental monitoring.

Parker Precision Fluidics Division
26 Clinton Drive, Unit 103
Hollis, NH 03049 / 603-595-1500
Home Page www.parker.com/precisionfluidics/products
Our Precision Fluidics Division introduces the Parker Smart Syringe Pump. At one third the size and weight of standard 30ml syringe pumps, the Parker Smart Syringe Pump improves the performance of Analytical Chemistry systems by increasing resolution and bringing the pump to the point of dispense. Parker Precision Fluidics is a leading supplier of miniature fluidic components and system solutions integral to the world’s medical and analytical instrumentation. Product technologies include pneumatic and chemically inert isolation valves, diaphragm pumps, syringe pumps, electronic pressure controllers, and sub-systems. Parker provides complete solutions comprised of a broad range of components. For more, visit our website.
by using digital image analysis and conductivity.

tributing Teclis Tracker, which measures surface/interfacial tension and the Foamscan which characterizes foam properties.

Analyzers can be used in the lab/process environments achieving unprecedented resolution, accuracy and sensitivity. Dis-

concentrations exceeding 10 million particles per mL. A modular design provides applications based solutions so our

FX Nano, high concentration analyzers that size/count particles over a wide dynamic range starting at 0.15 microns and at

Home Page www.pssnicomp.com

Port Richey, FL 34668  / 727-846-0866

8203 Kristol Circle Booth 1245 (10x10)

Particle Technology Labs

555 Rogers Street

Downers Grove, IL 60515 / 630-969-2703

Booth 1245 (10x10)

Premier QCAA service laboratory, dedicated to quality particle size and characterization. Non-based facility which provides

the most appropriate instrument and result based upon your sample types and needs. Utilizing over 20 different technolo-
gies, PTL has significant capacity to measure particle size, concentration, and shape, as well as surface area, porosity,
zeta potential, powder flowability, and thermal gravimetric analysis. Instrumentation includes Malvern, Elzone, Beckman-

Coulter, Particle Sizing Systems, Micromeritics and Quantachrome. Method development and validation available. FDA

registered, DEIA licensed (II-IV).

Peak Laboratories, LLC

2330 Old Middlefield Way 910

Mountain View, CA 94043 / 650-691-1267

Booth 1664 (20x20)

Home Page www.peaklaboratories.com

Our company designs and manufactures fully integrated process GCs (model: Peak Performer 1) for ppt >> % level analysis.

Applications include, but are not limited to the analysis of VOC, CO, CO2, C4H, Ar, O2, N2, H2, hydrocarbons, and other

substances in a variety of matrices for high purity gasses, air separation plants, air monitoring and university / research labs.

In addition, we have industry partners who provide products and services for specialty gas analysis (e.g. toxics and

comomers).

Peak Scientific Instruments Ltd

Fountain Crescent Inchinnan Business Park

Inchinnan, Renfrewshire, Scotland,

United Kingdom PMS WRE / 0141 812 8100

Booth 1644 (20x20)

Home Page www.peakscientific.com

We are a manufacturer of laboratory Gas Generators including nitrogen, hydrogen and zero air suitable to operate most

laboratory analytical applications such as LC/MS (liquid chromatography mass spectroscopy) and GC (Gas chromatography).

With varying flow rates, purities & pressures of gas generators, available with or without internal air compressors, Peak are

confident to offer the complete solution to your total Gas requirements. Our Gas Generators provide a safe & economical

alternative to combustible bottled Gas cylinders offering a constant purity resulting in accurate analysis.

Pentair Filtration & Process

1330 Hammond Road

White Bear Lake Township, MN 55110 / 651-653-2000

Booth 1621 (20x10)

White Bear Lake Township, MN 55110 / 651-653-2000

Booth 1621 (20x10)

Home Page www.pentair.com

Pentair® operates its U.S. FDA-registered facility under ISO 13485, ISO 9001, GMP (good manufacturing practice), FDA (First

In First Oat) manufacturing, clean room production and other exacting standards to ensure both superior quality and

performance. Our experienced team of research and development PhDs, each of whom specializes in separation and

filtration technologies, and in-house automation experts continually adapt the systems to your customer’s design intent.

They rely on Pentair as the “go-to specialists” to focus on your measurement challenges.

Perma Pure LLC

8 Executive Drive

Toms River, NJ 08755 / 800-337-3762

Booth 2008 (10x10)

Home Page www.permapure.com

Petrolab Company –

A business of AMETEK Oil & Gas

2001 North Indianapolis Ave.

4631 (40x10)/Broken Arrow, OK 74012-1163 / 918-459-7170

Booth 3931 (40x10)

Home Page www.petrolab.com

Our company offers Analytical Laboratory and On-line Testing Instrumentation for petroleum (gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel, diesel, biodiesel, oils, lubes & greases, crude oil, LPG, and asphalt), rubbers & polymers, foods, flavors, fragrances, pharmaceuticals, environmental, paints and coatings industries.

Pfeiffer Vacuum

24 Trafalgar Square

Nashua, NH 03062 / 800-248-8254

Booth 1609 (20x10)

Home Page www.pfeiffer-vacuum.com

The perfect vacuum solution for your analytical application. Pfeiffer Vacuum is one of the world’s leading providers of

vacuum solutions. Our portfolio comprises a full range of hybrid and magnetically levitated turbomachines, backing pumps,

measurement and analysis devices, components and vacuum chambers. Pfeiffer Vacuum enjoys a reputation for offering

innovative, efficient and reliable solutions for chamber, especially for the analytic market. Our products are constantly being

optimized through close collaboration with customers from a wide variety of industries and through ongoing development

work.

PG LifeLink

167 Gap Way

Essex, KY 41018 / 859-283-5900

Booth 4722 (10x10)

Home Page www.pgelifelink.com

Manufacturer of Lablink laboratory connection products essential to the laboratory/research market for containment and

connection of power, datacom and lab gas services. Products include: anodized aluminum service pedestals, powerstrips,
power poles, ceiling service panels, overhead service carriers, LED Lablights and Versa-Duct surface metal raceway.

Configures to all varieties of laboratory furniture. UL Listed

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing

555 W. Pierce Rd Suite #301

Itasca, IL 60143 / 630-467-1300

Booth 2115 (10x10)

Home Page www.PharmManufacturing.com

Phenomenex

411 Madrid Avenue

Torrance, CA 90501 / 310-212-6555

Booth 2328 (10x10)

Home Page www.phenomenex.com

Phenom-World

Dillenburgstrasse 9e

Eindhoven, Netherlands / +31 40 2597360

Booth 550 (20x10)

Home Page www.phenom-world.com

The Phenom Desktop Electron Microscope is the most user-friendly system on the market providing high-quality submicron

imaging and the fastest loading and imaging time of under 30 seconds. Features include: Magnification range 20 to

100,000x, X-ray Element identification with detection range C – Am, Long-life high-brightness source, Multiple

acceleration voltages, Never lost navigation: swift navigation to any region of interest. Optional Analytical software:

Elemental Mapping and Live Scan, Particletrac for fast inspection of a wide range of particles and powder samples,

3D Reconstruction, Fibermetric for fiber and pore size measurements.

Phoenix Glass, LLC

615 Aline Road

Pittsburgh, PA 80318 / 856-692-0100

Booth 4119 (10x10)

Home Page www.phgnet.com

Photon Control Inc.

209-8363 Lougheed Hwy

Burnaby, BC Canada V6G1P9 / 604-422-8861

Booth 4854 (10x10)

Home Page www.photon-control.com

Provides precision measurement solutions; Photon Control Inc. specializing in-DEA manufacturing, UV/VIS/NIR

spectrometers, light sources & accessories, fiber optic temperature sensors and more. Photon Control’s recognized team of

optical, mechanical & electrical engineers have many years of experience in creating solutions through product design &

precision manufacturing processes; in an ISO 9001:2008 certified facility with a class 1000 clean rooms, perfect for

successfully solving your measurement challenges.

Photonics Media

100 West Street, 2nd Floor

Pittsfield, MA 01201 / 413-499-0514

Booth 4850 (10x10)

Home Page www.photonics.com

The Pulse of the Industry - Photonics Media invites you to explore the world of light-based technology. As the publisher of

Photonics Spectra, BioPhotonics and EuroPhotonics magazines, Photonics Buyers’ Guide, Photonics.com, and more, we

bring you the news, research and applications articles you need to succeed.  Visit our website for your FREE subscriptions

Today!
PHOTONIS
640 Main Street
Billerica, MA 01821 / 978-528-4000
Home Page www.photonis.com

We are the world’s leading supplier of particle, ion and photon detectors for research, science, and analytical instruments. We specialize in standard and custom microchannel plates, Channeltron electron multipliers, Time-of-Flight detectors, electron-generators and resistive glass products that improve on throughputs. We provide replacement detectors to over 150 current and legacy mass spectrometers including miniature, residual gas analyzers and other portable detection systems.
Visit our booth if you have a custom need or to learn how a genuine PHOTONIS product will make your instrument detect better.

Photovolt Instruments, Inc.
6325 Cambridge St.
Minneapolis, MN 55416 / 800-222-5711
Home Page www.photovolt.com

PIKE Technologies
4535 boul. Wilfrid-Hamel, Suite 120
Quebec City, PQ Canada G1P 2J7 / 418-692-1414
Home Page www.piketechn.com

The leader in high throughput solution in mass spectrometry presents the LITD-96 and LITD-304 ion sources. These platforms are the unique way to achieve up to 1400 sampling analyses per hour. This unique approach introduces the sample into the mass spectrometer by fast Laser Oxide Thermal Desorption (LITD) process combined to an atmospheric pressure chemical reactions (LITD-APC). No matter what your application field is, the LITD-technology is an unmatched alternative to increase your throughput.

Pickering Laboratories, Inc.
1280 Space Park Way
Mountain View, CA 94043 / 800-654-3330
Home Page www.pickering.com

PolyLC Inc.
8650 Babcock Boulevard
Columbia, MD 21045 / 410-992-5400
Home Page www.polylc.com

Polarity Char
Gustave Eiffel II, Valencia Technology Park
Paterna, Spain E-46980 / +34 964 3181120
Home Page www.polymerchar.com

We are dedicated to the development of analytical instrumentation for the characterization of polyolefins. We also provide solutions in the form of analytical services, training and consulting. Our product portfolio currently covers almost every application in the field of polyolefin analysis and hydrogenation. PolyOLEFINPLA for 2-0(1H)-RCP separations; mixed-bed ion-exchange columns for predigest fractionation of intact proteins; columns for HILIC and HILIC, including histones, prions and membrane proteins. Also columns for metabolomics, hemoglobin variants, and Q-10 biotech protein variants.

Polaris
10 Cook Street
Billerica, MA 01821 / 978-520-2020
Home Page www.polaris-inc.com

Pittcon – Apples / Souvenirs
300 Penn Center Blvd. Suite 332
Pittsburgh, PA 15235 / 800-825-3221
Home Page www.pittcon.org

Be sure to pick up your complimentary 2014 souvenir bag and apple snack available at the Apple/Souvenir booth.

Pittcon – Exhibitor / Distributor Network
300 Penn Center Blvd. Suite 332
Pittsburgh, PA 15235 / 800-825-3221
Home Page www.pittcon.org

Exhibitor-Distributor Network is a networking service which provides an efficient and easy way for exhibitors and distributors to connect at Pittcon 2014. A database containing information about exhibitors seeking distributors and distributors searching for products to distribute, obtaining licensing agreements, or act as a sales representative to exhibiting companies will be available to help facilitate the connection process between interested parties.

Pittcon Booth
300 Penn Center Blvd. Suite 332
Pittsburgh, PA 15235 / 800-825-3221
Home Page www.pittcon.org

Stop by the booth to see for your souvenirs photo array and get a sneak preview of Pittcon 2015 in New Orleans.

PIKELEQ
8060 Bryan Dairy Rd.
Largo, FL 33777 / 727-545-0741
Home Page www.pikelteq.com

PILOTTEQ
300 Penn Center Blvd. Suite 332
Pittsburgh, PA 15235 / 800-825-3221
Home Page www.pilotteq.com

The leader in high throughput solution in mass spectrometry presents the LITD-96 and LITD-304 ion sources. These platforms are the unique way to achieve up to 1400 sampling analyses per hour. This unique approach introduces the sample into the mass spectrometer by fast Laser Oxide Thermal Desorption (LITD) process combined to an atmospheric pressure chemical reactions (LITD-APC). No matter what your application field is, the LITD-technology is an unmatched alternative to increase your throughput.

Pollution Equipment News/Rimbach
Publishing Inc.
6530 Babcock Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA 15237 / 800-245-3182
Home Page www.rimbach.com

POLLUTION EQUIPMENT NEWS: Features products and services used by those who design or are responsible for the pollution abatement systems and policies for their organization. PEN informs and educates professionals in the air pollution control, water, wastewater, and hazardous waste disposal industries. INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE NEWS: Features products and services that help keep employers safe and their organization OSHA compliant. RNH informs and educates occupational safety and health professionals dealing with workplace safety.

Polaris
10 Cook Street
Billerica, MA 01821 / 978-520-2020
Home Page www.polaris-inc.com

Our company develops and manufactures instrumentation for compound testing in pharmaceutical R&D. These include high-precision fiber optic-based analytical instruments for solubility and dissolution measurements, as well as complete systems for permeability (PAMPA), solubility and ionization. Additionally, Polaris provides CRO services for solubility, permeability, dissolution, pKa, lipophilicity testing and excipient screening. Visit our website.
PITTCON 2014 EXHIBITORS

**Polymicro Technologies**, a subsidiary of Molex
18019 N 25th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85023-1200 / 602-375-4100
Home Page www.polymicro.com

**PolyScience**
6600 W. Touhy Ave
Niles, IL 60774 / 800-229-7569
Home Page www.polysciences.com

**Porvair Sciences Limited**
400 Valley Rd
Warrington, PA 18976 / 800-523-2575
Home Page www.porvair-sciences.com

**Polytec, Inc.**
Business Unit Analytics 25 South Street, Suite A
Hopkinton, MA 01748 / 508-417-1040
Home Page www.polytec.com

**Porvair Sciences Limited**
297 Kingston Road
4021 (20x20) Leatherhead, Surrey, United Kingdom KT22 7PL / +44-(0)-1372 824290
Home Page www.porvair-sciences.com

**Postnova Analytics**
230 S 500 E Ste 120
Salt Lake City, UT 84102 / 801-521-2004
Home Page www.postnova.com

**Poulsen & Graf GmbH**
Karl-Cartens-Str 10
Worthen, Germany 97877 / +49 9342 92290
Home Page www.poulsen-graf.de

**Power and Energy, Inc.**
106 Railroad Drive
Ivyland, PA 18974 / 215-942-4600
Home Page www.powerandenergy.com

**Power Electric**
15300 25th Ave N, Suite 400
Plymouth, MN 55447 / 763-553-1090
Home Page www.powerelectric.com

**Power Technology, Inc.**
16302 Alexander Rd.
Alexandria, VA 22202 / 571-807-0712
Home Page www.powertechnology.com

**Precise Automation**
816 Charcot Ave
San Jose, CA 95131 / 408-224-2838
Home Page www.preciseautomation.com

**Precision Glassblowing**
14775 E Hindale Ave
Centennial, CO 80112 / 303-693-7329
Home Page www.precisionglassblowing.com

**Preiser Scientific, Inc.**
94 Oliver Street
St. Albans, WV 25177 / 800-624-8285
Home Page www.preiser.com

**Premier Lab Supply, Inc.**
1982 SW Hayworth Ave.
Port St. Lucie, FL 34953 / 772-873-1700
Home Page www.premierlabsupply.com

**Power and Energy, Inc.**
106 Railroad Drive
Ivyland, PA 18974 / 215-942-4600
Home Page www.powerandenergy.com


We are a global sourcing & logistics specialist of small electric motors, geared motors and motor assemblies for custom OEM applications. We are an authorized distributor for NMB hybrid & permanent magnet stepper and gear motors, DC motors & gear motors. Core offerings: Planetary gear heads & motors; Brushed DC motors (12mm – 150); combs with DC motors; Outer & inner rotor brushes DC motors; AC motors & gear motors, Right angle and parallel gear motors; Power transmission components: gears, shafts & pinions.

The largest industrial, medical, and specialty gases supplier in North America, Praxair offers a broad portfolio of gas products with the purity, compliance, and certification needed for your laboratory or research application. We work with users to implement the appropriate supply mode from a complete range of cylinder, dewar, microbulk, and bulk options and help them protect the integrity of their high quality gases with Praxair’s full line of ProStar™ Platinum regulators, manifolds, delivery systems, and safety products. Praxair’s products and services are making our planet more productive.

We are the source manufacturer and supplier of OEM replacement glass consumables for the ICP and ICP-MS industry. Along with torches, injectors, burners, and spray chambers, we offer the widest array of nebulizers in the industry. Also available are ICP-MS cones and flared-end PVC pump tubing. We specialize in custom manufacturing from quartz and borosilicate glass and offer a broad spectrum of general laboratory glassware. And our independent QC department ensures your parts are to specification, whether one-off prototypes or large production runs.

We are a global sourcing & logistics specialist of small electric motors, gear motors and motor assemblies for custom OEM applications. We are an authorized distributor for NMB hybrid & permanent magnet stepper and gear motors, DC motors & gear motors. Core offerings: Planetary gear heads & motors; Brushed DC motors (12mm – 150); combs with DC motors; Outer & inner rotor brushes DC motors; AC motors & gear motors, Right angle and parallel gear motors; Power transmission components: gears, shafts & pinions.

We are the leading manufacturer of Field Flow Fractionation (FFF) instruments. Our AF2000 MT Temperature controlled Asymmetrical Flow FFF is the most advanced FFF instrument for separation and characterization of macromolecules and colloids/particles. Postnova’s C70200 Centrifugal FFF provides the highest resolution for metal and metal oxide colloids/ particles and liposomes. Postnova’s TF2000 Thermal FFF instrument is an excellent tool for separation of polymers, microgels, particles in organic solvent and rubber particles. Geometrical and Centrifugal SPLIT are continuous preparative particle separation tools for nanoparticles.

Our company manufactures and supplies high-quality liquid handling devices, volumetric glassware and syringes under the brand names FORTUNA and VOLAC. The OPTIFIX dispensers are very reliable because of high-quality material as borosilicate glass and PTFE. The dosing procedure is visible (except at OPTIFIX® HF). There are no metal springs used in the valve block so there is no contamination of the liquid. The OPTIFIX BASIC and SOLVENT dispensers are offered in 9 sizes – up to 500 ml. The OPTIFIX dispenser is the low budget solution, offered in 2 volume sizes. The new VOLAC SMART micropipettes offer precision and excellence at a reasonable price.
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We are an established global leader providing optically based non-contact measurement solutions to researchers and engineers for more than 40 years. The portfolio comprises a variety of modular spectroscopic systems for analytical measurements in laboratories and industrial online applications for process monitoring and control. A sophisticated technology combined with decades of experience guarantee an optimal solution.
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consumables. We will also be demonstrating TC software with ADA for AAII. Showing our complete range of peristaltic pump tubing and transmission tubing together with selected laboratory silicone, santoprene, viton/acidflex and solvaflex tubing to meet your exact requirements and specifications. We will be the leading manufacturer of flared end tubing for ICP-MS, CFA and other laboratory instruments, supplying a comprehensive range of high-quality, high-performance tubing to meet all your exact requirements and specifications. We offer a wide range of tubing options for different applications, including but not limited to:

- Silicone tubing for high-temperature applications
- Santoprene tubing for aggressive environments
- Viton/acidflex tubing for chemical resistance
- Solvaflex tubing for demanding environments

We are the leading manufacturer of flared end tubing for ICP-MS, CFA and other laboratory instruments, supplying a comprehensive range of high-quality, high-performance tubing to meet all your exact requirements and specifications. We offer a wide range of tubing options for different applications, including but not limited to:

- Silicone tubing for high-temperature applications
- Santoprene tubing for aggressive environments
- Viton/acidflex tubing for chemical resistance
- Solvaflex tubing for demanding environments

Process Instruments, Inc.
825 North 300 West, Suite NE 220
Salt Lake City, UT 84103-1459 / 801-322-1235
Home Page www.process-instruments-inc.com
Our company specializes in Raman spectroscopy for on-line process control applications. We offer ATEX, IEC EX, and NRTL (ETL) certified Raman systems with multiplexing capabilities up to 18 streams and laser power up to 1500 mW. With detection capabilities < 3 ppm for many components our instrumentation can be used for measuring most petroleum product parameters including total sulfur in gasoline and diesel. On-line applications include LPG streams, alkylation acid, specialty chemical, polymer production, and pharmaceuticals, as well as an economical replacement for on-line GCs. We provide comprehensive chemometric modeling.

Professional Network in Advanced Instrumentation Society – (PAI-NET)
Anwaj Bildy, 4F, 2-6-Kanda-Dagishi Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 101-0063 / +81(0)3-5294-3115
Home Page www.paintorg.net
Carleys out 2 visions to make the best practice of the instrumental analysis technology the first to educate the professionals in that field through various technical programs. We’ve originated the “Certified Instrumental Analyst System” since 2007. The 2nd is to spread the instrumental analysis through representation at the related domestic and international shows. We support Micro Emission Ltd (ultra compact atomic emission elemental analyzer) NH-5000 needs no argon gas and no high electrical power. It is handheld and battery driven. You can see demonstration at HS121, Bestwall Technical Services, since 2009 and now Kjelfos UMI (Palm-top EPM) to exhibit.

Premium LLC
3350 Monte Villa Parkway Suite 220
Barthell, WA 98021 / 877-776-6406
Home Page www.premium.com

Presola, Inc.
351 West 10th Street, Suite 316
Indianapolis, IN 46202 / 866-241-9239
Home Page www.presola.com

Proton OnSite
10 Technology Drive
Wallfording, CT 06492 / 203-949-8697
Home Page www.protonosite.com
We are a global leader in the design and manufacture of hydrogen energy and innovative gas solutions. Since 1996, Proton has been developing and applying hydrogen technology in creative and practical ways that best meet the diverse requirements of its customers. Proton’s product offerings include hydrogen generation, gas generators, and services. We have developed advanced fuel cell and hydrogen exchange membrane (PEM) electrolysis systems coupled with uncompromising attention to quality and safety. Our OnSite to deliver, install and support gas generation units on every continent.

Pulse Instrumentation
P.O. Box 241636
Milwaukee, WI 53224 / 262-643-4670
Home Page www.pulseadulting.com
We are the leading manufacturers of high-quality, high-performative tubing for medical and scientific applications, supplying a comprehensive range of tubing options for different applications, including but not limited to:

- Stainless steel tubing for high-temperature applications
- Silicone tubing for high-temperature applications
- Polyethylene tubing for general-purpose applications
- PVDF tubing for aggressive environments

We offer a wide range of tubing options for different applications, including but not limited to:

- Stainless steel tubing for high-temperature applications
- Silicone tubing for high-temperature applications
- Polyethylene tubing for general-purpose applications
- PVDF tubing for aggressive environments

Quality Environmental Containers - QEC
607 Industrial Park Rd.
Beaver, WV 25813 / 800-255-3950
Home Page www.qecusa.com
In our 20th year serving the environmental laboratory industry, we are your One Stop Source for a full line of reliable, EPA-compliant, contaminant-free sampling containers. VOA vials, soil jars, glass and plastics pre-cleaned to exceed NELAC and EPA standards. Custom Preserved containers prepared to your specifications, including for Method 5035 and UCMR3. Complete sampling accessories, including: Personal Air & Surface sampling bags, EnCore® and TerraCore® soil samplers, closure labels, custody seals, packaging/shipping supplies. Also see us for all your chromatography vial needs. Turn to QEC for containers you can trust and service you can count on.

Quality Systems International Corporation
545 Island Rd, Suite 2C
Ramsey, NJ 07446 / 201-251-2101
Home Page www.qsys.com
On-Corp is the world's leading innovators in LIMS (Laboratory Information Management Systems) software. Our WinLIMS software is used in over 850 organizations throughout the world to add productivity and savings by optimizing the flow of information to and through the laboratory. WinLIMS.NET provides all of the tools required to operate within full compliance with regulations such as FDA, GLP/GMP and ISO 17025 or GLP/GMP to while ensuring a productive laboratory environment through the optimization of work processes.

Quatlax Inc
105 Industrial Drive
Christiansburg, VA 24073 / 800-277-3077
Home Page www.quatlax.com
Drowning in paperwork and barely meeting compliance regulations? Qualtaxis helps you save the pain of achieving and maintaining any standard, including ISO 17025 and ISO 9001. We provide complete Document Management, unlimited Process Automation Workflows (CAPA, Customer Complaints, Instrument Calibration, etc.), and ensure Employee Training is performed and recorded. With Qualtaxis, you get an advanced Quality Management System at a lower cost, helping you save time and money while staying compliant. Auditors love our software, and you will, too.
By Boynton Beach, FL 33426 / 800-989-2476

2. Home Page www.quantachrome.com

3. Quantum Analytics
   3400 East Third Avenue
   Foster City, CA 94404 / 800-992-4199
   Booth 2453 (40x20)
   Home Page www.LQH.com

4. Quantum Storage Systems
   15000 NW 15th Avenue
   Miami, FL 33169 / 800-685-4665
   Booth 7117 (20x10)
   We are a leading manufacturer of quality plastic bins and totes. To further complement our line of storage, we offer the
   largest selection of were shelving in a variety of finishes such as chrome, Phenolic (antimicrobial epoxy) and stainless steel.
   This combination with a complete line of accessories and other products consisting of layered panels, stainless work tables
   and h-density (NSF Approved) floor track are ideal for storage in the lab, chambers and production.

5. QuestaTools Technologies Corp.
   6725 Millcreek Drive, Unit 7
   Mississauga, ON Canada L5N 2Y8 / 905-363-1223
   Booth 4153 (20x10)
   Home Page www.quantachrometools.com
   Vulcan - Ultimate in Automated Block Digestion, including precise reactant additions, sample cooling, sample transfer,
   volume leveling, HEPA filter environment. OBlock Series - Standard Block Digestion with built-in full programmability.
   Several sizes & material choices in digestion vials. QPyro - Versatile & precise liquid handling system for sample dilutions &
   transfers. Microwave Digestion Systems with individual vessel temperature & pressure control and ultimate built-in safety
   features. Vessels specific to your application - eVHP & LINP types. Microwave Heating System. Customized automation to
   handle corrosive laboratory environment.
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6. RADWAG USA L.L.C.
   15959 NE 10th Ave, P, E
   North Miami Beach, FL 33179 / 805-850-6010
   Booth 650 (10x10)
   Home Page www.radwagusa.com

7. rap.ID Inc.
   Princeton Corporate Plaza 11 Deer Park Drive, Suite 201
   Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852 / 732-823-1567
   Booth 1751 (10x10)
   Home Page www.rap-id.com
   We are the inventors of image directed micro spectroscopy, which locates particles as small as 500 nm on specialized filters
   and probes them, in a fully automated sequence, with spectroscopic methods such as Raman and LIBS, revealing their
   chemical and elemental properties. We are leaders in the identification of contamination particulates. With the application
   of our high throughput technology we can measure particles from both injectable and inhalable drug products and determine
   their chemical ID. Benefit from the opening of our US lab in Princeton NJ, and utilize our speedy micro spectroscopy
   services today!

8. Raypa - R. Espinar S.L.
   Avenida del Valles no 322
   Terrassa (Barcelona), Spain 08227 / 0034 937830720
   Booth 913 (20x10)
   Home Page www.raypa.com

9. Real-Time Analyzers, Inc.
   362 Industrial Park Rd, Suite #8
   Middletown, CT 06457 / 860-635-9800
   Home Page www.rta.biz
   Booth 4762 (10x10)
   We manufacture rugged 1064 nm Raman and NIR analyzers for use in: the field, the plant, and the laboratory. These
   analyzers provide high throughput, x-axis stability, and research-grade performance. We are also the world leader in
   surface-enhanced Raman (SERS) products. These patented substrates are ideal for trace chemical and biological detection.
   This year we introduce a compact, portable NIR spectrometer, suitable to a broad spectrum of analyses. See live
   demonstrations of these products at our booth.

10. Refining Systems, Inc.
    PO Box 27266
    Las Vegas, NV 89170 / 702-368-0579
    Booth 4622 (10x10)
    Home Page www.refiningsystems.com
    Since 1998, Refining Systems has been manufacturing custom made sputtering targets, powders, evaporation materials
    including dishes, crucibles, rods, films, sheets, wires, foils, tubes, tubing, discs and other fabricated products made of precious
    metals such as Gold, Silver, Platinum, Palladium, Iridium, Rhodium, and Ruthenium in pure form or in alloys, exotic metals
    such as Niobium and Tantalum, refractory metals such as Tungsten, and other metals such as Chromium and Nickel all to
    clients specifications. We offer a higher quality product at a lower cost. All products are unconditionally guaranteed. Please
    visit us!

---

Regis Technologies, Inc.
8210 Austin Avenue
Morton Grove, IL 60053 / 847-967-6000
Home Page www.registech.com
We are dedicated to manufacturing of high quality Chiral columns for HPLC and SFC. Complementing our Chiral
consumables product range is RegisSEP SFC preparative separations services. In addition, Regis’ manufacturers-specialty
HPLC columns, high-purity ion pairing reagents, and GC derivatization reagents. We also offer Pharmaceutical Services to
customers that need cGMP analytical services exclusively. Regis Technologies is FDA-inspected, cGMP-compliant API
manufacturer with over fifty years of experience in custom synthesis, analytical support, and chromatography products.

Remi
13325 North Community House Rd Suite 300
Charlotte, NC 28277 / 888-651-9916
Home Page www.theregmigroup.com
Our company specializes in providing Equipment Maintenance Management Programs for research laboratories,
universities, and healthcare organizations. We provide a cost effective, centralized approach to maintaining equipment by
consolidating existing service agreements into one comprehensive program. We work to eliminate unnecessary
maintenance expenditures and gain the greatest return for each dollar invested in equipment maintenance. Remi allows
our clients to use their preferred service provider while providing the tools, management systems, and support necessary to
reduce their budget while improving equipment performance.

RepExact, LLC
1112 Heathcote Drive
Glastonbury, CT 06033 / 877-661-7377
Home Page www.repexact.com
Our manufacturers’ representatives is a nation-wide source for locating domestic and European manufacturers of custom
precision and micro components of all kinds. We currently represent suppliers of Swiss turned and milled components,
small abrasive water jet cut flat parts, springs, stampings, and wire forms. We also work with many other manufacturers of
specialty components applicable to equipment or consumables for diagnostic and laboratory equipment. If your project
calls for custom micro sized and/or very precise specialty components – from prototype to production quantities - RepExact
can find a suitable, top-quality manu.

RepHile Bioscience, Ltd.
8 Westside Drive
Acton, MA 01720 / 978-737-4653
Home Page www.rephile.com
We are a dedicated manufacturer of innovative lab water systems, comparable cartridges for Millipore water systems and
reliable laboratory filtration products. The Direct-Pure and PURiST water systems are perfect for critical laboratory
applications. A full range of replacement consumables for Millipore water systems carries equivalent performance and
functionality to the originals. The RephiQuik syringe filters have exquisite construction and robust performance. Products
are being sold to 60 countries worldwide.

Resolution Systems
590 E. 32nd St.
Holland, MI 49423 / 616-392-8001
Home Page www.resolutionsys.com

Remi
13325 North Community House Rd Suite 300
Charlotte, NC 28277 / 888-651-9916
Home Page www.theregmigroup.com
Our company specializes in providing Equipment Maintenance Management Programs for research laboratories,
universities, and healthcare organizations. We provide a cost effective, centralized approach to maintaining equipment by
consolidating existing service agreements into one comprehensive program. We work to eliminate unnecessary
maintenance expenditures and gain the greatest return for each dollar invested in equipment maintenance. Remi allows
our clients to use their preferred service provider while providing the tools, management systems, and support necessary to
reduce their budget while improving equipment performance.
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Retsch Inc.
74 Walker Lane
Newtown, PA 18940 / 267-757-0351
Home Page www.retsch-us.com
We are the world leader in solid material sample preparation equipment for quality control and research and development laboratories. Our expertise and devotion to providing the highest quality products for accurate and reproducible sampling methods is unsurpassed. Our selection of mills, sizers, and sample dividers offer the industry standards for sample preparation.

Revolutionary Science
17319 Lake Blvd
Shafter, CA 93550 / 661-333-7806
Home Page www.revsci.com

RheeSense, Inc.
2678 Bishop Drive, Suite 270
San Ramon, CA 94583 / 925-866-3808
Home Page www.rheosense.com
We are a global high-tech company based in Silicon Valley. Our innovative m-VROC & microVISC instruments feature patented viscometer Rheotest-on-a-Chip (VRoC) technology. Utilizing state-of-the-art MEMS and microfluidics breakthroughs that redefine the viscosity industry, our instruments offer the smallest sample volume per measurement coupled with exceptional ease-of-use and accuracy. We are the leader in biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, and the emerging protein therapeutics industries. RheeSense instruments have been rigorously tested, approved, and adopted worldwide by Fortune Global 500 companies and leading research universities.

Rheotek USA, Inc.
PO Box 1128
Granger, IN 46530 / 574-271-9417
Home Page www.psl-rheotek.com
Announcing the RPP-2 Polymer Viscometer with pick & place technology. We specialize in solution viscosity of polymers compliant with ASTM, ISO, IEC, Tappi, SCAN & others. We offer polymer/polyfume viscometers, sample prep/solution systems, capillary viscometers, baths, chillers, F100 digital thermalimeter & reference standards. Lazar Scientific, Inc represents PSL Rheotek in the US petro industry. LSI also provides instruments for a wide variety of ASTM methods including flash point, sulphur content, cold flow properties, & fuel cleanliness. Introducing two new instruments from Setra: HGS in liquids & FAME in Jet Fuels. Service available.

Ricca Chemical Company
440 West Fork Drive
Arlington, TX 76012 / 888-467-4222
Home Page www.riccachemical.com
Our company is the largest independent manufacturer of inorganic solutions and standards in North America, offering more than 10,000 products in over 400 packaging configurations, from one ounce vials to large tons. Our 1600 gallon bulk capability reduces lot analysis with no minimum order requirement. We are ISO 9001 certified and a class 1 Medical Device Manufacturer audited by the FDA. Visit us to learn more about our quality line of pH Buffers, Titrants, Conductivity Standards, Spectroscopy Reagents, Chemical Indicators, High Purity Water, Turbidity Standards, USP and EP Test Reagents, and Custom Solutions capabilities.

Rice Lake Weighing Systems
230 West Coleman Street
Rice Lake, WI 54868 / 800-472-6703
Home Page www.ricelake.com
We are ready to assist with any of your weight-related needs. Learn more about compact, precision and analytical laboratory balances. Rice Lake is a preferred supplier to balance brands like Sartorius, A&D, and more. For more than 65 years, NPLAP accredited Rice Lake Weighing Systems has been a trusted name in scales, test weights and calibration services, and now offers the industry-leading 4-day calibration guarantee. This year at booth 2107, Rice Lake can also show you what’s new in pressure testing, instrumentation and calibration with our Condex Pressure Division.

Richland Glass Company
1640 South West Blvd.
Vineyard, NJ 08560 / 800-959-0312
Home Page www.richlandglass.com

Rigaku Americas Corporation
9009 New Trails Dr.
The Woodlands, TX 77381 / 281-362-2300
Home Page www.rigaku.com
Our company provides the world’s most complete line of X-ray diffraction and X-ray fluorescence instruments and components. Systems include the MiniFlex benchtop XRD and Supermini benchtop WDXRF systems, the Ultima IV and SmartLab® multi-purpose diffractometers with SAXS and in-plane capabilities, DMAX Rapid II micro-diffraction systems, SMA2000 small angle scattering systems, and the 2X Primus series of high-powered WDXRF spectrometers with mapping capabilities, in either tube-above or tube-below configurations.

Rigaku Raman Technologies
2700 E. Executive Drive, Suite 150
Tucson, AZ 85716 / 480-705-6560
Home Page www.rigakuraman.com
We at Rigaku Raman Technologies are proud to be setting new benchmarks in spectroscopy by providing advanced analytical solutions that enable customers to achieve rapid lab-quality results any time, any place. Available with options for 532nm, 785nm and/or 1064nm laser excitation, our products utilize integrated software that enables unparalleled accuracy and extensive application support. RRT is leading with innovation to pioneer a portfolio of handheld and portable Raman products tailored to support the protection of public health and safety while aiding the advancement of scientific research and academic study.

rose plastic USA, LLP
P.O. Box 698
California, PA 15419-0698 / 724-938-8530
Home Page www.rose-plastic.com
Our company offers primary and secondary packaging for the laboratory and diagnostics sectors. Our packaging provides increased safety for instruments and equipment in various colors and sizes. rose plastic thinks of everything that is relevant.

Rotork Fairchild
3920 Westpoint Blvd
Winston Salem, NC 27103 / 336-659-3400
Home Page www.fairchildproducts.com

Royal Society of Chemistry
Science Park Milton Road
Cambridge, United Kingdom CB4 0WF / 01223 213237
Home Page www.rsc.org

RPAC Lasers, Inc.
203 Joseph Street
O’Fallon, MO 63366 / 636-272-7227
Home Page www.rpaclasers.com

RT Instruments
1240 Churchill Downs Ave.
Woodland, CA 95776 / 530-666-6700
Home Page www.rtinstruments.com
We offer the complete 7000 series Thermal Analysis equipment by Hitachi High-Tech Sciences. The 7000 series includes the DSC7000R with modulation released in 2013, real-time viewing capabilities on the DMA7000 released in 2011, and much more. RTI will introduce the first TGA/DSC with real-view sample observation with the Hitachi STA7220R in 2014. RTI also offers a variety of new, used, and refurbished products and accessories from multiple manufacturers. Service contracts, calibration, and repair services are also offered to cover a wide-range of laboratory equipment.

Rudolph Research Analytical
55 Newburgh Road
Hackettstown, NJ 07840 / 973-584-1558
Home Page www.rudolphresearch.com
Polymeters, Refractometers, Density Meters, Automation: Automatic Refractometer line includes 12 different models with features including 21 CTR Part 11 compliance, multiple wavelengths, electronic cooling and heating. Automatic Refractometer line includes 6 different models with electronic cooling and heating, wide Refractive Index range (1.29 – 1.70), Automatic Density Meters with innovative features designed to meet the most demanding applications. New Laboratory Automation to satisfy needs of the pharmaceutical, sugar, food, flavor and fragrance, chemical, beverage, and petrochemical industries, as well as education and research.

Runlab Labware Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
32 Jinchuan Rd, West Industrial Zone Huangyan
Taizhou, Zhejiang, China 218020 / 0086-576-84351955
Home Page www.runlab.com

RURD, Inc.
321 Ballenger Center Dr. Suite 102
Frederick, MD 21703 / 888-981-7876
Home Page www.rurd.com

PITTCON 2014 EXHIBITORS
Sapling Learning

211 East 7th Street, 4th Floor
Austin, TX 78701 / 512-323-6565
Home Page www.saplinglearning.com

Created and supported by educators, Sapling Learning’s instructional online homework drives student success and saves educators time and is the most advanced online system for teaching analytical chemistry. With over 500 feedback-rich questions, Sapling Learning’s instructional online homework covers a wide variety of topics in analytical chemistry. From statistics to chromatography, students use Sapling Learning’s unique interface to answer questions numerically, write mathematical and chemical equations, and receive guidance when setting up the spreadsheets needed to solve more involved questions. To learn more, please visit our website.
Scinics Corporation
49-6 Nakamaru-cho, Nakahariku
Tokyo, Japan 173-0026 / (81-3) 3959-1351
Home Page www.scinics.co.jp

Over 40 years in manufacturing lab-equipment, all of our products are made in Japan, unique, accurate, and highly
valuable for researchers’ needs. As focusing on making low-temp/ultra-low temp instruments, our Dual Temp Immersion
Circulator, Dual Temp-stirrer, Portable Cryostat are all highly evaluated over numbers of labs in Japan and worldwide. Visit
our booth to see the actual models, check our new products, and have more detailed info.

Scinomix
4069 Wedgeway Court
Earth City, MO 63045 / 314-298-9800
Home Page www.scinomix.com

We are a leading provider of laboratory automation systems to customers in the Life-Science industry. Our standard line
of robotic automation, consumables and custom automation capabilities can fulfill all of your laboratory automation needs.
We are proud that our commitment to quality, reliability, and customer service brings us repeat customers and frequent
referrals. In addition to offering our own fully automated systems, we also integrate many of our products with other
manufacturers’ instrumentation to provide complete solutions for our customers.

SCP SCIENCE
21800 Clark Graham
Baie D’Urfe, PQ Canada H9X 4B6 / 800-361-6820
Home Page www.scpscience.com

We are a manufacturer and worldwide distributor of instruments, supplies, standards, reagents, and certified reference ma-
terials for the inorganic, analytical laboratories market. SCP SCIENCE offers a complete range of products and consumables
for sample preparation, sample introduction and instrument calibration in ICP-MS, AA and XRF spectroscopy. Our most
popular lines include: the DiagPREF family of graphite block digestion systems, PlasmaCAL calibration standards for ICP /(ICP-MS analysis; and the CONSTRAINT line of minerals-in-sili standards. Products being introduced this year include:
EasyPREF 800-system and the MiniWAVE microwave digestion system.

SEAL Analytical
10520-C Baehr Rd
4021 (20x20) Mequon, WI 53092 / 888-211-9829
Home Page www.seal-analytical.com

We are the global leader in the manufacture and support of Discrete and Continuous Flow automated wet chemistry analy-
sers for water, waste water, seawater, oil, tobacco and other markets. We guarantee a choice of ideal solutions to scientists
looking for greater productivity in their laboratory including block digestion and other sample preparation systems. Offer-
ing genuine spare parts and consumables, full on- or off-site repair services, dedicated technical support via phone and
e-mail, training courses and a comprehensive list of support contracts, we focus on what is important to us – you !

SEDEERE
BP 27 - Parc Volta - 9 rue Parmentier
Affortville-Cedex, France 94141 / 33 001 45 18 05 18
Home Page www.sedere.com

Our company produces and distributes SEDEERE chromatography-detector, the most complete product line dedicated to Low-
Temperature Evaporative Light-Scattering Detection (LT-ELSD). To emphasize a remarkable evolution, SEDEERE is proud to
generalize the innovative SAGA (SEDEERE Automated Gain Adjustment, Patent-Pending). SAGA is a new concept that automati-
cally avoids signal saturation and simplifies the use of ELS detectors by automatically and in real time optimizing the signal
scale. Also, the recent SEDEX 90LT benefits from a Novel Detection Technology, and provides today the best Signal to Noise
ratio. SEDEX instrument is definitely a milestone in the LC market.

SelectScience Ltd
Church Farm Business Park
Corston, Bath, United Kingdom BA2 9AP / +44 01225 874666
Home Page www.selectscience.net

We are an (on-line) independent, expert-led scientific review resource for the worldwide scientific community.
SelectScience is the fastest way to impartial, expert opinion about the best laboratory equipment and latest technologies.

Selerity Technologies, Inc.
1956 South 900 West #53
Salt Lake City, UT 84104 / 801-978-2295
Home Page www.selerity.com

Selenium, Inc.
83 Pine Hill Rd
Southborough, MA 01772 / 617-388-6832
Home Page www.seleniumco.com

Shamrock Glass Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 866
Seaford, DE 19973 / 302-629-5500
Home Page www.shamrockglass.biz

Shamrock Scientific Specialty Systems, Inc.
34 Davis Drive
Bellwood, IL 60104 / 800-323-0249
Home Page www.shamrocklabels.com

Shanghai Bluepard Instruments Co., Ltd.
71 Gonghe Building No. 966 Gonghe Xin Road
Shanghai, China 200070 / 86-21-56337709
Home Page www.bluepard.com

Our company is one of the largest manufacturers of lab & environmental products in China. ISO9001 certificate. All products
have CE certificate. We are specialized in customization of OEM products to meet your requirements. Main products:
incubator, oven, water bath, shaker, stirrer, environmental chamber, etc.

Sensor Electronic Technology, Inc.
1195 Atlas Road
Columbia, SC 29209 / 803-647-4757
Home Page www.s-et.com

UV LED, UV LED lamps, light sources and fixtures emitting in UVB, UVC and UVA band and covering the entire spectrum
from 240nm to 355nm. Standard products under the UVTOP(TM) brand are ideal for chromatography, monitoring and sens-
ing applications. Emission is narrow band light and the LEDs can be pulses with very fast rise and fall times. Custom solu-
tions can be designed as manufactured under the UVCELUX(R) brand and are ideal for multilwavelength spectroscopy,
disinfection and phototherapy. All products are manufactured in the USA to meeting ISO9001/14AS9100 standards. For more
information visit at our website or contact us at info@s-et.com

Sensorex
11751 Markon Dr.
Cove Garden Grove, CA 92841 / 714-895-8344
Home Page www.sensorex.com

Our company offers a comprehensive line of pH, REDOX, Conductivity. Dissolved O2 and other electrochemical sensors and
electrodes. Also available are transmitters, calibration standards and other accessories for conductivity, pH and REDOX.
The NEW SAM-1 Smart Aqua Meter from Sensorex turns smart phones and tablets into powerful pH/ORP and conductivity
portable and laboratory meters with our free app. Smart probes for use with the SAM-1 turn the sensor cal data in the sen-
stor. Stop by to see how the SAM-1 is changing the way the world measures water !

Separation Methods Technologies, Inc.
31 Blue Hen Drive
Newark, DE 19713 / 302-368-0610
Home Page www.separationmethodstech.com

Surface chemistry research and manufacturing corporation with a goal of providing chromatographers with novel column
packing materials & specialty HPLC columns for various separation chemistries ranging from analytical to process scale.
Examples include SHT SAM-C18 and SHT ultra-stable UHPLC columns for fast analysis, bulk SAM-C18, 800-35-150; and
Chemically Immobilized Biomolecules, CIB, packing material for small and large scale purification process. Our primary
focus is on the creation of well-organized functional molecules on substrate surfaces for various functions including chim-
matographic applications, biotechnology and materials engineering.

Sepiatac GmbH
Louis-Bleriot-Str. 5
Berlin, Germany 12407 / +49-30-63 22 540
Home Page www.sepiatac.com

Our company offers its parallel HPLC and - SFC systems for rapid screening applications such as chiral column screening. For
the automated isolation of compounds from natural sources different models of two-dimensional preparative HPLC systems
are available. For more information please visit our website.

S谦tern Analytical Science
2007 Kramer Lane, Suite 100
Austin, TX 78758 / 800-945-6154
Home Page www.spechem.com

Our company has been at the forefront of separation science innovation for over 50 years. A world leader in enabling
technologies, creating components and consumables to integrate with instrument design, SGE has a foundation in materials
science, precision glass engineering, chemistry, and an understanding of analytical science application. Our commitment to R&D continues to bring innovative technologies and solutions to the global scientific community. Learn more about our products and capabilities at sge.com. SGE is a Trojan company.

SGE Analytical Science
Booth 2904 (10x10)
Bay Area, TX 77489 / 800-947-7774
Home Page www.sge.com

Our company offers 8x parallel HPLC and - SFC systems for rapid screening applications such as chiral column screening. For
automated isolation of compounds from natural sources different models of two-dimensional preparative HPLC systems
are available. For more information please visit our website.

Shanghai Bluepard Instruments Co., Ltd.
71 Gonghe Building No. 966 Gonghe Xin Road
Shanghai, China 200070 / 86-21-56337709
Home Page www.bluepard.com

Our company is one of the largest manufacturers of lab & environmental products in China. ISO9001 certificate. All products
have CE certificate. We are specialized in customization of OEM products to meet your requirements. Main products:
incubator, oven, water bath, shaker, stirrer, environmental chamber, etc.
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Shanghai Jingke Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd.
Room 304, No. 189 Jinxiushan Road
Minhang District
Shanghai, China  / +86(0)21 34637406
Home Page www.jingkeyiqi.com

Our company is an integrated high and new technology enterprise with R & D, manufacturing, sales and service of laboratory equipment. In cooperation with many domestic enterprises we provide users with first-class products for more than 20 years. Our main products are spectrophotometer, magnetic stirrer, electronic balance, muffle furnace, water bath, heating mantle, electronic balance, pH meter, colorimeter, centrifuge, etc. It has been assessed and registered as meeting the requirements of ISO 9000, ISO 14000 and CE certificate. We provide buyers both at home and aboard with a range of high quality laboratory equipments and OEM service.

Shanghai Mapada Instruments Co., Ltd.
Building D-10, 345 Sanhang Rd Songjiang Zone
Shanghai, China 201611 / +86-08-21-54881172
Home Page www.mapada.com.cn


Shanghai Metash Instruments Co., Ltd.
6-4F. No.1128, Jindu Road Minhang District
Shanghai, China 200090 / +86-21-35800522
Home Page www.metash.com

Our company offers a comprehensive range of laboratory instruments and electrodes for electrochemical water analysis. Runcell products range from pocket test pens and portable meters, to research-grade benchtop meters. They can measure pH, Redox Potential (ORP), IOD, conductivity, Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), Salinity and Dissolved Oxygen (DO) in liquid. Our goal is to offer quality products, competitive price to our customers. Contact Runcell Technology sales team for more details.

Shanghai Russell Technology Co., Ltd.
4th Floor, 7th Building
No. 2716 Ping Liang Road
Shanghai, China 200090 / +86-21-35800522
Home Page www.russell.com

We offer a comprehensive range of laboratory instruments and electrodes for electrochemical water analysis. Runcell products range from pocket test pens and portable meters, to research-grade benchtop meters. They can measure pH, Redox Potential (ORP), IOD, conductivity, Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), Salinity and Dissolved Oxygen (DO) in liquid. Our goal is to offer quality products, competitive price to our customers. Contact Runcell Technology sales team for more details.

Shanghai San-Xin Instrumentation, Inc.
3F Building No.4, No.471 Guiping Road
Shanghai, China 200033 / +86-21-63369480-826
Home Page www.shan-xin.com

Founded in 1991, Shanghai San-Xin Instrumentation Inc. specializes in the design and manufacture of electromechanical devices and electrodes ranging from pH, ORP, conductivity, ion, DO, to water hardness, test-alkali meters, etc. Our products not only meet the demand of the domestic market but also are exported to many other countries. Our company is capable of offering OEM as well as ODM for our customers. ISO 9001:2008 certified, our company has also acquired the certificates of CMC, CSA and CE. We look forward to continually servicing our customers’ needs and enhancing customer satisfaction with our superior quality and excellent service.

Shanghai Yake Instrument Co., Ltd.
No.22, Lane 5078, Shangnan Road, Pudong
Shanghai, China  / +86-21-54569827
Home Page www.yake-fac.com

For lab instruments ranging from spectrophotometers and analytical balances to moisture analyzers, pH meters, conductivity meters and biological microscopes, come to us. Using advanced production equipment from Japan, our products are manufactured to CE standards. And we inspect 100 percent of products before shipping. OEM/ODM orders are welcomed, and our senior R&D staff will meet your requests quickly. We are constantly striving to innovate – a thrust which has aided us in gaining nine patents in China. Contact us now.

Shanghai Yuefeng Instruments & Meters Co., Ltd.
No.8 building, 2716 Pingliang Road
YangPu District
Shanghai, China  / +86 21 35305691
Home Page www.shyfinstruments.diytrade.com

Established in 2000, Shanghai Yuefeng Instruments & Meters Co., Ltd. specializes in R & D, manufacturing and sales of all kinds of laboratory, measurement & analysis equipments. Every engineer’s experience is more than 25 years in this field. ISO9001:2008 certificate. Our main products: pH meter, Whiteness Meter, UV-Vis Spectrophotometer, Visible Spectrophotometer, Flame Photometer, Conductivity meter, Turbidimeter, Spectrophotometer, dissolved oxygen meter, pH/ORP electrodes etc. They are widely used in agriculture, industry, food, medical treatment, pharmacy, research institutes, universities, health care units and technology bureaus.

Shel Lab (Sheldon Manufacturing)
300 N. 26th Avenue
Cornelius, OR 97113 / 503-640-3000
Home Page www.shellab.com

We are an ISO 9001:2008 certified manufacturer of high quality and innovative constant temperature equipment to the global market. Major product lines include incubator, humidity test chambers, ovens, water and bead baths, and anemometric chambers for the life science, pharmaceutical, biomedical, environmental and industrial markets. Founded in 1970, Sheldon utilizes over 40 years of manufacturing expertise to aggressively pursue new product opportunities that add value to our customers’ portfolio. Sheldon markets a complete line of products under the SHEL LAB and Lab Armor brands.

Shenex Inc.
33278 Central Ave
Union City, CA 94587 / 888-988-8788
Home Page www.shenexas.com

Shenex Biocomma Biotech Co., Ltd
502 North Block, Kai Li Building, Guichubi Rd, Lushu
Shenzhen, China / +86-755-25438179
Home Page www.shenexbio.com

Biocomma provide Biosample, Chromatography columns, SPE/Filters, HPLC/MS filters and HPLC Column. Biocomma is the leader of all columns available in all categories. Our products are intended for all types of laboratories, from small research laboratories to large medical laboratories. Biocomma also provide matching components, integrated solutions and technical services. OEM products include SPE column, affinity chromatography column, DNA extraction column and filter for sample pretreatment.

Sherwood Scientific Ltd.
1 The Paddocks, Cherry Hinton Rd.
Cambridge, United Kingdom CB1 8DH / +44-01223-243444
Home Page www.sherwood-scientific.com

Our company develops and manufactures a range of scientific instruments and apparatus with applications in many industries, as well as in education and research. Known for their high quality and reliability, Sherwood Scientific products are all manufactured at the company’s base in Cambridge, UK and sold and supported through an extensive distributor network covering over 80 countries. Fully equipped training and laboratory facilities enable Sherwood Scientific to offer courses on all products and to undertake consultancy projects in analytical measurement and process control. The history of Sherwood Scientific can be traced back more than 100 years.

Shimadzu Corporation
3, Kanda-Nishikicho 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan 101-8448 / +81-3-3219-5797
Home Page www.shimadzu.com

Over the 138 years since its founding, Shimadzu Corporation has been providing society with high technology and high value-added products used for measuring instruments, medical systems, aircraft equipment and industrial machinery under the corporate philosophy of “Contributing to Society through Science and Technology”. Its optical device division mainly manufactures various diffraction gratings, mirrors, and laser modules with high quality and suitable performances in many applications.

Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Inc.
7102 Riverwood Drive
Columbia, MD 21046 / 800-477-1227
Home Page www.shimadzu.com

Shinco Denki Co., Ltd.
3-9-11 Yushima, Bunkyo-ku
Tokyo, Japan 113-0034 / +81-3-8331-9656
Home Page www.shimadzu.co.jp/global/

We are the only company that develops and produces electronic balances and scales with tuning-fork sensors. Since our founding in 1961, we have focused on technical advancements and originality in the fields of weighing and measurement, and have been introducing a lot of new products. Our electronic balance and scales with tuning-fork sensors are highly precise and have excellent stability. As the result of such high performance, we have received excellent feedback from around the world.

Shodex/Showa Denko America, Inc.
420 Lexington Ave., Suite 2335
Columbia, MD 21046 / 800-271-9738
Home Page www.shimadzu.com

Shodex™ is best known for innovative polymer-based columns offering size-exclusion chromatography, HILIC, SEC and ion-exchange chromatography. With high quality and good service, our products goes into Environmental, Food, Cosmetics, Pharmaceutical, life science and chemical fields. Metash has a strong reputation in users and distributors.

Shanghai Ruosull Technology Co., Ltd.
6-4F. No.1128, Jindu Road Minhang District
Shanghai, China 200090 / +86-21-35800522
Home Page www.ruosull.com

We are the only company that develops and produces electronic balances and scales with tuning-fork sensors. Since our founding in 1961, we have focused on technical advancements and originality in the fields of weighing and measurement, and have been introducing a lot of new products. Our electronic balance and scales with tuning-fork sensors are highly precise and have excellent stability. As the result of such high performance, we have received excellent feedback from around the world.
Shrader Software Solutions
1203 Yorkshire, Suite 340
Grosse Pointe Park, MI 48230 / 313-408-1642
Home Page www.shraderlabs.com
Previously operating as Shrader Analytical Laboratories, Inc., Shrader Software Solutions, Inc. has more than 40 years of experience in interpreting and reporting mass spectrometry data. This experience has culminated in the new mass spectrometry reporting software titled TSS Unity, which is a full-service reporting package compatible with a wide variety of mass spectrometry data formats.

SI Analytics
P.O. Box 9010 151 Graham Road
College Station, TX 77842 / 920-866-691-7954
Home Page www.si-analytics.com/en/home
A Xylem brand, SI Analytics distributor and manufacturer of SCHOTT™ Instruments high performance laboratory and process electrodes offers breakthrough technology for the measurement of pH, Dissolved Oxygen, Conductivity meters, titrators and software, hotplates, stirrers as well as an extensive line of capillary glass and viscometer measuring systems to meet the most demanding applications in food & beverage, Educational, Pharmaceutical, Clinical, Research as well as the Chemical/Processchemical industries.

Siemens Industry, Inc.
7101 Hollister Road
Houston, TX 77040 / 713-939-7400
Home Page www.siemens.com/processanalytics
Our company is a leading provider of process analyzers and process analysis systems. We offer customers the best possible solutions for their applications based on innovative analysis, technologies, customized system engineering, sound knowledge of their applications and professional support. Siemens is your qualified partner for efficient solutions that integrate process analyzers in your automation systems in the process industry.

Sigma-Aldrich
3050 Spruce Street
St. Louis, MO 63103 / 800-325-5052
Home Page www.sigma-aldrich.com/analytical
We are a leading Life Science and High Technology Company with a mission of enabling science to improve the quality of life. Sigma-Aldrich’s vision is to be the trusted global partner of choice for their customers. Four key brands support Sigma-Aldrich: Sigma, Aldrich, Fluka, and Supelco. For the latest product and technical information, visit our website.

Smiths Detection
2202 Lakeside Blvd
Edgewood, MD 21040 / 410-612-4528
Home Page www.smithsdetection.com
The leader in X-ray imaging capabilities and miniaturized FT-IR, Raman, IMS, Smiths Detection has a comprehensive range of solutions to detect and identify threats including explosives, chemical agents, radiation, narcotics, weapons and contraband. We specialize in adapting technologies for real world applications: for the soldier in the field, for the emergency responder on call; for those tasked with protecting our transportation systems ports and borders; and for those responsible for securing public and private facilities.

Society for Applied Spectroscopy
5320 Spectrum Drive, Suite C
Laramie, WY 82070 / 307-406-2899
Home Page www.s-a-s.org
We are a non-profit, membership organization representing individuals in all areas of spectroscopy. We are the publishers of the internationally recognized, peer reviewed journal Applied Spectroscopy. Visit our booth to see how membership can benefit you!

Socorex ISBA S.A.
Champ-Colomb 20 P.O. Box 57
1024 Ecublens/Lausanne
Switzerland / +41-21-651-6000
Home Page www.socorex.com
We are a Swiss manufacturer of precision liquid handling instruments. Electronic and manual, single and multichannel micropipettes, repeaters, dispensers, pipette controllers, automatic syringes, pipette tips and accessories constitute the offering. The most ergonomic and high performance Avacs® manual pipette line is particularly attractive to laboratories demanding state-of-art features at budget-conscious prices. The electronic pipette is unparalleled in ease of use. A new line of bottle top dispensers has recently been launched. Socorex products are offered and serviced by WHEATON® in the U.S.

Si-Ware Systems
3 Khalid bin Al-Walied St. Sheraton, Heliopolis
Cairo, Egypt / +20-2-26947084
Home Page www.si-space.com
(SWS) Si-Ware Systems showcases its chip scaled FT-IR spectrometer that shall create new markets for spectroscopy in applications that require high mobility and integration in ubiquitous devices. SWS is an independent fabless semiconductor company providing a spectrum of product design and development solutions as well as standard products for Picoo-Edictro Mechanical Systems (PMDMS) devices, Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC), and timing oscillators.

SMEG S.P.A.
Via Leonardo da Vinci, 4
Guastalla, Italy 41026 / +39-0522-821-1
Home Page www.smeq-instruments.com
Since 1982, the Instruments Division of SMEG S.P.A., based in Italy, has two sectors. The Laboratory Sector deals with a large range of products namely Laboratory Glassware Washers and related accessories, Water Purification Systems, Fridges, Freezers and Autoclaves. The other one is the Hospital sector which deals with washing machines used for cleaning, disinfecting and drying of surgical instruments used in operating theatres.

Snowy Range Instruments
625 Plaza Lane
Laramie, WY 82070 / 307-406-2899
Home Page www.wysi.com
Snowy Range Instruments delivers flexibility in the field where rechargeable systems fail. Snowy Range Instruments offers research grade bench top and Raman microscope systems featuring innovative optical and sampling designs. Snowy Range Instruments also offers research grade bench top and Raman microscope systems featuring innovative optical and sampling designs. Snowy Range Instruments delivers the solution to your most challenging Raman applications.
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Sonics & Materials
53 Church Hill Road
Newtown, CT 06470 / 800-745-1105
Home Page www.sonics.com
We produce High-Power Ultrasonic Liquid Processes and have been providing the industry this equipment for over 40 years. Our Vibra-CELL product line utilizes the foremost technology available with installations worldwide from cancer-research laboratory equipment to field processing equipment on the North Slope of Alaska. We are the only manufacturer offering a 3-year warranty for both parts and labor. Sonics & Materials distributes our products via catalog sales, distribution channels and provides OEM ultrasonic kits for inclusion into Point-of-Care diagnostic units and particle sizing applications.

Sonnetek, Inc.
125 Pleasant Ave.
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533 / 800-745-1105
Home Page www.sonnetek.com

SOTAX
2400 Computer Drive
Westborough, MA 01580 / 888-768-2987
Home Page www.sotax.com
The SOTAX Group is an international leader in the development and manufacturing of equipment for dissolution testing, automated sample preparation and physical testing of pharmaceutical dosage forms. With a global network of service engineers, the company is also a trusted provider of installation, maintenance, repair and qualification services for its SOTAX, Zymark, and Pharmatron brand products.

Sovella Inc.
1910 C Cable International Blvd
Kennesaw, GA 30152 / 770-624-0004
Home Page www.sovella.us
We have an extensive history in furniture design and manufacturing with over three decades of experience in ergonomic lab workspace development. Sovella® laboratory furniture has been designed to meet the ever-changing demands and challenges of laboratory spaces. Our benches, and accessories, keep a lab running efficiently, while placing a strong emphasis on health and safety. They are robust and extremely flexible, easily adapting to individual needs, new equipment, and changes in environment or work. Carefully selected materials and ingenious design provide maximum durability, stability and ease under maximum load.

Spark Holland B.V.
P.O. Box 388
Emmen, Netherlands 7800 AJ / +31 591 631700
Home Page www.sparkholland.com
We are a leading supplier of front-end HPLC and UPLC instruments such as auto samplers, column ovens and pumps. Our auto samplers have become a benchmark for the industry and we have a reputation as dependable, no-worry OEM partner. Combined with our advanced technology for on-line Solid Phase Extraction, our instruments enable unsurpassed performance and reliability for automated HPLC and UPLC based assays. Our latest development is the automation of the entire workflow for Dried Blood Spot (DBS) analysis by LC-MS/MS. Without any manual intervention.

Specac Limited
97 Cray Avenue
Orpington, Kent, United Kingdom BR6 9BY / +44 01689 873134
Home Page www.specac.com
We are a high quality manufacturer of FTIR accessories and sample preparation products, bringing innovative solutions to the marketplace on a regular basis. Specac’s spectroscopic accessory products cover a range of techniques, including ATR, Diffuse Reflectance, Specular Reflectance and Transmission. Providing the right solution for any sample in any state and under any conditions. Specac produce a wide range of laboratory sample preparation products for making pellets, discs or films. ThetM Atlas range offers the right pressing solution for your needs, ranging from small manual hydraulic presses to 40 ton fully programmable automatic presses.

Spectral Systems LLC
35 Corporate Park Drive
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533 / 845-896-2200
Home Page www.spectral-systems.com
SPECTRO, AMETEK Materials Analysis Division
91 McKee Drive
Mahwah, NJ 07430 / 800-548-5809
Home Page www.spectro.com
AMETEK Materials Analysis Division, SPECTRO - Our company designs, manufactures, and services a broad array of atomic spectrometric instrumentation used to analyze the elemental composition of solids and liquids. Using ICP, ICP-MS, optical emission or energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence (ED-XRF) measurement techniques, SPECTRO’s instruments address the analysis requirements of a variety of end markets, including, metal production and processing, environmental testing, hydrotreatment, geochronology, aerospace, food processing, and pharmaceutical.

SpectroClick, Inc.
60 Hazelwood Drive, Room 213
Champaign, IL 61820-7460 / 217-903-3415
Home Page www.spectroclick.com
Our company puts spectroscopy in the palm of your hand with the Answers At Hand™ line of spectrometers. Anyone with access to a USB port can use our patent pending SpectroBurst™ technology with a webcam to capture data. – then our app allows you to personally process your spectrum quickly, comprehensively, and portably. AAH spectrometers are the most innovative portable visible spectrometry instruments available. We can adapt our absorption and reflectance technology to your needs.

Spectrum Chemicals & Laboratory Products, Inc.
769 Jersey Ave.
New Brunswick, NJ 08901 / 800-772-8786
Home Page www.SpectrumChemical.com
We are a manufacturer and distributor of fine chemicals and lab products (USP, NF, FCC, BP, EP, JP and ACS grade chemical products) plus over 22,000 TCR research organic chemicals. Spectrum is also a fully-documented supplier of laboratory supplies and equipment items from over 250 manufacturers featuring PerkinElmer’s complete line of consumables for spectrometry, mass spectrometry and thermal analysis. Spectrum is truly a one-stop shopping site with over 100,000 chemicals and lab items.

Spectroscopic Solutions, LLC
665 Millbrook Avenue
Randolph, NJ 07869 / 973-229-2661
Home Page www.spectroscopicsolutions.com
Spectroscopy
405 US Highway 1 South, Ste. 210
Iselin, NJ 08830 / 732-596-0276
Home Page www.spectroscopionline.com
Our mission is to enhance productivity, efficiency, and the overall value of spectroscopic instruments and methods as a practical analytical technology across a variety of fields. Scientists, technicians, and laboratory managers gain proficiency and competitive advantage for the real-world issues they face through unbiased, peer-reviewed technical articles, trusted troubleshooting advice, and best-practice application solutions.

Spectrum Scientific Inc.
16692 Hale Ave.
Irvine, CA 92606 / 800-774-0334
Home Page www.ssioptics.com
(SDI) Spectrum Scientific, Inc. is a manufacturer of holographic diffraction gratings including plane, convex, concave, toroidal and aspheric gratings. A proprietary blazing technique ensures that our blazed diffraction gratings offer high efficiency coupled with very low stray light. Spectrum Scientific also manufactures high precision replicated optics, which includes spherical and aspheric mirrors on or off-axis parabolic mirrors, elliptical mirrors, as well as retroreflectors, nanostructures, hybrid optics and complex optics.

Sptec GmbH
Berghamener Str. 2
Erding, Germany 85435 / +49 (0) 8122 99533
Home Page www.sptec.de
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**SPLEX CertiPrep**
203 Voorus Avenue
Metuchen, NJ 08840 / 800-522-7739
Home Page www.splexcorp.com

Products: SPEX CertiPrep. Inorganic and Organic Certified Reference Materials and Quality Control Samples; Organometallic Oil Standards; Standards for AA, ICP-MS, IC, GC & GC-MS. Matrix based CRMs are available through our European subsidiaries, SPEX Certiprep Ltd. SPLEX SamplePrep Equipment includes a large selection of laboratory mills including: FreezeMills® for cryogenic grinding, tissue pulverizing Geno/Ginder® for DNA/RNA or pesticides (QyCRXERS) extraction, for temperature sensitive samples, Kryo-Tech accessories are available; manual and automated lab presses; Katanax auto-

**SPLEX SamplePrep LLC**
15 Liberty Street
Metuchen, NJ 08840 / 732-623-9465
Home Page www.spexsampleprep.com

Products: SPEX CertiPrep. Inorganic and Organic Certified Reference Materials and Quality Control Samples; Organometallic Oil Standards; Standards for AA, ICP-MS, IC, GC & GC-MS. Matrix based CRMs are available through our European subsidiary, SPEX Certiprep Ltd. SPLEX SamplePrep Equipment includes a large selection of laboratory mills including: FreezeMills® for cryogenic grinding, tissue pulverizing Geno/Ginder® for DNA/RNA or pesticides (QyCRXERS) extraction, for temperature sensitive samples, Kryo-Tech accessories are available; manual and automated lab presses; Katanax auto-

**SPI Supplies/Structure Probe, Inc.**
PO Box 656
West Chester, PA 19381 / 800-242-4774
Home Page www.2pi.com

Worldwide leading manufacturer and distributor of sample preparation equipment and consumable supplies for the operation of SEM, TEM, LM, and AFM/SPM. We are the world’s reference source for products including standards, grases, tweezers and substrates. Access our online shop for advanced sample preparation, our own proprietary SPI Labware, including aluminum or steel sample stubs, adhesive or conductive tape and SEM grids. We also carry a wide range of TEM grids and substrates.

**Springer**
233 Spring Street
New York, NY 10013 / 212-460-1600
Home Page www.springer.com

**SRI Instruments, Inc.**
6440 Sunset Corporate Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89112 / 702-361-2210
Home Page www.sriinc.com

Custom Gas Chromatography Systems, manufactured in the USA. Application driven GCs for lab and field use. Versatile, compact configurations for virtually every EPA and ASTM method. Pre-configured GCs for custom applications from 2-watt samplers to 16 detector options with multiple injector and trap options. All available to customize your GC. All GCs include our proprietary Peaksimple software with free upgrades. We support what we sell with competent technical support and a two year warranty at no additional cost. Easy ordering, quick delivery, worldwide distribution of our full line of GC products.

**SII**
1310 Thurman Street
Lodi, CA 95242 / 209-333-2120
Home Page www.ssi.bio.com

We are a U.S. manufacturer of consumable plasticware for research laboratories. Since 1990 we have been designing and producing innovations for life science. We are pleased to introduce our new Tritur Pipette™ Tiny family, featuring our unique rack designed for one-hand operation. Our specially formulated HiLoSoft® resin provides researchers with the highest level of liquid handling performance. The Peak of Pipetting! At our state-of-the-art facility we also manufacture PCR tubes, strips and plates, MCT’s, storage products and cryogenic vials.

**ST Japan, Inc.**
8813 East Bay Circle
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308 / 323-267-3676
Home Page www.stjapanusa.com

Leading sales agent in Japan & Korea: Representing clients producing innovative spectrophotometers and analytical instruments, accessories, software & spectral databases. Offering worldwide the largest ATR-FTIR & Raman spectral database, consisting of over 140,000 spectra, subdivided into over 100 individual application libraries; including FTIR Transmittance, ATR-FTIR, Raman & NMR spectra of polymers, pharmaceuticals, forensics, explosives, minerals and many more substances. Spectra available in all spectral search formats. Also offering unique FTIR & Raman sample handling accessories such as a new Diamond ATR objective for FTIR Microscopes and many more!
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Supelco
5 Ewing Harrison Road
Belleville, PA 08123 / 800-247-6628
Home Page www.sigma-aldrich.com/supelco
Our company delivers high-quality, innovative chromatography and sample prep products and solutions to all major global market segments (food, pharmaceutical, forensic, bioanalytical, clinical, environmental, etc.). We provide a truly unique and broad-based analytical consumables offering that includes many breakthrough technologies, like Radel®P for diffuse air monitoring, ASSET™E2X-KO dry sampler for isocyanate sampling, Titan™ columns for UHPLC, Accents™ Express Fused-Core™ columns for HPLC, ionic Liquid GC columns that provide unique selectivity, HybridP® to remove or enrich phospholipids, plus new and novel products for sample preparation to add with SPE, SFC, and QuECHERS cleanup applications. For the latest product and technical information visit our website.

Supercritical Fluid Technologies Inc.
One Innovation Way, Suite 303
Newark, DE 19711 / 302-738-3420
Home Page www.supercriticalfluids.com
NEW – Micro Reactor/TM optimized for small-scale, high pressure chemical and materials research. Equipment for supercritical fluid extraction (SFE), reaction (SFR), and high pressure chemistry. Laboratory SFE: 5 ml to 5 L, Pilot scale SFE systems: up to 20 liters with fraction collection and automation. High Pressure Chemical Reactors: 50 ml to 4 L. Customized reactors and extractors to your specifications, including supercritical water and larger volume systems. Phase MonitorTM for visual monitoring, ASSET™ EZ4-NCO dry sampler for isocyanate sampling, Titan™ columns for UHPLC, Ascentis® Express Fused-Core™ columns for HPLC, Ionic Liquid GC columns that provide unique selectivity, HybridP® to remove or enrich phospholipids, plus new and novel products for sample preparation to add with SPE, SFC, and QuECHERS cleanup applications. For the latest product and technical information visit our website.

Supermax Healthcare
1899 Sequola Drive
Aurora, IL 60502 / 630-898-8886
Home Page www.aureliusgloves.com

Sykam GmbH
Gewerbering 15
Eressing, Germany 60922 / 066 8193 93820
Home Page www.sykam.com

Sympatec, Inc.
1600 Reed Rd, Suite C
Pennington, NJ 08534 / 609-303-0066
Home Page www.sympatec.com

Synergy Systems Corporation
PO Box 177
Montrose, CO 81402 / 970-240-9429
Home Page www.synsysca.com
SynSysca is your expert source for vacuum applications in Defense, High Energy Physics, Medical Technology, Nanotechnology, and Scientific Instrumentation. Stop and see our new Compact Scroll Pump, SSS 05, SSS 20, and SSS 50. We supply products and design services using Dry Scroll, Dry Rotary Lobe, Dry Screw Vacuum, Mag Lev Turbo, Cryogenic Pumps, and Vacuum Instrumentation, and Components to meet your most exacting vacuum applications. SynSysca pumps are an excellent choice to replace Diaphragm and Rotary Vane pumps in virtually all vacuum applications including OEM Equipment, Laboratory, R&D, Medical Equipment, GCMS, LCMS, and Freeze Drying.

Systec GmbH
Sandweg 11
Wettenberg, Germany D 35435 / +49 641-98211
Home Page www.systec-lab.com

T

TA Instruments
159 Loukens Drive
New Castle, DE 19720 / 302-427-4000
Home Page www.tainstruments.com

TACC-Technologia Alemana para Centroamerica y el Caribe
Wasserbank 3a
Witten, Germany NRW 58456 / +49 2302 2803085
Home Page www.tacc.de
We are a German exporting company of laboratory equipment with a special expertise in Centralamerica and the Caribbean with an office in the region. Apart from our dealer network we focus on investment projects in Latin America where we can add value through our international project management experience. TACC es una empresa exportadora alemana de equipamiento para laboratorio especializada en Centroamerica y el Caribe con oficina propia en la region. Aparte de nuestra red de distribuidores enfocamos proyectos de inversion en America Latina donde podamos agregar valor a traves de nuestra experciencia internacional de project management.

TandD US, LLC
534 N. Guadalupe St. #32886
Santa Fe, NM 87501 / 518-669-9227
Home Page www.tandd.com
Our company manufactures a comprehensive line of wireless and stand alone Data Loggers with innovative web based data collection, remote monitoring and notification features. Included in the line are models for recording and remotely monitoring temperature, humidity, voltage, current, pressure, CO2, illumination, ultra-violet, pulses, etc. Data collection options include an innovative hand-held portable unit with graphical display and a network connected data logger with built in Ethernet interface or integrated USB, 115 KiB FL, and a new GSM Cellular connected model.

Tarsons, Inc.
3 Windermere Way
Princeton, NJ 08540-7553 / 585-734-8609
Home Page www.tarsonsinc.com
We are an established manufacturer of high quality plastic laboratory and packaging container products. Tarsons brings you the most advanced manufacturing technologies in their products that offer premium products at a fair price. Tarsons’ containers comply with lot control certifications of conformance, leak-proof testing, and resin validations. Our heavier wall construction is more resistant to splitting, puncture, and transit hazards. SPI recycling codes are molded into our 250ml and larger containers.

TecSUSA, Inc.
80 Skyline Drive
Plainview, NY 11803 / 516-653-2000
Home Page www.tecsusa.com
We offer high quality products for optical spectroscopy from complete systems to the individual components. All products are designed for reproducibility, low maintenance, and fast acquisition. Fiber-optic accessories include light guides and probes for a multitude of measurements. Software support ranges from programming tools to applications (incl. chemometrics). Customizations possible.

Tecnac
9401 Globe Center Drive, Suite 140
Morrisville, NC 27560 / 919-361-5200
Home Page www.tecnac.com

Technology Networks LTD
Unit 6, Woodview, Bull Lane
Sudbury, Suffolk, United Kingdom CO10 0FD / +44 1787 319234
Home Page www.technologynetworks.com

Teledyne CETAC Technologies
14306 Industrial Road
Omaha, NE 68144 / 800-369-2822
Home Page www.cetac.com
Headquartered in Omaha, Nebraska, USA, Teledyne CETAC Technologies is a worldwide leader in sample introduction and sample handling equipment for elemental analysis. Teledyne CETAC supplies robust, high quality products that help atomic spectrometers do more with their atomic absorption, inductively coupled plasma atomic emission and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry equipment, expanding the scope of possible measurements and pushing the boundaries of productivity. Teledyne CETAC offers specialist automation products, including autosampling and analysis acceleration devices, advanced sample introduction systems.
We offer a line of ICP Standards, available in single and custom multi-element formats, and mercury reagents.

Our company manufactures automated chemical addition, sample preparation and digestion systems for the analysis of mercury and metals to environmental laboratories. The DEENA is a range of graphite block digestion systems with automation options which reduce or remove the need for manual intervention in hazardous processes during the sample digestion. The ERICA sample preparation systems provide a fully automated liquid handling system for mixing samples, standards and reagents to environmental laboratories. The DEENA is a range of graphite block digestion systems with automation options which reduce or remove the need for manual intervention in hazardous processes during the sample digestion. The ERICA sample preparation systems provide a fully automated liquid handling system for mixing samples, standards and reagents to environmental laboratories.

We have over 43 years of experience manufacturing laboratory furnaces and ovens. The EXPRESS-LINE from Thermcraft offers a selection of quick delivery lab furnaces and ovens that are reliable, consistent and durable. The line-up includes ovens, split tube furnaces, solid tube furnaces and block furnaces for temperatures up to 1700°C. Thermcraft's EXPRESS-LINE units are competitively priced, designed and built in the USA and available within two weeks after receipt of order. Thermcraft also offers component heating elements, process tubers, flanges and other lab furnace accessories. At Thermcraft, customer service is our number one priority!

Visit our exhibit and see the world's largest portfolio anywhere including analytical instruments, reagents, laboratory consumables, equipment, and services. Whether you need an instrument, an entire application workflow, or laboratory workstations, think Thermo Scientific. You'll find Thermo Scientific innovation and the latest products to help you run your laboratory at peak performance and run your experiments from start to finish. Connect with innovative new products, services and solutions. Collaborate with technical experts to solve your toughest analytical challenges.

The Coblents Society
955 Drew Lane
Ashland, OR 97520 / 541-261-9800
Home Page www.coblents.org

We are a non-profit organization founded in 1954 which fosters the understanding and application of vibrational spectroscopy. The Society operates award programs, sets standards, and supports conferences and educational activities related to infrared and Raman spectroscopy. The Society offers practitioners of vibrational spectroscopy the opportunity to network and to contribute to the spectroscopy community. The Coblents Society is a technical affiliate of the Society for Applied Spectroscopy.

The Lee Company
2 Pettipaug Road
Westbrook, CT 06498-0424 / 860-399-6281
Home Page www.theleecoms.com

We have over 43 years of experience manufacturing laboratory furnaces and ovens. The EXPRESS-LINE from Thermcraft offers a selection of quick delivery lab furnaces and ovens that are reliable, consistent and durable. The line-up includes ovens, split tube furnaces, solid tube furnaces and box furnaces for temperatures up to 1700°C. Thermcraft's EXPRESS-LINE units are competitively priced, designed and built in the USA and available within two weeks after receipt of order. Thermcraft also offers component heating elements, process tubers, flanges and other lab furnace accessories. At Thermcraft, customer service is our number one priority!

Thermo Scientific
81 Wymans Street
Waltham, MA 02451 / 887-843-7668
Home Page www.thermoscientific.com

Visit our exhibit and see the world's largest portfolio anywhere including analytical instruments, reagents, laboratory consumables, equipment, and services. Whether you need an instrument, an entire application workflow, or laboratory workstations, think Thermo Scientific. You'll find Thermo Scientific innovation and the latest products to help you run your laboratory at peak performance and run your experiments from start to finish. Connect with innovative new products, services and solutions. Collaborate with technical experts to solve your toughest analytical challenges.

thinXXS Microtechnology AG
Zweibruecken, Germany 66482 / 0049 6332 80020
Home Page www.thinxxs.com

Customized Disposables for Diagnostics and Analytics THINXXS develops and produces complex microfluidic disposables for medical diagnostics and lab analytics. The customized products are mainly made out of plastic and are often combined with other materials for a hybrid system. Typical features are fluidic channels in the micrometer scale, high-precision function structures, smart instrumentation interfaces, functionalized surfaces, storage of reagents as well as intelligent detection solutions. These disposables can for example be used directly with a patient in a Point-of-Care-Testing or Clinical-Lab environment.

Thomas Cain, Inc.
4875 F Street
Omaha, NE 68117 / 402-614-6585
Home Page www.thomascaininc.com

Our company manufactures automated chemical addition, sample preparation and digestion systems for the analysis of mercury and metals to environmental laboratories. The DEENA is a range of graphite block digestion systems with automation options which reduce or remove the need for manual intervention in hazardous processes during the sample digestion. The ERICA sample preparation systems provide a fully automated liquid handling system for mixing samples, standards and reagents. Ranges of standard and customized consumables for different sample and digestion types are available for both systems.

The ERICA sample preparation systems provide a fully automated liquid handling system for mixing samples, standards and reagents. Ranges of standard and customized consumables for different sample and digestion types are available for both systems.
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Tosoh Bioscience
3604 Horizon Drive, Suite 100
King of Prussia, PA 19406 / 800-366-4875
Home Page www.reparations.tooshibioscience.com

We are a global leader in the manufacturing and sales of high quality, innovative pre-packed HPLC columns and bulk resins with the TSKgel®, TOYOPEARL® and ToyoScreen® brand names, as well as our dedicated EcoSEC® GPC System. While the majority of our customers are employed in biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies, our HPLC columns are essential tools for sample analysis in most industries. Stop by booth #2008 to learn about our newest innovations in all of our product lines, including the TSKgel SuperSW columns optimized for monoclonal antibody analysis.

TSM TradeWinds, Inc.
500 Cardigan Road
Shoreview, MN 55126 / 800-874-2811
Home Page www.tsmi.com

For over 50 years, TSI has been an industry leader in the design and production of precision measurement instruments. Our latest technology includes new LIBS Elemental Analysis instrumentation which offers rapid elemental analysis for minute quantities of solid materials with minimal sample preparation. Based on advanced laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), this new instrumentation is designed to analyze organic elements (C, H, O, N) and heavy metals simultaneously.

TWD TradeWinds, Inc.
10555-86th Avenue Booth 4155 (10x10)
Pleasant Prairie, WI 53158 / 888-323-5585
Home Page www.twdtradewinds.com

We are the industry leader in permanent barcoded technology. With manufacturing facilities centrally located in the United States, TWD provides a wide variety of permanently barcoded glass and plastic sample vials, serving the pharmaceutical and life science research community, particularly in compound management and bio-banking. TWD prides itself with superior customer services and highest quality of products.

TMC, Ametek Ultra Precision Technologies
15 Centennial Drive
Peabody, MA 01960 / 800-542-9725
Home Page www.tmcfm.com

We are the world’s leading designer and manufacturer of Vibration Isolation Tables and Platforms. Key features include the Geobal Polygon® Air Isolator for vertical and horizontal vibration isolation and the patented CleanTop® II spill-proof steel-honed surfaces. TMC’s ISO17025 certified reference materials comply with international test methods and standards such as ASTM, DIN, AOCs and ISO.

Tosho Instrument (Ningbo) Co., LTD.
808 Room, A/F., HongKu Commercial Mansion South Business District
NingBo, China 311991 / +86 574 56218576
Home Page www.topsci.com

Our company has developed spectrometers incorporating an invention (HTVS) which eliminates the traditional “slit” of conventional instruments. Simply put, there is no higher performing instrument on the marketplace. Using our spectrometer designs, and HTVS innovation, our OEM partners are creating systems that blow their competition away. Not only is this technology unique, this spectrometer design breakthrough enables entirely new applications by providing additional spectral information. We have also created nanoplasmonic-based spectrometers in the Optical-Coherece Tomography market (OCT) for ophthalmology and nondestructive test (NDT).

Toshiba Scientific India Private Limited
500 Cardigan Road
Shoreview, MN 55126 / 800-874-2811
Home Page www.toshiba-scientific.com

We are a global leader in the manufacturing and sales of high quality, innovative pre-packed HPLC columns and bulk resins with the TSKgel®, TOYOPEARL® and ToyoScreen® brand names, as well as our dedicated EcoSEC® GPC System. While the majority of our customers are employed in biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies, our HPLC columns are essential tools for sample analysis in most industries. Stop by booth #2008 to learn about our newest innovations in all of our product lines, including the TSKgel SuperSW columns optimized for monoclonal antibody analysis.

Thorlabs
56 Sparta Ave
Newton, NJ 07860 / 973-300-3000
Home Page www.thorlabs.com

Our company is the earliest syringe filter manufacturer in China, and is the market leader of syringe filter products in China.
with economical tooling costs, short lead times, and competitive pricing. Our products are manufactured in modern glassware, plasticware, porcelain, liquid handling, clamps, support stands and racks. Custom manufacturing is available.

United Scientific Industries
15 Bagamari Road (Flat no. 10)
Kolkata, India 700054 / 091 33 2351 4617
Home Page www.sinteredglass.net
Our company specializes in Borosilicate 3.3 Sintered Glassware & Sintered Disc. Serving the domestic industries for over 53 years and international industries for over 14 years as a highly motivated team of Glass Blowers, we are the leading manufacturer of Sintered Glassware made of Borosilicate Glass in India.

United Scientific Supplies, Inc.
3055 N. Oak Grove Avenue
Waukegan, IL 60087 / 847-336-7556
Home Page www.unitedsci.com
We sell a wide selection of lab equipment and supplies to laboratory and industrial distributors. Our product lines include glassware, plasticware, porcelain, liquid handling, clamps, support stands and racks. Custom manufacturing is available with economical tooling costs, short lead times, and competitive pricing. Our products are manufactured in modern factories worldwide and distributed from our warehouse in Waukegan, Illinois.

US Scientific a Division of US Inc.
6890 Distribution Drive
Beltsville, MD 20705 / 888-556-2112
Home Page www.us-sci.com
Our company is the result of many years of research and development to provide the most comprehensive and technologically advanced laboratory instruments available today. If you are looking for Biomedical, Health-Care or Laboratory testing & research equipment, US Scientific is the company to consider. US Scientific has been supplying the laboratory industry for over 10 years and we pride ourselves in offering a wide product range of Laboratory Equipment. Contact US at (888) 556-2112 or info@us-sci.com. Visit our website.

Usahi Inc.
2-6-1 Ohmachi, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan 100-1010 / +81-3-6328-3447
Home Page www.usahi.co.jp/global/
Our company started out in 1964 as a manufacturer of industrial light sources and has since evolved into a "creator of light," offering light source units, devices, systems and light solutions. These products have been developed around core technologies of new light sources and optical systems that have expanded to encompass unique application technologies. Expectations of "light" as an effective means for resolving bottlenecks in technological innovation have marched new heights. USHIO is committed to contributing to the development of an affluent society and lifestyle through "innovation in light."

UVP LLC, An Analytical Jena Company
2066 West 11th Street
Upland, CA 91786 / 800-452-6788
Home Page www.uvp.com
Bioradiography systems for Proteomics/Genomics applications including chemiluminescence, fluorescence, multiplex and colorimetric; systems for entry level gel documentation to automated gel blot imaging/quantitative analysis. Ultraviolet lab products include UV lamps, UV transilluminators, UV crosslinkers, UV and HEPA PCR hoods, hybridization ovens. Standard/custom Pre-Ray® light sources with mercury, rare gases in a variety of configurations. Nucleic acid isolation/ extraction kits and automated systems. Molecular bead homogenizers. Standard and QPCR thermal cycler. Nano volume spectrophotometers. Mobildi® portable onsite pathogen diagnostic instrument.

V

V & P Scientific, Inc.
9823 Pacific Heights Blvd, Suite T
San Diego, CA 92121 / 858-455-0643
Home Page www.vp-scientific.com

VACCO Industries
10350 Vacco Street
South El Monte, CA 91733 / 626-463-7121
Home Page www.vacco-etch.com
In business since 1954 VACCO Industries produces products and assemblies through the use of our precision Photo Chemical Etching, Micro Laser Machining, Photo Electroforming and Diffusion Bonding processes. Whether your application is large or small in size or volume VACCO can be of assistance to you and your company. VACCO offers K9100B along with ISO 9001:2000 registration.

Van London-Phoenix Co.
6103 Glennmont Drive
Houston, TX 77081 / 800-522-7920
Home Page www.vl-ph.com
Manufacturers of pH, Oxygen, ISE, ORP, Conductivity and MemoSens® sensors for continuous process or laboratory analysis; specialize in custom designs and harsh applications. Exclusive US Distributor for Knick Analyzers.

Varal, Inc.
363 Hyland Rd.
Warminster, PA 18974 / 215-957-5880
Home Page www.varal.com
We are your global company producing instruments and consumables for the spectroscopy market. Varal introduces a new line of Dстврам Lamps with high intensity and long lifetime. We offer a complete line of flame-look U/VIS cells and cuvettes as well as Hollow Cathode Lamps. Our newly designed WI1000 Microwave Digestion System features consistent digestion at continuous power. The KAS-2016 Atomic Absorption Spectrometer has the latest optical components for optimum performance. Varal's state-of-the-art machining center and engineering capabilities allow us to contract manufacture instruments, components and consumables to your specification.

VELP Scientific, Inc.
155 Keyland Court
Bohemia, NY 11716 / 631-573-6002
Home Page www.velp.com
American branch of VELP Scientifica, an Italian company with 30 years' experience in design, manufacture and distribution of high quality laboratory equipment, is a key reference for lab, research centers and QC departments worldwide. Applications range from food/feed and water analysis to stirring solutions. VELP analytical instruments include Kjeldahl apparatus, Dumas analyzer, fat and raw fiber extractors. Sample preparation instruments include BOD, COD, incubators, Jar Test, vortex mixers, overhead and heating/magnetic stirrers. TEMS™ technology saves Time, Energy, Money and Space, pursuing VELP's commitment to optimize ecology and economy and protect our planet.

Verder Scientific, Inc.
74 Walker Lane
Newtown, PA 18940 / 666-473-8724
Home Page www.verder-scientific.com
Our company is setting standards in high-tech scientific equipment for quality control, research and development. Verder Scientific, Inc. is the result of merging both British and Carbonite companies into one organization. Areas of specialty and expertise cover sample preparation of solids and heat technology.

Vertere/ChemWatch NA
PO Box 152
Portsmouth, RI 02871 / 800-628-9917
Home Page www.vertere.com
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VHG Labs
276 Abby Road
Manchester, NH 03049 / 888-622-7660
Home Page www.vhglabs.com

Joint booth with ARMI and our parent company LGC. Standards for all of your analytical chemistry products and services: certified reference materials and supplies for spectrophotometric analysis (IC, ICP, IR, MS, AA, ICP-MS, HPLC), standards for new and used oil analysis, CRMs from the European Institute for Reference Materials & Measurements (EURLERM), proficiency testing. QC: samples for water & soil, pharmaceutical impurity standards, forensics standards. Technical services: instrumentation training and methods development. Analytical services: lead, heavy metals, phthalates in children’s products, ISO 9001, Guide 34, 17025 & 17043 accredited.

VICI Valciva Instruments
P.O. Box 53603
Houston, TX 77255 / 800-367-8424
Booth 3116 (50x10), 3216 (50x10), 3416 (50x10)
Home Page www.vici.com

Our company is a designer and manufacturer of custom valves and fittings for precision analytical, biomedical, and biocompatible instrumentation. Products also include a variety of related products including pneumatic and electric actuators, tubing and sampling loops, heated enclosures, valve sequence and temperature controllers, gas purifiers, GC detectors, and digital interfaces.

Vision Engineering Inc.
570 Danbury Road
New Milford, CT 06776 / 860-355-3776
Home Page www.visioneng.com

We are a British designer and manufacturer of ergonomic optical microscopes, inspection and documentation and measuring systems. Established in 1958, Vision Engineering has design and manufacturing facilities in the UK and in the USA (Connecticut). Vision Engineering supplies ergonomic solutions to analytical laboratories worldwide for analysis, measurement, detection and documentation processes. Many of Vision’s products are patented. Vision Engineering also offers bespoke and customised optical solutions for incorporation into other laboratory analytical systems and designs optical/ documentation systems (often third party labelled) for other manufacturers/OEMs. See our website for more details.

Vivantis Technologies Sdn Bhd
No.12A, Jalan TPS, TRX Perindustrian UEP
Subang Jaya, Selangor DE, Malaysia 46100 / +603-8025 1603
Home Page www.vivantis.com

Our company has been partnering with researchers and supplying laboratories with life science products and state of the art technologies for over 12 years. We have a plethora of premium products ranging from nucleic acid purification systems, DNA amplification products, ladder and markers, restriction enzymes, DNA polymerases and modifying enzymes, monoclonal antibodies, biochemicals and labware, providing a comprehensive selection of consumables for researchers. We continue to provide research solutions by constantly exploring new innovations and creating cost-effective products that answer to the needs of researchers the world over.

Wasson-ECE Instrumentation
101 Rome Court
Torrington, CT 06790 / 800-492-7464
Home Page www.wassonece.com

Our company carries a complete line of mechanical Laboratory sold media and liquid chemical blenders, immersion blenders (6 1/2” - 21” long), homogenizers, grinders, mixers, mixers, food processors and related accessories to maintain explosion resistance, timing and speed control. Waging has been a world leader in blender products for over 74 years. Our products range in size from 12 - 37 ml to 4-liters.

Worter Products Divison
314 Elia T. Grasso Avenue
New Milford, CT 06770
Home Page www.worterproducts.com

Our company manufactures faucets, specialized precision valves and emergency eyewash and shower stations for science laboratories. Our company manufactures faucets, specialized precision valves and emergency eyewash and shower stations for science laboratories.

VSL Dutch Metrology Institute
Thije-Swiggers 11
Delft, Netherlands 2629AJ / +31 15 2691 500
Home Page www.vsl.nl

VSL, the National Metrology Institute of the Netherlands offers calibration gas standards and calibration services. VSL Reference Gas Mixtures span a wide range of components and compositions and are typically used as part of quality assurance programs to provide traceability to internationally accepted standards. For components that are not stable in cylinders VSL offers dynamically generated standards on shore samples. VSL mixtures are used for environmental gas analysis following EPA protocols, for energy content calculations and for industrial applications.

Waxton Photonics, Inc
4020 Stirrup Creek Drive, Suite 115
Durham, NC 27709 / 919-544-7785
Home Page www.waxtonphotonics.com

Our company carries a complete line of mechanical Laboratory solid media and liquid chemical blenders, immersion blenders (6 1/2” - 21” long), homogenizers, grinders, mixers, mixers, food processors and related accessories to maintain explosion resistance, timing and speed control. Waging has been a world leader in blender products for over 74 years. Our products range in size from 12 - 37 ml to 4-liters.

Waxton Products Division
314 Elia T. Grasso Avenue
New Milford, CT 06770
Home Page www.waxtonproducts.com

Our company manufactures faucets, specialized precision valves and emergency eyewash and shower stations for science laboratories. Our company manufactures faucets, specialized precision valves and emergency eyewash and shower stations for science laboratories.
As the world's largest OEM peristaltic pump company, we have spearheaded the development of peristaltic pump technology for over fifty years. These instrument quality pumps can fit in the smallest handheld or benchtop equipment. The pump provides zero contamination, quick set up and precise metering. We have thousands of off-the-shelf peristaltic pumps. Our pumps offer flow rates from microliters per minute to 100gpm and from one to 32 channels of flow.

Weltch-Tilmac
5621 W. Howard Street
Niles, IL 60714 / 847-676-8800
Home Page www.weltch-tilmac.com

We are a global leader in vacuum technology, offering a broad portfolio of environmentally responsible vacuum products and services. We bring value into the laboratory and light industrial markets with renowned vacuum expertise and robust new product development. With manufacturing on three continents, global distribution, and an extensive service network, Weltch-Tilmac provides advanced vacuum solutions for every Application need. We combine expert field support with advanced engineering to benefit Weltch-Tilmac Customers – high quality, excellent service, and the right product for the right job.

Wellington Laboratories, Inc.
345 Southgate Dr.
Guelph, ON Canada N1G 3M5 / 913-722-4919
Home Page www.well-labs.com

For over 30 years Wellington Laboratories has supported the international community with the highest quality analytical reference standards. Our product line includes native and isotopically labeled standard solutions for over 400 halogenated retardant compounds, and perfluorinated chemicals of environmental and toxicological interest.

Wyatt Technology Corporation
6300 Hollister Avenue
Santa Barbara, CA 93117 / 805-681-9009
Home Page www.wyatt.com

We are the recognized leader in light scattering instrumentation and software for determining the absolute molar mass, size, charge and interactions of macromolecules and nanoparticles in solution. Wyatt provides in-line multi-angled static light scattering - SEC-MALS; field flow fractionation (separation with no stationary phase) - FF-MALS; composition gradi- ents for interaction analysis - CG-MALS; high-throughput dynamic light scattering - DLS; high-sensitivity electrophoretic mobility - MP-MALS; differential refractometry, and differential viscosity. Wyatt's training, service and support are widely considered the industry benchmark of excellence.

Xcalibur XRF Services
1340-T Lincoln Ave
Hollbrook, MA 11741 / 631-750-3170
Home Page www.xcaliburxrf.com

We are the exclusive North American Distributor of the ElvaX EDRRF product line. These compact, portable systems are ideally suited for qualitative and quantitative analysis of metals and other solids, liquids and powders. The ElvaX series includes desk top, portable mini-units and handheld XRF systems. Our services include sales of new and rebuilt XRF equipment, on-site service support, system calibration and radiation safety audits. We supply a wide range of EDRRF calibration standards and standards certification used in a variety of equipment.

Xenosep Technologies, LLC
930 Hamilton Street
Allentown, PA 18101 / 610-770-0900
Home Page www.xenosep.com

Our company develops and sells advanced signal processors for use with x-ray and gamma-ray detectors and related instruments for applications in research, industry and homeland security. Our core technology of high-performance digital pulse processors is available in flexible stand-alone instruments, dedicated embedded configurations, including OEM applications, and for large multi-channel installations. From low power, hand-held spectrometry through extremely high count rate applications to integrated systems for multi-element detection, Xenosep provides robust, high performance solutions that advance the state of the art yet are affordable priced.

XOS
15 Tech Valley Drive
East Greenbush, NY 12061 / 518-880-1500
Home Page www.xos.com

We are a leading manufacturer of application specific x-ray analyzers, OEM sub-systems and x-ray optics. The company offers elemental analysis solutions for petroleum industries and consumer safety and compliance applications. For petro- leum applications, XOS offers portable, lab and process analyzers for either single or multi-element detection. Unrivalled precision at the push of a button. XOS offers HD XRF analyzers for detection of trace elements in consumer products e.g. toys and apparel. Advanced optics increase instrument precision, while decreasing analysis time, system complexity. XOS - Better Analysis Counts.

Xylem
1 International Drive
Rye Brook, NY 10573 / 914-323-5700
Home Page www.xyleminc.com

We are a leading global water technology provider enabling customers to transport, treat, test and efficiently use water. The company does business in more than 150 countries with a strong focus on finding solutions to the world's most challenging water problems. Xylem is headquartered in White Plains, N.Y., with 2012 revenues of $3.8 billion and approximately 12,000 employees worldwide. Xylem has been named to the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index for the last two years for advancing sustainable business practices worldwide.

Eliminate emergency deliveries, reduce cylinders on site, and save money. Also learn about TrackAbout asset tracking, VMG uses Verizon cellular technology combined with RF at an affordable price. We are Verizon’s VSP Partner for gases. Home Page www.globalgassupply.com

Cincinnati, OH 45242 / 513-936-5900

We are a leading manufacturer of EPR consumables & accessories for liquid-phase, solid-state & gas-phase NMR studies. Our support & product development staff includes a PhD & testing facilities utilizing Bruker® & Agilent® spectrometers. Our website has more than 10,000citations, and for large multi-channel installations. From low power, hand-held spectrometry through extremely high count rate applications to integrated systems for multi-element detection, XOS provides robust, high performance solutions that advance the state of the art yet are affordable priced.

Wyatt Technology Corporation
6300 Hollister Avenue
Santa Barbara, CA 93117 / 805-681-9009
Home Page www.wyatt.com

We are the recognized leader in light scattering instrumentation and software for determining the absolute molar mass, size, charge and interactions of macromolecules and nanoparticles in solution. Wyatt provides in-line multi-angled static light scattering - SEC-MALS; field flow fractionation (separation with no stationary phase) - FF-MALS; composition gradi- ents for interaction analysis - CG-MALS; high-throughput dynamic light scattering - DLS; high-sensitivity electrophoretic mobility - MP-MALS; differential refractometry, and differential viscosity. Wyatt's training, service and support are widely considered the industry benchmark of excellence.

Xcalibur XRF Services
1340-T Lincoln Ave
Hollbrook, MA 11741 / 631-750-3170
Home Page www.xcaliburxrf.com

We are the exclusive North American Distributor of the ElvaX EDRRF product line. These compact, portable systems are ideally suited for qualitative and quantitative analysis of metals and other solids, liquids and powders. The ElvaX series includes desk top, portable mini-units and handheld XRF systems. Our services include sales of new and rebuilt XRF equipment, on-site service support, system calibration and radiation safety audits. We supply a wide range of EDRRF calibration standards and standards certification used in a variety of equipment.
PITTCON 2014 EXHIBITORS

Xylem Analytics
100 Cummings Center, 353-N
Beverly, MA 01915 / 978-778-1010
Home Page www.xylemanalytics.com
Our analytics businesses are leading manufacturers of premium field, portable, laboratory and online analytical instruments used in water and wastewater, environmental, food and beverage, pharmaceutical and life science applications. The company’s meters, sensors, analyzers and related consumables are used every day by thousands of end-users worldwide to analyze and control quality in countless industrial applications where precise measurement is required.

Yabegawa Electric Industry, Ltd.
6-5 Tatsuue-machi, Omuta-shi
Fukuoka, Japan 866-0847 / +81-946-53-0743
Home Page www.yabegawa.co.jp/e/index.html
Our company developed a “flow controller” in 2007. We commercialized SPI immunosassay, and chemiluminescence immunoassay measuring devices. We have been a Pittcon exhibitor for six consecutive years, since 2008. This year we are exhibiting a new dispensing system with touch screen (PD-6000Ver2.0) and a compact unit pump valve (PV-200).

Yancheng Huida Imp. & Exp. Co., Ltd.
A-13-281 Gaolai Shangchao 14 Middle Jingqian Road
Yancheng, Jiangsu, China 224001 / +86-15158839440
Home Page www.chinahuida.cn
Our China company was established in 2002, with three factories: HUIDA GLASS, HUIDA PLASTIC and HUIDA MEDICAL. HUIDA Glassware, for glass beaker, flask, measuring cylinder; volumetric flask, regent bottle, culture dish, funnel, barrette, glass test tube, desiccator, and etc; HUIDA Plastic, for embedding cassette, petri dish, small cup, pasteur pipette, tips, freezing tube, centrifuge tube, test tube, identification band, urin bag and etc; HUIDA Medical, for microscope slide, coverglass, surgical blade, blood lancet and surgical suture. All our goods are with CE/ISO/FDA, cooperate with us!

Yancheng Rongkang Glassware Co., Ltd.
No.8 Xingda Road, Changsha Industrial Area
Yancheng Jiangsu, China / +86-515-8819966
Home Page www.ycrongkang.com
We are a professional manufacturer and supplier on disposable laboratory products based in China. With almost 15 years’ joint experience in microscope slides and cover slips, it is producing and supplying premium quality products to its valued customers all over the world. Nowadays, RONKANG is engaging in developing and producing plastic disposable products for laboratory and is growing very fast to become one of the leading manufacturers in China.

YMC America, Inc.
941 Marcon Blvd, Suite 201
Allentown, PA 18109 / 610-266-0650
Home Page www.ymcamerica.com
Our companies offer application specific separation solutions for HPLC, UHPLC, SEC, SEC-HILIC, and hyperLC®-based techniques. Triart Series, BioPro IEX Series, Chiral Polysaccharide Series, and Pro Series products are available in a variety of packed column formats. Triart, BioPro IEX, Chiral, Pro, and HG Series resin are also available in bulk. LC forte and K-Prep Series Prep HPLC and LC systems offer solutions for laboratory, pilot and production scale purification.

YSI Incorporated
1700/1725,Bramson Lane
Yellow Springs, OH 45387-1107 / 800-659-8895
Home Page www.ysi.com
A Yank brand, YSI designs and manufactures innovative water quality, water velocity, and flow measurement sensors and instrumentation for sampling and long term monitoring applications in the field and laboratory. Our Life Sciences division offers clinical applications, biochemical instruments, trusted in critical bioprocess monitoring, as well as biofuel production and research.

Yuling Environmental Technologies
99 Jinli Lake Ave, NW-6 Suite 502
Suzhou Industrial Park, China 215123 / +86-512-65970621
Home Page www.yulingbiotech.com
Our company in Suzhou Industrial Park, China, Yuling Environmental Technologies designs and manufactures water quality monitoring equipment. Combining optical sensing and mobile internet technologies, Yuling brings innovative and cost competitive solutions to global water quality monitoring market. Yuling provides smart dissolved oxygen (DO) sensors based on state of art luminescent/optical technologies. With different configurations intended for both field and laboratory uses, our products are ideal for measuring dissolved oxygen in waste water, drinking water, aquaculture and general water quality applications.

Zaber Technologies Inc.
1 Floor, 1777 West 75th Ave
Vancouver, BC Canada V6P 6Z / 604-569-3780
Home Page www.zaber.com
Our company designs and manufactures high-precision positioning devices. Their extensive line of linear slides, linear actuators, rotary stages, mirror mounts, gauntlets, multi-axis systems, and other devices make automating positioning applications simple, easy, and affordable. Zaber’s products are used worldwide in many fields including photonics and optics, material sciences, microscopy, industrial automation, and many others.

Zarbeca, LLC
1240 Sussex Turnpike, Suite S
Randolph, NJ 07869 / 973-933-2043
Home Page www.zarbeca.com
Our company manufactures portable digital microscopes, including the NScoper-MF2 handheld digital microscope with 12-14x magnification, and optional WiFi/UV imagers (for fluorescence imaging). See our ZDM-360 panoramic digital microscope with HD camera and wireless image capture, and our new Video ToolBox Premier software displaying live images for digital and HDMI cameras.

Zeltex, Inc.
130 Western Maryland Parkway
Hagerstown, MD 21740 / 800-732-1950
Home Page www.zeltex.com
We are one leading manufacturer of autosampler vials in China with ISO9001:2008 CERTIFICATE, we serve more than 1500 customers and export to more than 80 countries in the world. We have our own lab for testing the vials and do 100% checking making sure all the products are of good quality. Zeltex Technology hope all the customers could visit our factory and build the business relationship in the future!

Zhejiang Aijiren Instrument Co., Ltd.
237 Lin Hai, Zhejiang Lin Hai, China 317000 / 0086 576 85114891
Home Page www.aijiren.cn
We are one leading manufacture of autosampler vials in China with ISO9001:2008 CERTIFICATE, we serve more than 1500 customers and export to more than 80 countries in the world. We have our own lab for testing the vials and do 100% checking making sure all the products are of good quality. Aijiren Technology hope all the customers could visit our factory and build the business relationship in the future!

Zhejiang Huawei Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd
No.148 Longshan Road, Zhongguan Town
Deqing, Zhejiang, China 313220 / 0086 572 84008068
Home Page www.sorfa-pipette.com.cn
We are one leading manufacture of autosampler vials in China with ISO9001:2008 CERTIFICATE, we serve more than 1500 customers and export to more than 80 countries in the world. We have our own lab for testing the vials and do 100% checking making sure all the products are of good quality. Aijiren Technology hope all the customers could visit our factory and build the business relationship in the future!

Zhejiang Sorfa Medical Plastic Co., Ltd.
No.9815 Longshan Road, Zhongguan Town
Deqing, Zhejiang, China 313220 / 0086 572 84008068
Home Page www.sorfa-pipette.com.cn
We are one leading manufacture of autosampler vials in China with ISO9001:2008 CERTIFICATE, we serve more than 1500 customers and export to more than 80 countries in the world. We have our own lab for testing the vials and do 100% checking making sure all the products are of good quality. Aijiren Technology hope all the customers could visit our factory and build the business relationship in the future!

Zinsser Analytic
19145 Parthenia Street, Suite C
Northridge, CA 91324 / 818-341-2906
Home Page www.zinssera.com
Our company supplies a range of sophisticated systems and solutions for applications in biotechnology, modern drug discovery, combinatorial chemistry, screening and synthesis, and standard laboratory automation. As a customer you get reliable hardware and excellent software and premium support backed by 30 years accumulated experience in automation and liquid handling.

ZIRCAR Refractory Composites, Inc.
PO Box 489
Florida, NY 10921 / 845-651-2200
Home Page www.zircar.com
Actuators, rotary stages, mirror mounts, gantries, multi-axis systems, and other devices make automating positioning applications simple, easy, and affordable. Zaber’s products are used worldwide in many fields including photonics and optics, material sciences, microscopy, industrial automation, and many others.